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Abstract
The paradigm of phone-based hidden Markov models has dominated au-
tomatic speech recognition since the early 1980s, and continuous improve-
ments of this approach combined with the exponential increase in computa-
tional power have led to impressive improvements in the performance of such
systems in the past 30 years. Of late, however, these gains have seemed to
level o , and there is a growing interest in exploring alternative paradigms.
This thesis concerns itself with two of these newer approaches: articulatory
speech recognition and exemplar-based methods.
Articulatory speech recognition considers speech not as a sequence of
phones, but as an interplay between our articulators—the lips, the tongue,
the glottis and the velum. This explicit modeling of the pronunciation pro-
cess in the statistical framework of the speech recognizer allows for a better
model of the pronunciation variation that occurs, particularly in sponta-
neous speech. Exemplar-based methods is a common name for all ways of
using the training data directly rather than fitting a global statistical model
to it. Most of these methods are based on finding nearest neighbors among
the observation vectors.
The main focus of this thesis is on the frame classification of artic-
ulatory features by nearest neighbors, and on using this classification to
produce input feature vectors for two transcription systems. We consider
nearest neighbor-based frame-level classification of a multi-valued set of ar-
ticulatory features (AFs) inspired by the vocal tract variables of articulatory
phonology. This entails that, for each frame of the audio signal, we try to
determine the value of each of our eight AFs at the corresponding point
in time. Partly for comparison purposes, we do a frame classification of
phones in the same way. We explore a variety of linear and nonlinear trans-
formations of the observation vectors, and use the k nearest neighbors in
the resulting vector space to do the classification. Our best results compare
favorably to a multilayer perceptron (MLP) baseline.
Based on our k-nearest neigbhor (k-NN) frame classification, we make
posterior-like feature vectors, which we incorporate into two systems for
automatic transcription. The first of these is a conditional random field
(CRF) for forced transcription of our set of AFs. The performance of our
k-NN-based features in the CRF system is better than that of MLP-based
features for most of the AFs, and on par with it for the rest of them. The
second transcription system is a standard tandem hidden Markov model
for phone recognition, where the k-NN-based features do not do as well
as the MLP-based ones. Nevertheless, we argue that the flexibility and
transparency of k-NN classification make it a very promising approach for
articulatory speech recognition.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
What is it that all utterances of a word have in common, for all speakers in
all acoustic conditions in which we can hear them, that makes us recognize
the word? This might be said to be the fundamental question underlying
all attempts at automatic speech recognition (ASR), and it has proven to
be a very hard question to answer.
The most common approach is to consider speech as a sequence of
phones—the fundamental sounds of a given language.1 But, as anybody
who has looked at a phonetic transcription of spontaneous speech is very
aware of, words are seldom pronounced in the exact way that their dictio-
nary baseforms say they should be. This problem of pronunciation variation
has been dealt with in various ways within the framework of phonetic ASR.
Expanding the dictionaries to include common pronunciation variants of
each word is one approach, trying to hand-craft or learn substitution rules
for the phones is another.
Articulatory ASR arguably provides a more principled way of dealing
with varying pronunciations of a word. In this framework, speech is consid-
ered as an interplay between the main articulators in our vocal tracts—i.e.,
the lips, the tongue, the glottis and the velum. Instead of taking the canon-
ical pronunciation of a word as our starting point, we now consider the
utterance of a word as a series of targets that the articulators try to reach
in a specific order. Pronunciation variation occurs when the articulators fail
to reach their targets (e.g., the tongue does not move as far forward as it
should) or get out of sync with one another (e.g., the velum closes before
1A phoneme is the smallest structural unit that distinguishes meaning in a language;
a phone is the physical realizations of a phoneme in an utterance. Thus, a phoneme can
be considered as an abstraction of a set of phones which are perceived as equivalent to
each other in a given language.
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it should). As we shall see, the articulatory framework can give elegant
explanations of many pronunciation variations that are hard to account for
within the phonetic framework.
ASR systems are usually based on building a global statistical model for
the training data and using this to classify or recognize the test data. This
has the advantage of being easily generalizable. The downside is that the
training times can be very long. In this thesis, we have chosen an exemplar-
based approach. Instead of building a global model of the training data, we
select a subset of exemplars from the training data to build a local model
specifically for every test sample. This is more computationally intensive at
test time, but since it more or less eliminates training time, it carries great
promise for experimental systems.
1.1 Motivation
The focus of this thesis is on the classification of articulatory features (AFs)
from audio by nearest neighbor methods; in this section we present our rea-
sons for choosing this focus. We will first explain our interest in AFs, before
moving on to the arguments in favor of using nearest neighbor methods.
The motivation for classifying AFs from audio is twofold: On the one
hand it is of interest in its own right as a scientific question with certain
direct applications, on the other hand it is an essential step in any end-
to-end speech recognition system that uses an articulatory approach. We
will begin by considering the arguments for choosing such an articulatory
approach rather than the standard phonetic one.
Articulatory Speech Recognition The performance gains for ASR sys-
tem over the past 20 years have been immense [Saon and Chien, 2012;
Heigold et al., 2012]. It has been claimed, however, that the gains have
been leveling o  in recent years. Lee and Siniscalchi [2013] refer to this as
the “S-Curve” of ASR technology progress, where decades of fast advances
is followed by a period of slower progress as the possibilities of the current
paradigm are gradually exhausted and before a new paradigm is found.
At the core of the current paradigm, which we give a brief account of in
Section 2.1, is the modeling of speech as a sequence of phones with a hid-
den Markov model (HMM) in combination with Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMMs). We shall refer to this as the phonetic GMM-HMM framework.
In the phonetic GMM-HMM framework, speech is considered as a se-
quence of distinct phones, somewhat like beads on a string. In linguistics, it
is phonological features and not phones that are viewed as the fundamental
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units of speech [Ostendorf, 1999; Halle, 1992], and various theories of non-
linear phonology [McCarthy, 2001], where these features are not confined
to phone segments, have been gaining prominence. One of these theories is
that of Browman and Goldstein [1986; 1989; 1992] where speech is described
in terms of the movement of the articulators. This is parameterized as vocal
tract variables (closely related to AFs), the values of which determine what
sound is produced at a given time. Thus, each word is represented as an
interplay between the articulators—more like threads weaved together on a
loom than like beads on a string.
One of the problematic aspects of the phonetic GMM-HMM framework
is how to model pronunciation variation. Words are seldom pronounced
according to their canonical phonetic transcription, particularly in sponta-
neous speech. Livescu [2005] considers a data set of recorded and manu-
ally phonetically transcribed American English conversations consisting of
approximately 10 000 spoken word tokens. In this data the word don’t oc-
curs 89 times. In only four of these cases is it pronounced in its canonical
form, which in the Arpabet phonetic alphabet2 is [d ow n t]. Some of the
recorded pronunciation variants were [d ow n], [d ow_n t] and [d ah]
(occurring 37, 3 and 1 times, respectively).
Let us consider the pronunciation variant [d ow_n t], where the dia-
critic [_n] denotes nasalization. Compared to the canonical pronunciation,
this variant involves the deletion of the phone [n] along with nasalization of
the diphthong [ow]. To model this in the phonetic GMM-HMM framework,
one could either have a hand-crafted rule that says that an [n] which oc-
curs between an [ow] and a [t] has a certain probability of being deleted,
or one could try to learn this and similar probabilities from a data set by
counting the number of times this deletion is observed. The first option
is rather labor-intensive if the set of rules is to cover most pronunciation
variation; the second option requires a lot of data to give good results. One
could also add [d ow_n t] and all other observed pronunciation variants
to the dictionary as acceptable pronunciations of don’t. In the data set
mentioned above, however, there are 20 pronunciation variants of the word
don’t alone—and since half of these occur only once, one can expect there
to be even more in a bigger data set.
The articulatory approach provides a more elegant framework for ex-
plaining this and related pronunciation variants. Figure 1.1 shows how the
[n] deletion in don’t can be explained merely by asynchrony between voic-
ing and nasality on the one hand and the tongue features on the other. We
2An overview of the vowel and consonant symbols in the Arpabet phonetic alphabet
is included in Tables A.1 and A.2 in the appendix.
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GFO G RZ RZ Q WFO W
9RLFLQJ RQ RII
1DVDOLW\ RII RQ RII
/LSV RSHQ
7RQJXHERG\ PLGYHODU QDUURZXYXODU PLGYHODU
7RQJXHWLS FORVHGDOYHRODU
FULWLFDO
DOYHRODU ZLGHDOYHRODU FORVHGDOYHRODU
GFO G RZBQ RZBQ WFO W
9RLFLQJ RQ RII
1DVDOLW\ RII RQ RII
/LSV RSHQ
7RQJXHERG\ PLGYHODU QDUURZXYXODU PLGYHODU
7RQJXHWLS FORVHGDOYHRODU
FULWLFDO
DOYHRODU ZLGHDOYHRODU FORVHGDOYHRODU
Figure 1.1: The canonical pronunciation of don’t, [d ow n t], and the pronunciation
variant [d ow_n t]. The asynchrony causing the pronunciation variation occurs for
the articulatory feature values shown in red. The diphthong [ow] is split in two parts
with di erent articulatory targets, and the diacritic [_n] denotes that the diphthong
is nasalized in this pronunciation variant.
see that the tongue features are supposed to change values slightly before
the voicing and nasality features turn o . If the voicing and nasality turns
o  at the same time as the tongue features change value, the result is that
[ow] is nasalized and [n] is deleted.
Other frequent pronunciation variations that can be explained merely
by asynchrony between these particular AFs include [p] and [t] insertion
(e.g., sense Ñ [s eh n t s] and warmth Ñ [w ao r m p th]) as well as
nasalization of other vowels than [ow]. If one, in addition to asynchrony
between AFs, allows for substitution of AF values, even more pronunciation
variation can be explained.
Aside from the modeling of pronunciation variation, an articulatory ap-
proach can be said to be beneficial for low-resource languages [Stüker et al.,
2003a,b; Qian et al., 2011]. The articulatory framework for ASR is not
language independent, but the dependence is far weaker than is the case
for the phonetic framework. This makes it more feasible to use existing
articulatory models for a low-resource language for which new models are
hard to build. An articulatory approach to ASR has also been shown to be
potentially beneficial for noise robustness [Kirchho  et al., 2002; Kirchho ,
1999].
Other Uses for Articulatory Features The classification of articula-
tory features can also be valuable in itself, independently of an ASR system.
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If a set of AFs has a clear correspondence to the configuration of the ma-
jor articulators in the vocal tract, a system that can reliably classify these
AFs would be useful in a number of ways. Being able to obtain an ar-
ticulatory representation of speech from the audio signal alone is far more
convenient than other methods such as electropalatography (EPG) [Hard-
castle, 1972; Wrench and Richmond, 2000], electromagnetic articulography
(EMA) [Wrench, 2000] or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [Narayanan
et al., 2011], all of which require complex apparatus. This could open the
way to applications in several fields. One can envision uses in branches
of speech therapy and computer-assisted pronunciation training (CAPT).
CAPT systems are increasingly incorporated in language courses [Stenson
et al., 1992; Neri et al., 2002], and being able to obtain a representation of
a language learner’s articulators when she tries to speak a sentence would
enable a CAPT system to give the language learner very accurate feedback
to improve her pronunciation.
Nearest Neighbor Classification We have seen how articulatory ap-
proaches pose an alternative to the GMM-HMM framework’s view of speech
as a sequence of phones. Another aspect of the GMM-HMM framework is
how a global statistical model for each of the phones is built from the train-
ing data, usually with Gaussian mixture models. Building these models
require extensive tuning of parameters and the training times can be very
long.
Exemplar-based techniques have been subject of renewed interest re-
cently [Sainath et al., 2012]. Instead of building a global model of the
training data, these techniques select a subset of exemplars from the train-
ing data to build a local model specifically for every test sample. This
is more computationally intensive at test time, but it more or less elim-
inates the long training times of the GMM-HMM framework and similar
approaches.
The k-nearest neighbors (k-NN) classifier is fundamental to most exemplar-
based techniques. k-NN classification involves no training; the training data
is simply stored, and each test point is classified by finding the nearest
neighbors to it among the training points and choosing the class that the
majority of these belong to. While nearest neighbor-based methods are not
often used directly in speech recognition, there has been some recent e ort
in this direction. (e.g., Deselaers et al. [2007]; Golipour and O’Shaughnessy
[2010]; Labiak and Livescu [2011]).
k-NN classifiers have some advantages that make them attractive for
speech recognition: they are inherently discriminative, they avoid the long
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training times associated with typical Gaussian mixture models on large
data sets, and they are nonparametric so they involve relatively little tuning
(typically only the number of neighbors k). The nonparametric nature of
k-NN classifiers is particularly attractive for new types of models, such as
articulatory models, where there is less understanding of the distribution of
the data or of the best strategy for training a parametric classifier.
Another advantage of k-NN techniques is that they allow you to do
several classifications based on di erent labelings with a single neighbor
search. This is especially relevant for articulatory ASR systems, where
there will typically be a set of several AFs to classify. When this is done
with general-purpose acoustic observation vectors, like MFCCs, the com-
putational overhead to doing several classifications is minimal. With most
other classifiers—e.g., a multilayer perceptron—we would have to train a
separate classifier for each task. k-NN is arguably also a very “transparent”
classifier, since its decisions are based solely on the nearest neighbors and
these can easily be inspected.
Nearest neighbor techniques have one major disadvantage: at test time,
they require a search through all of the training data. However, a number
of approximate search techniques can greatly improve search speed (see
e.g., Friedman et al. [1977]; Arya et al. [1998]; Andoni and Indyk [2006]).
1.2 Proposed Approach
This thesis proposes to do frame classification by nearest neighbor methods
of a set of articulatory features, and to apply the results of this classification
to define input features to two transcription systems.
The lexical access experiments of Livescu [2005] show how one, given an
articulatory labeling of spontaneous speech, can use articulatory models to
improve the word recognition rate compared to a standard phonetic system.
In this thesis we will attempt to obtain the articulatory labeling from the
speech signal, using the same articulatory feature set and data set. Simply
put, while Livescu’s concern was how to get a word transcription from an
AF transcription, our concern here is how to get an AF transcription from
the speech signal.
We will do the frame classification by k-nearest neighbor methods, and
examine how the performance is impacted by standard transformations like
principal component analysis and linear discriminant analysis, as well as by
less used transformations, like canonical correlation analysis.
We report frame error rates for these experiments, but it is not straight-
forward to assess the quality of the classification based on these. One reason
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for this is that this is the first attempt to classify this particular set of AFs
from audio, so there is no comparison baseline. Another reason is that our
ground truth labels, being derived from a phonetic transcription, are not
completely reliable, especially around phone boundaries, so correct classifier
decisions may in some cases be reported as errors. A good test for such a
frame classification system, though, is how well it performs as a front-end to
a transcription system. The mentioned lexical access system [Livescu, 2005]
would be a natural choice, but it was designed for use with ground truth
AF labels, and is not easily amended to handle uncertain labels. We have
therefore turned to two other systems for automatic transcription: one con-
ditional random field for forced transcription of articulatory features, and
one traditional tandem hidden Markov model for phone recognition that we
augment with articulatory information. This is both an evaluation of our
classifiers and an examination of how k-NN outputs can be employed by
automatic transcription systems by way of feature functions.
1.3 Contributions
Following the approach outlined above, the main contributions of this thesis
can be summarized in the following five main points.
Frame Classification of Our Articulatory Feature Set The work
published in Næss et al. [2011] and presented in Chapter 3, represents
the first attempt at classifying the set of articulatory features described
in Section 3.1 from speech audio. This set of features is multi-valued,
subject-independent and has a close correlation with measurable physical
properties—which we argue are beneficial characteristics for a set of AFs—
and it has been shown to give good results in lexical access experiments
[Livescu, 2005]. We present thorough experiments with various transforma-
tions of the acoustic observation vectors.
Phonetic Frame Classification of the STP Corpus Using Nearest
Neighbors The Switchboard Transcription Project (STP) data is a par-
ticularly challenging corpus for phonetic frame classification because of its
large amount of pronunciation variation. Very few phonetic frame classi-
fication experiments have been done on this data set (we are aware only
of Subramanya and Bilmes [2009]), and, to the best of our knowledge, the
experiments we present in Chapter 3 are the first using nearest neighbor
classifiers.
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Novel Use of Canonical Correlation Analysis The use of Canoni-
cal Correlation Analysis (CCA) [Hotelling, 1936; Hardoon et al., 2004] as
an unsupervised dimensionality reduction technique is a novel approach
that recently has shown great promise [Chaudhuri et al., 2009; Livescu and
Stoehr, 2009; Arora and Livescu, 2013]. In Section 3.6 we investigate how
CCA can be applied as a supervised dimensionality reduction for our k-NN
frame classifiers. We also present an adaptation of this technique, original to
this work, which is particularly well-suited for multiple related classification
tasks like ours.
Using MLP Posteriors for k-NN Classification In Section 3.7 we
show how posterior class probabilities from a multilayer perceptron (MLP)
classifier can be used for k-nearest neighbor classification. Although we have
since become aware of one other work using a similar method [Asaei et al.,
2010a], this is still a relatively novel technique which we believe benefits
from this further inquiry. In our experiments this method outperforms the
MLP classifier itself.
k-NN-Based Feature Functions for Transcription Systems In Chap-
ter 4 we investigate how di erent feature functions can be used to apply the
results of a k-nearest neighbor classification in two automatic transcription
systems, one conditional random field (CRF) system for forced transcription
of AFs and one tandem HMM system for phone recognition. We are aware
of no other work that systematically examines di erent feature functions
for k-NNs, and the feature functions we construct are our own inventions.
Although there have been previous attempts at inputting k-NN features in
a CRF, this is to the best of our knowledge the first attempt at building a
k-NN-based tandem system.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we present
an overview of the relevant background; we give brief accounts of the tra-
ditional phonetic, the exemplar-based and the articulatory approaches to
ASR, before we go on to review the relevant tests for statistical significance.
Chapter 3 presents our experiments with frame classification of both artic-
ulatory features and phones, using nearest neighbor classifiers augmented
with various transformations of the observation vectors. Chapter 4 begins
by showing how k-NN feature vectors can be generated based on these re-
sults, and goes on to consider how such vectors perform as observation
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vectors—first in a CRF for forced transcription (Section 4.2), then in a tan-
dem HMM system for phone recognition (Section 4.3). In Chapter 5 we
present our conclusions and ideas for future work.

Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter we will review the necessary background as well as previous
work within the main areas of this thesis.
We begin with a presentation of the traditional, phonetic framework of
automatic speech recognition in Section 2.1. We go on to present tandem
HMM systems and the multilayer perceptron classifier that underlies it,
in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we present non-parametric and exemplar-
based models in speech recognition, with particular emphasis on k-nearest
neighbor classifiers. We give a brief presentation of statistical graphical
models, which underpin much of the work in articulatory speech recognition,
in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 gives a presentation of some of these articulatory
systems for ASR, after considering the problem of inferring the articulatory
configuration of the vocal tract from the speech signal that is produced.
Finally, in Section 2.6, we give a brief presentation of how the results in
this field can be evaluated, with the help of statistical significance tests and
confidence intervals.
2.1 Traditional Speech Recognition
We will here give a broad overview of standard phone-based speech recog-
nition using hidden Markov models and Gaussian mixture modeling—what
we refer to as the phonetic GMM-HMM framework. As mentioned, this has
been the dominant paradigm within ASR for three decades or more, and
as of today forms the basis of practically all commercially available speech
recognizers. It thus constitutes the default procedure that the alternative
approaches of this thesis, articulatory modeling and exemplar-based mod-
eling, contrast with. The GMM-HMM framework also forms part of our
tandem system for phone recognition presented in Section 4.3.
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The fundamental problem of all speech recognition system is to infer the
word sequence being uttered from the acoustic signal of the utterance. If we
let w be the sequence of words uttered and O P RmˆT be a sequence of T
m-dimensional numeric vectors representing the acoustics of the utterance,
we can express the speech recognition task as the equation
pw “ argmax
w
P pw|Oq (2.1)
“ argmax
w
ppO|wqP pwq
ppOq (2.2)
“ argmax
w
ppO|wqloomoon
Acoustic
model
P pwqlomon
Language
model
, (2.3)
where P pwq is the prior probability of the word sequence w, and ppOq is
the probability density function over the acoustics evaluated at O. Equa-
tion (2.1) simply states that we want to find the most probable word se-
quence given the acoustics. Equation (2.2) follows from Bayes’ theorem.
And because O is given, its probability is irrelevant to the maximization
and we can disregard it, yielding (2.3), which is sometimes called The Fun-
damental Equation of Speech Recognition.
Equation (2.3) is a beneficial transformation because it allows us to split
a hard problem into two separate parts. Estimating the likelihood ppO|wq
and the prior probability P pwq separately is an easier task than trying to
estimate the posterior probability P pw|Oq directly. ppO|wq is commonly
referred to as the acoustic model, and P pwq as the language model.1
Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of the decoding process. We will now
go on to look at each of its parts.
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a set of acoustic models. These knowledge sources and the other components
of the block diagram in Figure 2.1 will be described in further detail in this
section.
Figure 2.1: Block diagram of an Automatic Speech Recognition system.
2.1.1 The preprocessor
A speech signal usually contains a vast amount of variation due to vari-
ous factors such as di erent acoustic environments, di erent speakers and
di erent speaking styles. The main purpose of the preprocessing block in
Figure 2.1 is to reduce this variation by extracting only the information that
is relevant for the speech recognizer to retrieve the underlying sequence of
words from the speech signal. This information is represented in a compact
form as a sequence of feature vectors. By discarding irrelevant information
such as speaker and environmental characteristics, the amount of training
data needed to model the speech signal can be drastically reduced.
The extraction of feature vectors is typically performed by dividing the
speech signal into a sequence of overlapping segments usually referred to as
frames. The most common frame length is 25 milliseconds and the frame
shift is normally around 10 milliseconds. A feature extraction procedure
is then performed on each speech frame under the assumption that the
speech signal is a stationary random process within this frame. This short-
time stationarity assumption means that we assume that the statistical
characteristics within this frame do not vary with time. The validity of
this assumption, however, depends on several factors such as the speech
sound and the relative placement of the frame. Vowels, for example, can be
said to be fairly stationary sounds. Plosives, on the other hand, are highly
Figure 2.1: A block diagram of the decoding part of an ASR system.
1Strictly speaking, ppO|wq and P pwq cannot be considered as models without in-
troducing the hidden Markov model in the distributions—i.e., ppO|w, q and P pw|, q,
where   indicates t e whole parameter set of the HMM. We omit this here for simplicity
of notation.
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The Preprocessor
The first step is to transform the waveform representing the acoustic signal
as a sequence of numeric vectors. We want to retain as much as possible
of the information pertinent to what speech sounds are being uttered, and
discard as much as possible of the rest.
To extract one observation vector in this sequence, we typically consider
a segment of the signal within a certain time window, usually of about 20
milliseconds. We assume the signal to be stationary within this segment (a
questionable assumption in some cases) so that we can perform a spectral
analysis on it—i.e., estimate the strength of the di erent frequency compo-
nents. We then shift our time window one step and repeat the process. The
shift is usually shorter than the time window, typically 10ms, so that our
segments overlap. We refer to these time segments of the speech signal as
frames.
Two commonly used techniques for extracting the observation vector
from a frame are mel-frequency cepstral coe cients (MFCCs) [Huang et al.,
2001, Section 9.3] and perceptual linear predictive coe cients (PLPs) [Her-
mansky, 1990]. MFCCs are based on transforming the spectrum of the
signal using the mel scale, a perceptual scale which models the frequency
response of the human ear, and mapping it to the so-called cepstrum [Bogert
et al., 1963; Oppenheim and Schafer, 2004], which can be thought of as the
“spectrum of the spectrum”. The cepstrum is useful because the funda-
mental frequency generated by the vocal cords and the formant filtering of
the vocal tract are additive in this domain (they multiply in the frequency
domain and convolve in the time domain).
Perceptual linear prediction is very similar to the computation of MFCCs,
but has perceptual properties incorporated in a way that is more directly
related to physical results [Holmes and Holmes, 2001, p. 165]. PLPs are
based on the coe cients of a linear regression model for each sample given
the previous L samples, where L is the order of the PLP model. For use in
ASR, PLPs are typically mapped to cepstral coe cients, in the same way
as MFCCs, but for PLPs the Bark scale rather than the mel scale is used
to transform the frequencies. For both MFCC and PLP analysis, 12 coef-
ficients are typically used along with the log energy, and first and second
order time derivatives are added to capture dynamic e ects, yielding one
39-dimensional observation vector per frame.
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The Pronunciation Lexicon
The pronunciation lexicon is an expression of words as subword units. The
phoneme is the subword unit most commonly used, but one can also have
a pronunciation lexicon based on a di erent unit, such as syllables. What
is important is that the subword unit is acoustically unambiguous. The
letter “a” can represent many di erent sounds in di erent words, while the
phoneme /aa/ represents one particular sound.2
As mentioned, although most words have one canonical pronunciation,
they are often pronounced in di erent ways. Thus, a pronunciation lexicon
will often include several pronunciation variants for each word. E.g., the
lexicon entry for the word don’t could list three pronunciations: the canon-
ical /d ow n t/ along with the variants /d ow n/ and /d ow t/. Some-
times these pronunciation variants are weighted with probabilities, but in
the standard system we are focusing on here, they are not.
The Language Model
The role of the language model is to assign a prior probability to a word
sequence, w, independently of the acoustics. For some small-vocabulary
tasks, the language model can be rule-based, allowing certain sequences of
words and forbidding others, but in most cases it is probabilistic.
Most language models are estimated with n-grams. The central assump-
tion of an n-gram language model is that the conditional probability of a
word given its complete history is equal to the conditional probability of
the word given its n´ 1 closest predecessors. Thus, for a sequence of words
w “ pw1, w2, ..., wN q, we can estimate the joint probability P pwq by apply-
ing the chain rule, as
P pw1, w2, ..., wN q «
nπ
i“1
P pwi | wi´n`1, ..., wi´1q, (2.4)
i.e., as the product of the probabilities of each of the words following its
n ´ 1 predecessors (or all of the predecessors if there are fewer than n ´ 1
of them). For example, the trigram probability (n “ 3) of the phrase “she
2We follow the convention of listing phonemes enclosed in slashes and phones enclosed
in square brackets. Note that although the phoneme /aa/ represents one particular sound,
because of pronunciation variation it can be realized as several di erent sounds, including
but not limited to its canonical pronunciation as the phone [aa].
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had your dark suit” would be
P p“she”q ¨ P p“had” | “she”q ¨ P p“your” | “she had”q
¨ P p“dark” | “had your”q ¨ P p“suit” | “your dark”q.
Each of these probabilities is typically estimated from training data by
counting:
Pˆ pwi | wi´n`1, ..., wi´1q “ Cpwi´n`1, ..., wiq
Cpwi´n`1, ..., wi´1q , (2.5)
where Cpwq is the number of occurrences of the word sequence w in a set
of training data.3
n “ 3 has been a standard value, but lately n-gram models have been
used with n as high as 6. Especially for high values of n, the problem
of zero counts arises. We see from Equation (2.4) that a single unseen n-
gram would make the probability of the whole sequence zero—i.e., a naive
language model would assign zero probability to a sentence if it contains
any sequence of n words that does not occur in the training data. Various
techniques, such as Good-Turing Smoothing [Gale and Sampson, 1995] and
Kneser-Ney Smoothing [Kneser and Ney, 1995] are used to deal with this
issue.
The Acoustic Model
Some would regard the acoustic model as the core of the speech recognizer.
For each frame of the speech signal, it considers the acoustic vector and
tries to determine which part of which phone (or other subword unit) has
the highest probability of having generated it. Modeling the conditional
probability density ppO|wq directly is infeasible for all but the smallest-
vocabulary isolated-word recognition tasks, as there will be too many pos-
sible O,w combinations. Therefore, the acoustic model is generally further
decomposed into multiple factors, most commonly using hidden Markov
models.
AMarkov process is a stochastic process that has a memoryless property.
The first-order Markov property implies that the probability distribution of
future states of the process, conditioned on both past and present states,
depends only upon the present state; i.e., given the present, the future
does not depend on the past. When the random variables of a Markov
3Note that the training data for the language model is usually di erent from the
training data for the acoustic model. Since the language model does not use any audio,
it is customary to use large data sets of textual data to train its parameters.
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process take only discrete values, as is the case in a finite-state machine,
the process is called a Markov chain. This technique was developed by
the Russian mathematician Andrey Markov, who published a pioneering
paper in 1913 where he analyzed the letter sequence in one of Pushkin’s
novels [Markov, 1913; Hayes, 2013]. Markov chains have since been given
countless applications.
In a hidden Markov model (HMM) the state sequence is unknown. For
each time step the Markov chain transitions out of its current state and
either enters a di erent state or loops back to the same state as before.
Every time it enters a state, it emits an observation generated from a state-
specific probability distribution. Based on these observations, we can try to
determine the most likely sequence of states.6 HIDDENMARKOV MODELS
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Figure 50: Hidden Markov model of speech.
To complete the model, we need to impose some temporal constraints so that we can model how
many observations are generated by each Gaussian before moving to the next one and, of course, to
place the Gaussians in the correct time order.
Let each probability distribution be associated with a state in a finite state machine. Each state
generates observation vectors with a probability distribution specified by the Gaussian in that state.
To generate a sequence of observations, we move from state to state in the model, generating an
observation each time we arrive in a state. The transitions have associated probabilities. This model has
an important property – it isMarkov. The Markov property will turn out to be very important – it leads
to efficient algorithms for both estimating the parameters of the model and using it to do recognition.
Typical HMMs for speech recognition are left-to-right because time-reversal is not allowed. The only
exception is for sounds which might repeat indefinitely, like silence.
TERMINOLOGY : The Markov property
When we run the HMM, all we need to keep track of is which state we are in at the current time.
Knowing which state we are in is all the information we need to be able to generate the current
observation and make a transition to the next state. The model has no memory – like a goldfish
swimming round and round a bowl, each time the model goes along a transition it immediately
forgets which state it came from.
c 2000-2006 Simon King / University of Edinburgh. All rights reserved.
Not to be copied, edited or redistributed in whole or part without permission.
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Figure 2.2: Hidden Markov model of speech. (Figure from Clark [2006].)
The use of HMMs in ASR dates back t the 1970s, and is generally
attributed to the independ nt work of Baker [1975] and Jelinek [1975]. Al-
though an HMM can be based on an ergodic Markov chain, where any state
is reachable from any other state, the HMMs used in ASR almost invari-
ably have a left-to-right topology, like the one shown in Figure 2.2, where
you cannot return to a state after having transitioned to a new state. The
HMMs used in ASR also tend to be first order, where the current state
depends only on the previous state. Nothing precludes using a higher-order
Markov chain (in an nth rder Markov chain the cur ent state depends on
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the n previous states), but this will entail substantially larger complexity
and memory requirements. Some experiments have been done on second-
order HMMs for ASR (see e.g., Watson and Tsoi [1992]; Mari et al. [1997]).
The following two conditional independence assumptions are made: In
an nth order HMM (regardless of whether n “ 1 or higher), the current
state is assumed independent of all other states given the n previous states;
and, the observation is assumed independent of all other observations and
states given the current state. We also assume that the speech signal can
be considered statistically stationary when it is in one particular state: the
probability distribution governing how likely an observation vector is to
be generated, is determined entirely by what state in the Markov chain
we are in. Therefore each state must be chosen to represent a portion of
the speech signal where the acoustics do not change too much. Since the
phones represent our fundamental speech sounds (of which the phonemes
are an abstraction), one possible choice is to let each phone have its own
state. More commonly, though, each phone is represented by three states,
to account for the fact that the beginning, middle and end of the utterance
of a particular phone will tend to produce di erent acoustics.
The main components of an HMM are a set of states S “ t1, ..., Su; a
set of probabilities of starting in any of those states, ⇡ “ tﬁiu, i P S; a
set of probabilities of moving between any pair of those states, A “ taiju,
i, j P S; and the mentioned state-specific emission probability distributions,
B “ tbiu, bi P Rm, i P S, where m is the dimensionality of the emitted
observation vectors.
For a few restricted applications, like command and control tasks with a
restricted set of commands, it is feasible to represent each allowable phrase
with a separate HMM. For tasks that are less constrained, but still have very
small vocabularies, e.g., digit recognition, there may be one HMM per word.
To evaluate the acoustic probability of a given hypothesis w “ pw1, ..., wmq,
the separate word HMMs for w1, ..., wm can then be concatenated, e ectively
constructing an HMM for the entire utterance. For most speech recognition
tasks, though, the vocabulary will be too big for it to be feasible to use
whole-word models (as there are typically not enough examples of most
words in the training set to estimate the parameters of their HMMs reliably),
and the words are broken down into subword units, usually phones, each of
which is modeled with its own HMM.
Coarticulation e ects are sometimes also included in the acoustic model,
by using context-dependent phones.4 In this case an [aa] preceded by an
4Context-dependent phones are sometimes referred to as triphones and, similarly,
context-independent phones as monophones.
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[x] and followed by a [y] is considered di erent from an [aa] preceded by
an [x] and followed by a [z].
At every time step, the Markov chain transitions out of its current state
and into a new one (possibly looping back to the same state as before).
The HMMs used in ASR typically have a left-to-right topology, like the one
shown in Figure 2.2, where you are allowed to stay in the same state, but
not to go back to a state after you have moved on to the next state.
Also at each time step, the HMM emits an observation vector which
represents the acoustic signal of the speech at this time. These observation
vectors will generally not be easily modeled with a unimodal probability
distribution, as speaker, accent and gender di erences tend to create mul-
tiple modes in the data. Such multimodal distributions can be modeled as
mixture distributions [McLachlan and Peel, 2000], where a linear combina-
tion of more basic probability distributions is used. In speech recognition
applications, the basic distributions used are usually Gaussians, giving us
what is referred to as a Gaussian mixture model (GMM).
A GMM is a superposition of K Gaussian densities of the form
ppxq “
Kÿ
k“1
ckN px|µk, kq, (2.6)
where each Gaussian density N px|µk, kq is called a component of the mix-
ture and has its own mean µk and covariance  k. The parameters ck are
called the mixing coe cients, and it is easily verified that for ppxq to be a
probability density function, these must satisfy the constraints
Kÿ
k“1
ck “ 1, 0 § ck. (2.7)
A GMM can be considered as random draws from a set of K Gaussian
distributions; ck is then the prior probability of making the draw from the
kth Gaussian.
Figure 2.3 shows a one-dimensional GMM where K “ 3. By using a
su cient number of Gaussians, and by adjusting their means and covari-
ances as well as the mixing coe cients, almost any continuous density can
be approximated to arbitrary accuracy. For more details on GMMs, refer
to Bishop [2006, Sections 2.3.9 and 9.2].
The Decoder
The decoder combines the knowledge sources to find the word sequence pw
that is assigned the highest probability by our generative model. Letting ot
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Figure 2.22 Example of a Gaussian mixture distribution
in one dimension showing three Gaussians
(each scaled by a coefficient) in blue and
their sum in red.
x
p(x)
the eruption in minutes (horizontal axis) and the time in minutes to the next erup-
tion (vertical axis). We see that the data set forms two dominant clumps, and that
a simple Gaussian distribution is unable to capture this structure, whereas a linear
superposition of two Gaussians gives a better characterization of the data set.
Such superpositions, formed by taking linear combinations of more basic dis-
tributions such as Gaussians, can be formulated as probabilistic models known as
mixture distributions (McLachlan and Basford, 1988; McLachlan and Peel, 2000).
In Figure 2.22 we see that a linear combination of Gaussians can give rise to very
complex densities. By using a sufficient number of Gaussians, and by adjusting their
means and covariances as well as the coefficients in the linear combination, almost
any continuous density can be approximated to arbitrary accuracy.
We therefore consider a superposition of K Gaussian densities of the form
p(x) =
K 
k=1
 kN (x|µk, k) (2.188)
which is called a mixture of Gaussians. Each Gaussian density N (x|µk, k) is
called a component of the mixture and has its own mean µk and covariance  k.
Contour and surface plots for a Gaussian mixture having 3 components are shown in
Figure 2.23.
In this section we shall consider Gaussian components to illustrate the frame-
work of mixture models. More generally, mixture models can comprise linear com-
binations of other distributions. For instance, in Section 9.3.3 we shall consider
mixtures of Bernoulli distributions as an example of a mixture model for discrete
variables.Section 9.3.3
The parameters  k in (2.188) are called mixing coefficients. If we integrate both
sides of (2.188) with respect to x, and note that both p(x) and the individual Gaussian
components are normalized, we obtain
K 
k=1
 k = 1. (2.189)
Also, the requirement that p(x)   0, together with N (x|µk, k)   0, implies
 k   0 for all k. Combining this with the condition (2.189) we obtain
0    k   1. (2.190)
Figure 2.3: Example of a Gaussian mixture distribution in one dimension, showing
three Gaussians (each scaled by a coe cient) in blue and their sum in red. (Figure
from Bishop [2006].)
be the observation vector at time step t and q “ q1, ..., qT be the sequence of
hidden states in the HMM, and making some assumptions described below,
we can rewrite the fundamental equation (2.3) as follows:
pw “ argmax
w
ppO|wqP pwq (2.8)
“ argmax
w
ÿ
q
ppO|w,qqP pq|wqP pwq (2.9)
“ argmax
w
ÿ
q
ppO|qqP pq|wqP pwq (2.10)
« argmax
w
maxq ppO|qqP pq|wqP pwq (2.11)
“ argmax
w
maxq P pq|wqP pwq
Tπ
t“1
ppot|qtq. (2.12)
Equation (2.9) is just a rewriting of (2.8) where we sum over all the hidden
state sequences q that are possible realizations of the hypothesis w. Equa-
tion (2.10) follows from the assumption that the acoustics are independent
of the words given the state sequence. In going from (2.10) to (2.11) we
have made the so-called Viterbi approximation: that there is a single state
sequence that is much more likely than all others, so that summing over
q is approximately equivalent to maximizing over q. And finally, Equa-
tion (2.12) follows from the assumption that given the current state qt, the
current observation ot is independent of all other states and observations.
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A hidden Markov model is a probabilistic generative model: it considers
how likely the utterance is to have generated the observation vectors. This
stands in contrast to discriminative models, which consider the probability
of the utterance given the observation vectors.
For further details on the GMM-HMM framework, we refer the interested
reader to Gales and Young [2007], Rabiner [1989], and Rabiner and Juang
[1993].
The models described above are most often applied to the task of word
recognition. However, there has also been a lot of work on phone recognition.
Here the recognized string w will be a string of phones rather than a string
of words. This e ectively takes the pronunciation lexicon and the language
model5 out of the picture. It is therefore frequently used to investigate new
kinds of acoustic models.
2.2 Multilayer Perceptrons
and Tandem HMM Systems
Artificial neural networks, particularly the multilayer perceptron (MLP),
have been widely used in speech recognition as part of models based on
HMMs. Typically, MLP phone (or phone state) classifiers are used either
in a so-called “hybrid approach” [Morgan and Bourlard, 1995; Bourlard
and Morgan, 1994], in which HMM emission probabilities are replaced by
scaled likelihoods computed from MLP phone posteriors; or in a “tandem
approach” [Hermansky et al., 2000], in which the MLP log-posteriors serve
as a replacement for (or an addition to) the raw acoustic observation vec-
tors in a conventional GMM-HMM system. As mentioned, we present a
tandem system for phone recognition in Section 4.3; we will therefore focus
on tandem systems here, after giving a short presentation of the MLP.
Multilayer Perceptrons
The basic idea of an artificial neural network (ANN) is that inputs are fed
into a network of nodes, each of which computes the value of an activation
function with learned parameters, and this value is either passed on to
the next layer in the network or given as an output of the network. This
computational model is inspired by the brain, and the nodes are sometimes
referred to as “artificial neurons”.
MLPs are a kind of ANN which have a layered feedforward architecture,
where each layer is fully connected to the next one, as shown in Figure 2.4.
5Although some language modeling can of course be done on the phonetic level.
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P(phone | acoustic vectors)
Acoustic Vectors
Figure 2.4: A multilayer perceptron for phonetic classification with one hidden layer.
The filled circles represent the input nodes; the open circles represent nodes which
compute a function of their inputs. (Figure from Morgan and Bourlard [1995].)
The input layer has one node for each input variable; there is then zero or
more intermediate, or hidden, layers with freely chosen numbers of nodes;
finally, the output layer has one node for each output variable. In the
hidden and output layers each node evaluates the activation function for a
weighted sum of its inputs. In a phone classification context, the input layer
will have one node per dimension of the input vector. (The input vector,
however, may be a concatenation of several acoustic observation vectors.)
The output layer will have one node for each possible phonetic label, which
will compute the posterior probability of the observation vector having the
corresponding label.
The term “multilayer perceptron” is arguably a misnomer, since an MLP
does not consist of a perceptron with multiple layers, but of multiple percep-
trons organized into layers. Moreover, they are not perceptrons of the kind
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introduced by Rosenblatt [1962], which use a threshold activation function
(with discontinuous nonlinearities), but can take any activation function,
and in most current applications use a sigmoid (with continuous nonlinear-
ities). When the most common sigmoid activation function,
fpxq “ 11` e´x , (2.13)
is used, an MLP could more correctly be characterized as multiple layers of
logistic regression models. The logistic sigmoid (Figure 2.5b) can be viewed
as a di erentiable approximation to the threshold function (Figure 2.5a).
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Figure 2.5: A discontinuous threshold activation function (a) and a continuous sigmoid
activation function (b).
An alternative activation function which approximates the sigmoid func-
tion and is commonly used in the final layer, particularly for classification
problems where there are more than two possible labels, is the softmax
function.6 For a layer with K nodes, this function is defined as
fpxiq “ e
xi∞K
k“1 exk
. (2.14)
This represents a smoothed version of a binary max function (because, if
xk " xj for all j ‰ k, then fpxkq « 1 and fpxjq « 0), thence the name.
Consider an MLP using the softmax activation function being trained
for a multiclass problem (e.g., phone classification). Let T “ tpot, ytquTt“1 be
a training set consisting of T ordered pairs, where ot P Rm is an observation
vector and yt P Y is its label, Y being the set of possible labels (e.g., the
6Also known as the normalized exponential.
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phone set). Denote by ptpyq the empirical distribution of the classes y, given
an input vector ot. Thus, ptpyq “ 1 if and only if y “ yt, and ptpyq “ 0
otherwise.
The number of output layer nodes is equal to the number of labels,
|Y|. Denote by ztpyq, y P Y, the value of one output layer node before the
application of the softmax function when the observation vector ot is input
to the network. ztpyq, which is often referred to as the linear output, is a
real number given by a weighted sum of the node’s inputs from the previous
layer in the MLP, determined by a weight vector, wi, which is specific to
the node. Then the final output (after the softmax) of this node, qtpyq, is
given by
qtpyq “ e
ztpyq∞
y1PY eztpy
1q . (2.15)
The outputs qtpyq can be interpreted as an estimate of the posterior distri-
bution over the classes y P Y given the input vector ot.
Training consists of adjusting W, the matrix of all the weight vectors
wi, to minimize a cost function. One popular choice is the relative en-
tropy (Kullback-Leibler divergence) between the empirical and estimated
posterior distributions:
LpWq “
Tÿ
t“1
ÿ
yPY
ptpyq ln ptpyq
qtpyq .
7 (2.16)
Another option is the mean square error criterion:
EpWq “
Tÿ
t“1
Îqt ´ ptÎ2, (2.17)
where qt and pt are vectors of the estimated and empirical posterior prob-
abilities of the classes—i.e., when Y “ ty1˚ , . . . , yK˚u we have that
qt “ `qtpy1˚ q, . . . , qtpyK˚q˘T,
pt “ `ptpy1˚ q, . . . , ptpyK˚q˘T.
The minimum of the chosen cost function is found through the technique
of error back-propagation [Rumelhart et al., 1986], an iterative gradient
descent procedure where the partial derivative of the cost function with
respect to each weight element of W is used to shift that weight a little
7When ptpyq “ 0, LpWq is interpreted as 0, since limxÑ0 x ln x “ 0.
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bit in the direction that reduces the value of the cost function. The size
of this shift is governed by a parameter called the learning rate, which is a
compromise between speed of learning and precision of result.
Training can be sped up by accumulating the error for a number of input
observation vectors before back-propagating to update the weights. This is
sometimes referred to as bunch-mode training [Bourlard and Morgan, 1998;
Ellis, 2000] and can o er considerable speed-ups at a small cost in final
precision.
Tandem Hidden Markov Models
In a tandem HMM system, the outputs of an MLP are used as an observation
vector in the GMM-HMM model, instead of—or in addition to—acoustic
vectors like MFCCs or PLPs.
For a given input vector, the MLP can output posterior probabilities of
its belonging to each of the possible classes. For a tandem HMM, the MLP
is typically trained to do frame classification of phones; i.e., for each frame
of the audio signal the MLP estimates the probabilities of this frame being
part of an utterance of every phone in our vocabulary. When the vocabulary
consists of K phones this gives us a K-dimensional vector.
Because the distribution of the posterior probabilities is very skewed,
which can be a problem for fitting the Gaussian mixture models, log prob-
abilities are often used. Alternatively, one can use the linear outputs of the
MLP, i.e., the output before the application of the sigmoid transformation.
As we can see from (2.15), when using the softmax activation function, the
natural logarithm of the probability estimate qtpyq is
ln
`
qtpyq˘ “ ztpyq ´ ln˜ÿ
y1PY
eztpy1q
¸
. (2.18)
Since ln x grows very slowly when x ° 1, this means that the log probabili-
ties ln qtpyq and the linear outputs ztpyq will in most cases be very close.
As mentioned, the GMM-HMM framework is a generative model, whereas
discriminative models are often more desirable. Since an MLP classifier is
discriminative, tandem HMM models represent one way of incorporating
discriminative elements into the GMM-HMM framework.
The frame classification accuracy of MLPs is often improved when the
input observation vectors are concatenated. E.g., instead of using one 39-
dimensional vector, the observation vectors for the four preceding and four
succeeding frames can be appended to the original vector, yielding one high-
dimensional vector representing the acoustic signal over 9 frames. When
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such an MLP forms the basis for a tandem system, the MLP is used as a
form of discriminative, nonlinear dimensionality reduction.
Tandem HMM systems have been widely used and have generally given
good results. In the paper that introduced the tandem framework Herman-
sky et al. [2000] report a mean 35% reduction in word error rate relative
to their GMM-HMM baseline on the Aurora digit recognition tasks with
varying degrees of background noise (whereas their hybrid system achieved
only 15%). Ellis et al. [2001] report error rate reductions of over 50% rela-
tive to the HMM baseline, while Sivadas et al. [2004] report a 15% relative
reduction in error rate on task-independent data.
Lately, a new class of artificial neural networks has been gaining popu-
larity: deep neural networks (DNNs) are neural networks with more hidden
layers than is commonly used in MLPs where some pre-training is some-
times done [Bengio, 2009; Seide et al., 2011; Hinton et al., 2012]. These
have also been used in tandem HMM systems [Vinyals and Ravuri, 2011;
Zheng et al., 2013]. In this thesis, we focus on the classic MLP tandem
framework.
2.3 Exemplar-Based Speech Recognition
and Nearest Neighbor Methods
The ASR systems presented in the previous sections can all be regarded as
examples of global data modeling, in the sense that they use all the available
training data to build a single, global model before the test sample is seen.
Exemplar-based modeling represents an alternative approach, where we ju-
diciously select a subset of exemplars from the training data to build a local
model specifically for every test sample. In this section we will give a brief
presentation of the use of exemplar-based modeling in ASR, with particu-
lar emphasis on the nearest neighbor method—which is arguably the most
popular and fundamental exemplar-based model, and plays a central role
for the work in this thesis.
Deriving a single global model relies on the assumption that averaging
across all the training examples results in a representation that is still reli-
able; this is questionable. For parametric models like GMM, there are also
inherent assumptions about the data following specific probability distri-
butions; these may be tenuous. Exemplar-based techniques, on the other
hand, tend to forego such assumptions completely. One can say they build
several local models, each of which does not attempt to encompass all of
the training data; or one can say they do not build models at all.
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Global models may be problematic when there is limited training data.
If there are few examples in the training set for one of the classes, the model
parameters estimated for this class can be unreliable. Because exemplar-
based techniques build local models using only a few relevant training exam-
ples, they are not as vulnerable to data sparsity issues. On the other hand,
very large amounts of training data may also pose problems for global mod-
els, since the model chosen will often be incapable of representing the fine
detail in the distribution of the data [Sainath et al., 2012]. Since the local
models of exemplar-based techniques do not try to encompass all of the
data, they can be able to include details that would be averaged out in a
global model.
In a recent review article, Sainath et al. [2012] mentioned four exemplar-
based models that have found applications in ASR. Sparse representations
[Wright et al., 2009; Sainath et al., 2010; Gemmeke et al., 2011] involve
modeling the observed test vector as a linear combination of the vectors
in the training set, or a subset of these. Template matching [Brunelli and
Poggio, 1993; De Wachter et al., 2007; Demuynck et al., 2011a] compares
the sequence of observed test vectors to a set of variable-length reference
templates selected from the training data. The selection is usually done via
a quick and approximate template matching or via a classical HMM sys-
tem. Because the reference templates can be of di erent lengths, dynamic
time warping [Sakoe and Chiba, 1978; Myers and Rabiner, 1981] is used to
compare them with the test vectors. Latent perceptual mapping [Sundaram
and Bellegarda, 2010, 2012] is an ASR technique derived from latent se-
mantic analysis [Deerwester et al., 1990] in information retrieval. It uses
vector quantization of the observation vectors to express them within a vec-
tor space spanned by a discrete set of acoustic units, and then employs a
singular value decomposition of this space to reduce its dimensionality. In
this way it attempts to derive prototypical acoustic units in a data-driven
manner, and thus achieve a parsimonious template-like solution.
The fourth exemplar-based model mentioned by Sainath et al., k-nearest
neighbors, which will be the focus of the rest of this section, is arguably
the most fundamental of them. It is often used as a seed for both sparse
representations and latent perceptual mapping, and as part of the decoding
process of template matching systems.
k-Nearest Neighbors Classification
Nearest neighbor classification is among the simplest techniques in machine
learning. Given a test observation vector that we want to classify, we find
the observation vector in the training set that lies closest to it according
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to some distance metric—i.e., its nearest neighbor—and we assign the test
vector to the same class as that of this training vector. This technique has
no parameters and makes no assumptions about the underlying probability
distributions. One needs only a representation of the observations in a
vector space with a metric. The vectors are typically m-dimensional and
real-valued, and the Euclidean distance is a common choice for the metric,
but there are many other options for both. Nearest neighbor classifiers also
involve no training; the training data is simply stored, and test points are
classified by finding the nearest neighbors to it among the training points.
For this reason, the training set is sometimes referred to as the search set
and the test set as the query set in the context of k-NN classification.
k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classification is a generalization of the near-
est neighbor technique where we find the test vector’s k nearest neighbors
instead of just the single nearest one, and decide its class by majority vote
among these neighbors. When k “ 1 this, of course, reduces to single-nearest
neighbor classification, which can be referred to as 1-NN classification. The
basic k-NN classification algorithm is stated formally in Figure 2.6.
There are several well-known results on the theoretical performance of
the k-NN classifier. The risk associated with a classifier is defined as the
expected value of an appropriate loss function—in our case the loss function
will simply count the number of errors. Cover and Hart [1967] showed that
the asymptotic risk of the 1-NN classifier is upper bounded by 2R˚p1´R˚q,
where R˚ is the Bayes risk, which is the lowest risk achievable by any classi-
fier. This entails that any other classifier can cut the asymptotic probability
of error by at most one half. It can thence be claimed that half of the infor-
mation contained in a training set of infinite size is contained in the single
nearest neighbor. Loizou and Maybank [1987] showed that the k-NN classi-
fier is asymptotically optimal if either very little or very much training data
is available.
In addition to its theoretical strengths, the k-NN classifier has many
practical advantages: there is no training step, there are very few parameters
to tune, and the classifier is easily implemented. Due to its simplicity, it
also lends itself more easily to detailed examinations of error patterns than
is the case for less transparent classifiers like the MLP.
The k-NN classifier’s main drawback is that it is relatively slow. It is an
instance of what is sometimes referred to as “lazy learning”, in that all the
work is done at test time. A less famous result by Cover is that the rate
of convergence to the 2R˚p1 ´ R˚q bound can be arbitrarily slow [Cover,
1968]. There are, however, several methods available to speed up k-NN
search, such as k-d trees [Friedman et al., 1977], ball trees [Omohundro,
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k-NN Classification Algorithm
• Given:
– An observation space X and a label space Y
– A labeled training set T “ pxi P X , yi P Yq, i “ 1, ..., N
– A metric Dx : pX ˆ X q ﬁÑ R
– A natural number k § N
– A test example x0 P X
• Let i1˚ , ..., ik˚ be the indices of the k nearest neighbors of x0 in X
with respect to Dx in order of increasing distance, i.e.:
Dxpx0,xi˚1 q § ... § Dxpx0,xi˚k q, (2.19)
and
@i R ti1˚ , ..., ik˚u : Dxpx0,xiq • Dxpx0,xi˚k .q. (2.20)
• For each y P Y, let Xy be the set of the k nearest neighbors of x0
that belong to class y, i.e.:
Xy “ txi˚j : yi˚j “ y, 1 § j § ku. (2.21)
• Predict the class of x0 by majority vote, i.e.:
yˆ0 “ argmax
yPY
|Xy|, (2.22)
where |Xy| denotes the number of elements in the set Xy.
Figure 2.6: Formal statement of the algorithm for k nearest neighbor classification.
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1989; Liu et al., 2004], locality sensitive hashing [Indyk and Motwani, 1998;
Andoni and Indyk, 2006] and the spatial approximation sample hierarchy
[Houle and Sakuma, 2005].
Previous Work with Nearest Neighbors in ASR
The k-NN technique has been very popular in diverse pattern recognition ap-
plications for a number of years, but although very early speech recognition
system used nearest neighbors, k-NN has seen relatively few applications in
ASR until recently. The works of Lefèvre [2003] and Pellom et al. [2001]
represent early attempts to improve a GMM-HMM ASR system with the
help of k-NN classifiers. There are many other examples of recent work
where k-NN plays a more or less major part [Glass, 2003; Gemmeke et al.,
2009; Sainath et al., 2011; Singh-Miller and Collins, 2009]. We will here go
into some detail on the work of three research groups, where k-NN plays a
central role.
Frame-Based k-NN in an HMM Recognizer [Deselaers et al., 2007]
Deselaers, Heigold and Ney’s 2007 paper represents an attempt to apply
nearest neighbor classification of phone states in an ASR system. They
took their motivation from the fact that modern ASR systems tend to use
GMMs with a very high numbers of densities. If we increase the number
of densities to the number of training vectors, we are e ectively performing
1-NN classification. Deselaers et al. tried three di erent approaches for
replacing GMMs with nearest neighbors in the modeling of the emission
probability ppo|qq (i.e., the probability of the observation vector o being
generated by state q).
Their first probability estimate was based on the squared Euclidean
distance to the single nearest neighbor of class q. Let Q be the set of time
indices of the observation vectors in the training set of class q, then
pˆ1-NNpo|qq “ exp
ˆ
´min
iPQ Îo´ oiÎ
2
˙
, (2.23)
where Î¨Î is the Euclidean distance. Their second approach was to average
this distance between the k nearest neighbors of class q. Let Kq be the set
of time indices of the k observation vectors in the training set of class q that
are closest to o, then
pˆk-NNpo|qq “ exp
¨˝
´1
k
ÿ
iPKq
Îo´ oiÎ2‚˛. (2.24)
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This turned out to be detrimental to the results compared to the first ap-
proach. Their third probability estimate was a k-NN approximation to
kernel densities [Silverman, 1986], and given as
pˆkernpo|qq “ 1k exp
¨˝
´ ÿ
iPKq
1
2
Îo´ oiÎ
c
‚˛, (2.25)
where c is a scaling factor. This third approach gave the best performance.
The results for the k-NN-based HMM system were on par with that of
the GMM-HMM system for a corpus of German continuous digit strings. On
a large-vocabulary English corpus of recordings from the European Parlia-
ment, the k-NN-based system outperformed the GMM-HMM when 3 hours
or less of training data was available.
Segmental k-NN in an HMMRecognizer [Golipour and O’Shaugh-
nessy, 2009, 2010, 2012] The work of Golipour and O’Shaughnessy
started out from a k-NN classification of phones and went on to apply the
classification results in HMM lattice rescoring as well as in a complete, non-
parametric phone recognizer. In the classification, the phone boundaries
were assumed known, and each phone segment represented by an obser-
vation vector of fixed dimensionality.8 They divided the duration of each
phone utterance into several parts, averaged the MFCC coe cients over
each part and concatenated the resulting mean vectors. In their initial
work [Golipour and O’Shaughnessy, 2009], they used a 42-dimensional ob-
servation vector consisting of 14-dimensional MFCCs averaged over three
parts for each phone. In their later work [Golipour and O’Shaughnessy,
2010, 2012], they expanded their observation vectors to 253 dimensions, av-
eraging 42-dimensional MFCCs over six separate parts for each phoneme
and adding the duration of the phoneme as a final dimension. They also
switched from a voting k-NN classifier (like the one described in Figure 2.6)
to a volumetric k-NN classifier [Fukunaga, 1990], where one assigns the test
exemplar o to the class for which the volume of the hypercube around o con-
taining k neighbors of this class is the smallest. Their phone classification
error on on the TIMIT corpus of continuous read speech9 was substantially
reduced.
8Note the di erence between this and the phonetic frame classification experiments
in this thesis, which arguably represent a harder task since the observation vectors in
that case are extracted from a single frame, rather than from all of the frames within the
phone segment, and thus contain less evidence.
9We describe the TIMIT speech corpus in Section 4.3.1
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In their lattice rescoring work, Golipour and O’Shaughnessy [2010] used
their k-NN phone classifier to classify the segments inside the phone lattices
generated by a GMM-HMM phone recognizer. If the k-NN classification was
di erent from the HMM’s hypothesis, a cost proportional to the length of
the phone was added to the HMM acoustic score. This approach improved
the phone error rate on TIMIT of a GMM-HMM context-independent phone
recognizer from 39.7% to 37.7%. However, the improvement for a similar
context-dependent phone recognizer was far smaller, from 27.2% to 26.8%,
due to the fact that the k-NN classifier used only the acoustic information
of separate phones, while the recognition results in the context-dependent
lattices were based on each phone and its preceding and succeeding phones.
In Golipour and O’Shaughnessy [2012], a phone recognition system that
did away with the HMM framework entirely was presented. Instead of
rescoring phone lattices from an HMM, they used their phone segmentation
technique [Golipour and O’Shaughnessy, 2007] as a basis. They divided the
boundaries from the segmentation into a set A with confident boundaries,
and a set B with less confident boundaries. They computed the initial
MFCC observation vectors based on the boundaries in A, and classified
these with k-NN. A directed acyclic graph (DAG) similar to a phone lattice
was constructed from this classification and the durational information from
the segmentation. Each node in the graph represented a boundary in the
set A, and each edge represented a phone hypothesis for which a score
was computed. The constructed DAG was then modified: first, a missed
boundary compensation step added nodes representing boundaries from the
set B, and edges representing segments that split the existing ones; then, an
over-segmentation compensation step iteratively added edges representing
segments that merged existing ones. Whenever an edge was added, an
observation vector was computed for the corresponding new segment, which
was then classified by k-NN and a score was computed for the edge. Finally,
Dijkstra’s algorithm [Dijkstra, 1959] was used to find the shortest path in
the DAG, yielding the hypothesized phone sequence. The resulting phone
recognition accuracy on TIMIT was well below state-of-the-art results, but
Golipour and O’Shaughnessy argued that their method had a substantially
smaller search space and a very limited amount of score computations.
k-NN in a Template-Based ASR System [De Wachter et al., 2007;
Demuynck et al., 2011a,b] DeWachter et al. [2007] presented a template-
based large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition system that built on
the Dynamic Time Warping algorithm (DTW) [Sakoe and Chiba, 1978]—
a well-known technique for aligning and comparing a speech segment to a
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template of a di erent duration. To limit the search space of the DTW,
a data-driven selection of candidates for DTW alignment was done. Ini-
tially, an approximate k-NN search (using the Roadmap algorithm [Povey
and Woodland, 1999]) was done to find a small number of neighbors of
the observation vector of the input frame. Then, a time filter algorithm
found template candidates by examining how well the preceding and suc-
ceeding frames of each nearest neighbor match those of the input frame.
When concatenating templates, one of the factors taken into account was
the templates’ meta-information, like the speaker’s gender. On a corpus of
continuous read speech with a 1000-word vocabulary [Price et al., 1988], the
system achieved a word error rate almost on par with an HMM baseline.
Demuynck et al. [2011a; 2011b] presented several improvements to this
system. The system was sensitive to outliers and errors in the training
database; an averaging scheme was adopted to mitigate this so that the
single best score was replaced by a weighted k-NN average. The DTW
scoring was also improved by promoting acoustic continuity when selecting
the k-NN templates. Along with the other improvements presented in De-
muynck et al. [2011a], this gave a 15% relative decrease in word error rate
on a corpus of continuous read speech from the Wall Street Journal with a
20 000-word vocabulary [Paul and Baker, 1992]. An advantage of exemplar-
based systems over those that build a global statistical model is that one
can easily derive a wealth of meta-information about each exemplar. Such
meta-information from the nearest neighbors was integrated in the recog-
nition system using the SCARF toolkit [Zweig and Nguyen, 2010] for seg-
mental conditional random fields [Zweig and Nguyen, 2009],10 reported in
Demuynck et al. [2011b]. For each of the nearest neighbor templates, the
authors considered: its position in the training database, the phone label,
the phone duration, the speaker ID, the word the phone originated from,
and its position in the word. SCARF was used to rank features computed
from this meta-information, and to combine them with the recognition score
from the template-based recognition system. This gave a further 7% relative
reduction in the word error rate.
2.4 Graphical Models in Speech Recognition
Unlike exemplar-based techniques, graphical models are examples of global
data modeling. The work that we will present in Sections 4.1 and 4.2,
though, is concerned with incorporating the results of a k-NN classification
10We present conditional random fields in Section 2.4.2.
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in a conditional random field, which is one kind of graphical model. This
is one reason why we give a brief presentation of graphical models here.
Another reason is that graphical models feature prominently in articulatory
speech technology, as we shall go on to see in Section 2.5.
A graphical model (GM) is a graphical abstraction of a statistical model
where important aspects of the model are represented using the two-dimen-
sional visual formalism of a graph. The semantics of the GM determines how
the graph’s vertices and edges encode properties of the statistical model.
These properties are usually factorization constraints. Many probability
distributions will fit any given GM; the GM can thus be regarded as a fil-
ter which accepts some distributions and rejects others. GMs provide us
with a simple and visually intuitive way of expressing complicated statisti-
cal ideas. There are two main kinds of GMs: directed graphical models, of
which Bayesian networks are the dominant kind; and undirected graphical
models, also called Markov networks or Markov random fields. In this sec-
tion, we will give a brief presentation of the variants of these two that are
most commonly used in ASR: dynamic Bayesian networks and conditional
random fields.
A!
C!
D!
B!
Figure 2.7: A Bayesian network for four random variables, which shows that the
variable C is independent of the variable A conditioned on the variable B—i.e., that
C K A | B. Similarly, this network shows that D K A | B.
2.4.1 Dynamic Bayesian Networks
A Bayesian network (BN) is a directed acyclic graph that encodes the in-
dependence properties of a joint probability distribution. Each node in the
graph represents a variable, and a directed edge from one node (the par-
ent) to another (the child) signifies a conditional dependency. If we have
four random variables A,B,C and D, then we know that their joint density
ppa, b, c, dq can be factorized as
ppa, b, c, dq “ ppaq ¨ ppb | aq ¨ ppc | a, bq ¨ ppd | a, b, cq,
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regardless of their distribution. If we know, however that their distribution
is as described by the BN in Figure 2.7, then the factorization simplifies to
ppa, b, c, dq “ ppaq ¨ ppb | aq ¨ ppc | bq ¨ ppd | b, cq,
since the graph shows that C is independent of A conditioned on B, and D
is independent of A conditioned on B and C.
Although the edges in a BN show all the conditional dependencies, it
is not entire straightforward to ascertain whether a particular conditional
independence statement holds for the distributions expressed by the graph.
The Markov blanket [Pearl, 1988] of a node A in a graphical model is the
minimal set of nodes BA such that any other node in the BN is conditionally
independent of A given BA. For a BN, the Markov blanket of A is composed
of A’s parents, its children and its children’s other parents.
A Dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) is a BN with a repeated template
structure that can capture the temporal evolution of the phenomenon being
modeled. For temporal processes such as speech, this is essential. The
template can be repeated for each frame of the speech signal, and variables in
a frame can depend on variables in previous frames. A hidden Markov model
is one of the simplest possible DBNs—the repeated template in an HMM
consists of two variables: the hidden state and the acoustic observation
vector. However, the expressive power of DBNs far exceed those of the
HMM [Bilmes, 2006].
There are further advantages to working with more general graphical
models than HMMs. There can be exploitable computational advantages to
working with graphical models that explicitly represent factorization proper-
ties as factorization is the key to tractable probabilistic inference. A graph-
ical model like a DBN can also express constraints that the model must
obey and thus reduce the amount of parameter freedom. Furthermore, a
DBN can convey structural information about the underlying problem in a
visual and intuitive way. Its explicit representation, where separate random
variables can exist for such purposes as word identification, word position,
phone identity and indication of a phone transition, stand in contrast to
the implicit representation of HMMs, where the structure of the speech
recognition model is more opaque [Bilmes and Bartels, 2005].
2.4.2 Conditional Random Fields
A conditional random field is a special case of a Markov random field
(MRF) [Kindermann and Snell, 1980]. An MRF is similar to a Bayesian
network in that it is a graph where the nodes represent variables and the
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edges represent dependencies. The edges, however, are undirected, and
conditional independence is determined by simple graph separation. For
disjoint sets of nodes A, B and C, we have that A is conditionally indepen-
dent of B given C if and only if no node in B can be reached from any node
in A without passing through a node in C. The Markov blanket of a node
in an MRF is simply the set of its adjacent nodes.
A clique is a subset of the nodes in a graph that is fully connected, i.e.,
there exists a link between any pair of nodes in the subset. A maximal clique
is a clique such that no more nodes from the graph can be included in it
without it ceasing to be a clique. In Figure 2.8a, the pairs tx1, x2u, tx2, x3u,
and tx1, x3u are all cliques, but tx1, x2, x3u is the only maximal clique. The
factors in the decomposition of the joint probability distribution expressed
by an MRF can be defined as functions of the variables in its maximal
cliques. For a given MRF, let x be the set of its variables, ppxq their joint
distribution, C the set of maximal cliques, and if c P C then let xc be the
set of variables in the maximal clique c. The joint distribution can then be
written as a product of potential functions Âcpxcq
ppxq “ 1
Z
π
cPC
Âcpxcq, (2.26)
where Z, often called the partition function, is a normalization factor. If x
is comprised of discrete variables, Z is given by
Z “ÿ
x
π
c
Âcpxcq. (2.27)
The factors in Bayesian networks represented the conditional distribution of
the corresponding variable conditioned on the state of its parents, thus no
normalization factor was necessary. The potential functions in an MRF are
not required to have any probabilistic interpretation. The only restriction
placed on them is that they are to be strictly positive.
The factorization of an MRF is still ambiguous—several factorizations of
the joint distribution are possible given an MRF. Factor graphs remove this
ambiguity and thus give a more detailed picture of the underlying distribu-
tion. A factor graphs adds a new kind of node (depicted by small squares)
for each factor in the joint distribution. Instead of being connected to each
other, the variable nodes are now connected to every node representing a
factor that depends on them. This is illustrated in Figure 2.8 where two
di erent factor graphs are shown for a simple MRF.
A conditional random field (CRF) [La erty et al., 2001; Sutton and
McCallum, 2011] is an MRF over two disjoint sets of variables x and y that
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Figure 2.8: One Markov random field and two factor graphs representing the same
distribution. (a) An MRF with a single clique potential Âpx1, x2, x3q. (b) A factor
graph with one factor fpx1, x2, x3q “ Âpx1, x2, x3q. (c) A factor graph whose factors
satisfy fapx1, x2, x3qfbpx2, x3q “ Âpx1, x2, x3q. (Figure from Bishop [2006].)
models the conditional distribution ppy | xq, where x consists of observed
variables and y, often referred to as the output variables, can consist of any
random variables. This implies that a CRF is inherently a discriminative
model. By modeling the conditional distribution directly, the CRF can
remain agnostic about the form of ppxq. In contrast, a generative model,
being a full probabilistic model of all variables, must model the full joint
distribution ppx,yq. If we want to change a factor graph representing the
joint distribution ppx,yq to represent the conditional distribution ppy | xq,
we can eliminate any factors that depend only on x—they are constant
with respect to y and are therefore irrelevant to ppy | xq. Since modeling
dependencies between the input variables x is often di cult to do while
maintaining tractability, this arguably makes discriminative models such
as CRFs better suited to include rich, overlapping features than generative
models like DBNs [Sutton and McCallum, 2011].
2.5 Articulatory Speech Technology
The phonetic GMM-HMM paradigm can be said to be underpinned by a
linear phonology, where the representation of an utterance is always a single
string of symbols, and pronunciation variation is modeled using rules for
the substitution, insertion and deletion of these. Articulatory phonology,
proposed by Browman and Goldstein [1986; 1992], represents an alterna-
tive. Here, the basic units are articulatory gestures. These gestures can be
thought of as instructions to the vocal tract to produce a certain degree
of constriction at a given location with a given set of articulators—e.g.,
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Articulatory Gestures as Phonological Units 73
position parameter of the equation [xO] specifies
the tract variable target that will be achieved, and
the stiffness parameter k specifies (roughly) the
time required to get to target. These parameters
are tuned differently for different gestures. In
addition, their values can be modified by stress.
Gestures are currently specified in terms of one
or two tract variables. Velic gestures involve a
single tract variable of aperture size, as do glottal
gestures. Oral gestures involve pairs of tract
variables that specify the constriction degree (LA,
TTCD, and TBCD) and constriction location (LP,
TTCL, and TBCL). For simplicity, we will refer to
the sets of articulators involved in oral gestures
using the name of the end-effector, that is, the
name of the single articulator at the end of the
chain of articulators forming the particular
constriction: the LIPS for LA and LP, the tongue
tip (TT) for gestures involving TTCD and TTCL,
and the tongue body (TB) for gestures involving
TBCD and TBCL. As noted above, each tract
tract variable
variable is modelled using a separate dynamical
equation; however, at present the paired tract
variables use identical stiffness and are activated
and de-activated simultaneously. The damping
parameter b for oral gestures is always set for
critical damping-the gestures approach their
targets, but do not overshoot it, or 'ring.' Thus, a
given oral gesture is specified by the values of
three parameters: target values for each of a pair
of tract variables, and a stiffness value (used for
both equations).
This set of tract variables is not yet complete, of
course. Other oral tract variables that need to be
implemented include an independent tongue root
variable (Ladefoged & Halle, 1988), and (as
discussed in § 2.1) variables for controlling the
shape of TT and TB constrictions as seen in the
third dimension. Additional laryngeal variables
are required to allow for pitch control and for
vertical movement of the larynx, required, for
example, for ejectives and implosives.
articulators involved
LP
LA
TTCL
TTCD
TBCL
TBCD
VEL
GLO
lip protrusion
lip aperture
tongue tip constrict location
tongue tip constrict degree
tongue body constrict location
tongue body constrict degree
velic aperture
glottal aperture
upper & lower lips, jaw
upper & lower lips, jaw
tongue tip, body, jaw
tongue tip, body, jaw
tongue body, jaw
tongue body, jaw
velum
glottis
- LP-
Figure 1. Tract variables and contributing articulators of computational model.Figure 2.9: The articulatory tract variables and their relation to the physical articula-
tors, as defined by Browman and Goldstein [1989].
“make a narrow lip opening.” These gestures are expressed in terms of set
of continuous-valued tract variables, shown in Figure 2.9.
There has been a gradual increase of work inspired by articulatory
phonology in the speech technology community, and the work in this thesis
forms part of it. We present experiments with classifying a set of articula-
tory features in Chapter 3, and the two automatic transcription systems we
present in Chapter 4 are both articulatory in nature. In this section we will
give a brief presentation of some previous work within this area, focusing
first on the classification of articulatory features, then on articulatory ASR
systems.
2.5.1 Acoustic-Articulatory Inversion and
Articulatory Feature Classification
Acoustic-articulatory inversion (also called speech inversion or just articu-
latory inversion) gets its name from seeking to invert the process of speech
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production: given a speech signal, one tries to recover the sequence of ar-
ticulatory configurations that produced it. This task has been addressed
for many reasons, including on its own as a scientific question and as an
intermediate step in articulatory approaches to automatic speech recogni-
tion. The work in this field falls within two broad categories: those that
represent the articulatory configurations with continuous variables (which
can be measurements from an instrument like an electromagnetic articulo-
graph) and those that represent them with discrete variables (which can be
binary or multi-valued). We will refer to the former variables as articulatory
parameters and the latter as articulatory features. The term inversion is
most commonly applied only to articulatory parameters. For articulatory
features, one tends to speak of classification or recognition; if the features
are binary, detection is also a commonly used term.
Work on recovering articulatory parameters from the acoustic signal
dates back to the 1970s (see e.g., Wakita [1979] and the references therein).
Examples of recent e orts include the work of Qin and Carreira-Perpiñán
[2009; 2010], Richmond [2006; 2007], McGowan and Berger [2009], Mitra et
al. [2011; 2014], Ghosh and Narayanan [2011], and Ananthakrishnan and
Engwall [2011a; 2011b].
A di erent approach is to parameterize the articulatory configurations
with discrete rather than continuous variables—using what is typically re-
ferred to as articulatory features (AFs). As there are no large speech corpora
available that have been annotated on the articulatory level, the ground-
truth labeling for AFs is usually derived from a phonetic transcription, by
mapping each phone to corresponding AFs. This method is prone to errors,
particularly around phone boundaries.
Classification of one particular set of AFs will be one of the main themes
of this thesis. In the following, we will review some related work.
Many di erent sets of articulatory features have been used in the litera-
ture. King and Taylor [2000] report frame classification results for a set
of 13 binary AFs based on the distinctive features from Sound Pattern of
English (SPE) by Chomsky and Halle [1968]. The classification was done
with recurrent neural networks. These di er from feedforward neural net-
works, like the MLPs presented in Section 2.2, in that connections between
the nodes form a directed cycle. These recurrent connections have a time-
delaying e ect which gives the network some “memory” from one frame to
the next. This lets the classifier take some previous context into account.
A single network was trained to recognize all the features simultaneously.
The experiments were performed on the TIMIT corpus with 13-dimensional
MFCCs as observation vectors The mean frame error rate for these AFs was
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8%. In the same paper, King and Taylor also report frame classification re-
sults for a multi-valued AF set with eight features based on IPA categories
(centrality, continuant, front-back, manner, phonation, place, roundness,
and tenseness) which have cardinalities between 2 and 10. The experimen-
tal setup was the same, except that for the classification of these features,
a separate neural network was trained for each AF. The mean frame er-
ror rate, at 14%, was worse for these features—which is natural given the
higher cardinalities. That the number of frames where all AFs are correctly
classified were about the same for the two AF sets (52% and 53%) is an
indication that the performance of the neural network classifiers was quite
similar for them.
Kirchho  [1999; 2002] used a set of five AFs (voicing, manner, place,
front-back, rounding) with cardinalities between 3 and 10 which were clas-
sified using MLPs and GMM-HMMs; MLPs gave a slightly superior per-
formance. A separate neural network was trained for each AF. The OGI
Numbers corpus [Cole et al., 1995] of read numbers with detailed phone-
level transcription was used, and classification was done for both clean and
noisy speech. On clean speech, the mean frame error rate for the AFs was
19.0%.
Metze and Waibel [2002] used the 76 linguistically motivated ques-
tions that were used during construction of the decision tree for context-
dependent phone modeling as their set of binary AFs. Rather than train
a separate classifier like an MLP, detectors for these articulatory features
were built in the same way as acoustic models for existing speech rec-
ognizers, using a GMM-HMM system. In joint work with Stüker and
Schultz [Stüker et al., 2003a], they did similar experiments across several
languages—demonstrating how articulatory modeling can be somewhat lan-
guage independent. In later work by Metze [2007], the number of AFs was
reduced to a set of 68 binary features.
The Johns Hopkins University (JHU) Summer Workshop of 2006 had a
research group for “Articulatory Feature-Based Methods for Acoustic and
Audio-Visual Speech Recognition” [Livescu et al., 2007a,b; Frankel et al.,
2007a] where two separate AF sets were used. Only one of these was clas-
sified from audio, however. This set included seven traditional articulatory
features (place, degree, nasality, rounding, glottal state, height, and front-
ness) with cardinalities between 3 and 10, in addition to a separate feature
for vowel classification with cardinality 23. Frame classification was done on
2000 hours of conversational speech data in a cross-validation setup, with
39-dimensional MFCCs concatenated for 9 frames, giving 351-dimensional
observation vectors for each frame. MLPs were used as classifiers, trained
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separately for each of the 8 articulatory features. The mean frame error
rate was 19.5%.
While both of the works described above use only neural network clas-
sifiers, Frankel, Wester and King also use dynamic Bayesian networks
for AF classification and recognition. Their set of six AFs (manner, place,
voicing, rounding, front-back , and static) with cardinalities between 3 and
8 is inspired by both the theory of distinctive features of Chomsky and Halle
[1968] and by the articulatory phonology of Browman and Goldstein [1992].
Like Kirchho  et al., Frankel et al. used the OGI Numbers corpus [Cole
et al., 1995]. Their initial frame classification experiments were with recur-
rent neural networks, yielding a mean frame error rate of 14% for the six
AFs. In Frankel et al. [2004], they compared these results with those of a
DBN for frame classification. They started out with a DBN model where the
six AFs are independent of each other and compared this to a DBN model
with nine manually added dependencies between them. The DBN model
with dependencies performed better than the independent DBN model, but
worse than the neural network classifier. Their later work [Frankel et al.,
2007b] expanded on this methodology in several ways. They alleviated the
problems inherent in training on phone-derived AF labels by including em-
bedded training, and they expanded their work to include AF recognition in
addition to AF frame classification. Their best results, 11% mean error rate
for frame classification and 12% for recognition, are achieved by combining
the neural networks with the DBNs.
Siniscalchi et al. [2007; 2012; 2013a] have done a series of exper-
iments on classifying similar sets of around 20 binary AFs based on SPE
[Chomsky and Halle, 1968], using a variety of classifiers. In Siniscalchi et al.
[2007], MLPs with one hidden layer with 500 nodes were used for the frame
classification. In a later paper [Siniscalchi et al., 2012], it was demonstrated
that a similar system was relatively robust across six European and Asian
languages. The MLPs are expanded to a hierarchical structure in Siniscalchi
et al. [2013b]. Here, observation vectors are created for 155 ms windows to
the left and to the right of the current frame; the output of these two
lower MLPs are then sent to a third MLP that acts as a merger. The mean
frame error rate for the AFs was 5.2% on a corpus of continuous read speech
from the Wall Street Journal with a 5000-word vocabulary [Paul and Baker,
1992]. When deep neural networks were used instead of single-layer MLPs
in a recent paper [Siniscalchi et al., 2013a], this error rate was reduced to
4.5%.
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2.5.2 Articulatory Speech Recognition
We will now go on to consider how articulatory features have been used
to improve automatic speech recognition systems. Although some attempts
have been made at using continuous articulatory parameters in ASR systems
(see e.g. Wrench and Richmond [2000]), it is chiefly discrete articulatory
features that have been put to such use. We will consider three broad classes
of models: tandem systems, DBN systems and CRF systems.
In Chapter 4, we present work on incorporating articulatory k-NN fea-
tures in a tandem system for phone recognition and in a CRF for forced
transcription of AFs. Similar k-NN features could fit into most, if not all,
of the systems presented in the following.
Models based on MLPs and HMMs
Articulatory information has been used to augment HMM recognizers in
several di erent systems. One of these is that of Çetin et al. [2007], who
used the MLP-based AF classifiers from the JHU 2006 workshop Frankel
et al. [2007a], described above, to build an articulatory tandem system.
One MLP was trained for each of the eight AFs and their outputs were con-
catenated and log-transformed. A PCA transformation was applied, both
to reduce the dimensionality (from 64 to 26) and also to decorrelate the
features, and thus attempt to eliminate the redundancies in the features
which may have been caused by their AFs not being independent of one an-
other. The resulting vectors were concatenated with 39-dimensional PLPs,
yielding a 65-dimensional observation vector. Word recognition experiments
were conducted on a small corpus of telephone conversations with a 500-
word vocabulary. The articulatory tandem system improved slightly upon
a baseline phonetic tandem system, lowering the word error rate from 63%
to 62.3%. Further gains were obtained by training the MLPs for AF clas-
sification on a larger data set; and when a factored observation modeling
was added, so that the HMM modeled the PLPs and the tandem features
separately, a word error rate of 59.1% was achieved.
Siniscalchi et al. [2007; 2013b] combine neural networks with HMMs
in a di erent way. Siniscalchi et al. [2007] outlines a three-block architec-
ture for phone recognition, with a set of binary AF classifiers followed by an
event merger that combines the frame-level AF posteriors to phone posteri-
ors, before an evidence verifier decodes the phone sequence. As mentioned
in Section 2.5.1, the AF classification was done with one MLP for each AF
that had a hidden layer with 500 nodes. The event merger was implemented
as a single MLP with 800 nodes in the one hidden layer. The evidence verifier
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was a decoding network consisting of HMMs modeling context-independent
phones with three states. A phone error rate of 27.7% was achieved on
the TIMIT corpus of continuous read speech with a set of 39 phones. In a
later paper by the same authors [Siniscalchi et al., 2013b], the architecture
was modified using hierarchical MLPs and weighted finite-state machines
(WFSMs) [Mohri et al., 2002]. We saw in Section 2.5.1 how the AF classifi-
cation was done with hierarchical MLPs in this work; the posterior probabil-
ities for each binary AF output by these classifiers were then concatenated
with an MFCC vector that was input to an MLP for phone classification
(corresponding to the event merger in [Siniscalchi et al., 2007]). The re-
sulting phone posteriors were then combined with phone posteriors from
a regular MLP phone classifier and input to the evidence verifier which
was implemented with WFSMs. The resulting word error rate was 6% on
a corpus of continuous read speech from the Wall Street Journal with a
5000-word vocabulary [Paul and Baker, 1992].
Kirchho  et al. [2002] based a hybrid HMM system for word recog-
nition on the MLP classification of five multi-valued AFs mentioned in Sec-
tion 2.5.1. They input the posterior probabilities output by their five MLPs
for AF classification into a higher-level MLP for phone classification which
was used in the hybrid HMM. The baseline was a hybrid HMM with a single
MLP phone classifier using acoustic observation vectors as its input. The
sum of cardinalities for the AF set, and thus the number of posterior prob-
abilities estimated by their MLPs, was 28. To reduce this number to match
the dimensionality of the acoustic observation vectors used by their baseline
system, they eliminated the 10 posteriors that had the least impact on the
phone classification on the higher-level MLP (measured by relative entropy
between the phone class distributions). The articulatory system was on par
with the baseline in clean conditions and showed a distinct advantage in
noisy conditions. When both systems were combined by linearly merging
the outputs of the MLPs for phone classification, the word error rates were
significantly reduced in all conditions.
Metze [2007] combined his frame classification results for 68 binary
AFs, mentioned in Section 2.5.1, with standard phone-based acoustic mod-
els in an HMM for word recognition. The acoustic models for the AFs
were integrated in the HMM with those of the phones using a multi-stream
model [Bourlard et al., 1996]. Substantial improvements over a standard
GMM-HMM system were attained on a corpus of spontaneous conversa-
tions containing a large portion of partial words and other spontaneous
e ects as well as a high proportion of words in a language foreign to the
speakers. These improvements can be taken as an indication that this ASR
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Figure 2.10: A dynamic Bayesian network for isolated word recognition [Stephenson
et al., 2000] modeling the word cat in four time steps.
system allowed the recognizer to adapt to the articulatory characteristics of
individual speakers or speaking styles better than the baseline system.
Dynamic Bayesian Network Models
We have previously seen how Frankel et al. [2004; 2007b] used dynamic
Bayesian networks for classification and recognition of articulatory features
(cf. page 40). The use of DBNs for speech recognition was pioneered by
Zweig [1998], but his experiments with models that included articulatory
modeling were limited. Stephenson et al. [2000], though, presented a
DBN model for isolated word recognition which made use of articulatory
parameters. A database with time-aligned audio and and the position of
gold pellets placed on the articulators measured with X-ray microbeams
[Westbury, 1994] was used. The continuous articulatory measurements were
quantized usingK-means clustering—i.e., the vectors of articulatory param-
eter values were divided in K clusters such that each vector belonged to the
cluster with the nearest mean vector—thus creating a single discrete artic-
ulatory feature. The best performance was achieved when the cardinality,
K, was equal to 4.
Figure 2.10 shows the DBN model. The variable Phone gives the phone
identity of the current frame and Position gives its index in the current
word. Transition is a Boolean variable which equals 1 when the current
frame is the last of the current phone and there is a transition to a new
phone in the next frame. The Articulator variable gives the value of
the single AF. The black nodes represent observed variables, which except
for in the last frame is only Acoustics. The acoustic observation vectors
(39-dimensional MFCCs) were also quantized using K-means, with K “
256. Thus, all variables in this DBN are discrete. When the Articulator
variable is removed from the DBN in Figure 2.10, the model is equivalent to
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of the features begin in their first state, corresponding to
index 0 in the table (in our example, LIP-OPEN = ‘wide’,
TT-LOC = ‘alv.’, and so on). In each subsequent frame,
each feature can either stay in the same state or transition
to the next one with some probability. If the features do
not all transition at once, a situation can arise where dif-
ferent features are in states corresponding to different in-
dices. This situation is what we refer to as “asynchrony”.
This can account for phenomena such as vowel nasaliza-
tion before a nasal consonant (where the nasality feature
is “ahead” of the other features). More “synchronous”
configurations may be preferred, and there may be an
upper bound on the allowed degree of asynchrony. The
model takes this into account by assigning a cost to each
configuration of feature indices according to the degree
of asynchrony in that configuration (see Section 2.2).
Given the sequences of feature indices, the underly-
ing feature values in each frame are chosen as per the
baseform table. The surface feature values may differ
from the underlying values, for example because of re-
duction phenomena (e.g. every [ eh w r iy ] due to re-
duction in LIP-OPEN). The surface value correspond-
ing to each underlying value is generated according to
a distribution . Finally, the resulting surface fea-
ture values constitute the realization of the word.
tasync
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Figure 1: One frame of a DBN for recognition with a feature-
based pronunciation model. Nodes represent variables; shaded
nodes are observed. Edges represent dependencies between
variables. Edges without parents/children point from/to vari-
ables in adjacent frames.
2.2. A dynamic Bayesian network implementation
A natural framework for such a model is provided by dy-
namic Bayesian networks (DBNs). Figure 1 shows one
frame of the type of DBN used in our model (simplified
somewhat for clarity of presentation). This example DBN
assumes a feature set with three features, . All of
the variables are discrete, so all of the conditional distri-
butions are probability mass functions. The variables
are the underlying feature values, and are the surface
values, at time frame . are the indices of the fea-
tures. is the word transition variable: Its (binary)
value indicates whether or not this is the last frame of the
current word. For a more detailed description, see [12].
The variables and are re-
sponsible for implementing the asynchrony constraints.
We define the degree of asynchrony between two sub-
sets and of the feature set as the absolute differ-
ence (rounded to the nearest integer) between the mean
indices of the features in and of the features in .
At time frame , the degree of asynchrony between
and is determined in the following way: A value for
is drawn from an (unconditional) distribution
over the integers, while checks that the
degree of asynchrony between and is in fact equal to
. To enforce this constraint, is
always observed with value 1 and its distribution is
and 0 otherwise, where and are the sets of in-
dices of the features in and , respectively. Therefore,
by learning the distribution of , we learn the
probabilities of different degrees of feature asynchrony.
The subsets and for each variable are, for the
time being, selected manually.
The parameters of the model can be learned from
data via maximum likelihood using the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm [5], given observations for
the word variable and surface feature variables. Surface
feature observations can be obtained using collections of
recorded speech with simultaneous articulatory measure-
ments (e.g. [15]); from detailed phonetic transcriptions,
which can be converted to feature transcriptions if they
are sufficiently fine-grained; or perhaps by manually or
semi-automatically generating feature transcriptions for
a limited amount of recorded speech. Thus far, we have
chosen to use the second option, in particular using the
detailed phonetic transcriptions created at ICSI for a por-
tion of the Switchboard corpus [7].
An end-to-end recognizer could be built by adding
acoustic observation variables as children of the ,
which would be unobserved. We have done this in the
past using a much simpler pronunciation model [11]. To
facilitate quick experimentation and to isolate the perfor-
mance of the pronunciation model, we are testing how
well we can do when given observed surface feature val-
ues. In addition, for the time being, we have assumed
that all features synchronize at word boundaries. This as-
sumption could be dropped, for example by having mul-
tiple word variables, one for each feature.
3. Experiments
In our experiments to date with this model, we have
been using the following feature set, based on the vocal
tract variables of articulatory phonology [2]: degree of
lip opening (LIP-OPEN); tongue tip location and open-
ing degree (TT-LOC, TT-OPEN); tongue body location
and opening degree (TB-LOC, TB-OPEN); velum state
Figure 2.11: The pronunciation model DBN of Livescu and Glass [2004], with three
articulatory features and two asynchrony constraints.
an HMM. This formed the baseline system, which the DBN with articulatory
information improved upon with a 10% reduction in WER.
Note that although the DBN of Stephenson et al. does include some
articulatory modeling, the modeling of pronunciation variation is very lim-
ited. Due to the fa t th t all the articulato y information is encoded in
a single AF, there can be no asynchrony between them of the kind we
used in Section 1.1 to explain the don’t Ñ [d ow_n t] variation (cf. Fig-
ure 1.1). Livescu and Glass [2004] presented a more sophisticated dy-
namic Bayesian network for modeling pronunciation variation based on ar-
ticulatory features. They used a m lti-valued AF set with eight features
that corresponds closely to the original tract variables defined by Browman
and Goldstein [Browman and Goldstein, 1992]. It has a close relationship
to physical measurements, but remains discrete and subject independent.
This is the articulatory feature set we will use for our experiments in the
following chapter, and it is presented in detail in Section 3.1.
The pronunciation model DBN of Livescu and Glass [2004] is shown for
one frame i Figure 2.11. For simplicity, only three articulatory features are
included; these are denoted simply as 1, 2 and 3. The variables Sjt , where
j P t1, 2, 3u, denote the surface values of these AFs in frame t; the variables
U jt denote their underlying values. The AFs ha e separate indices, indjt ,
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that track the progression of their values through the current word. The
underlying value of the corresponding AF, U jt , is deterministically deter-
mined by indjt along with the current word, wordt. The surface value, Sjt ,
can deviate from U jt , and by learning the distributions ppSjt | U jt q, one can
learn the probabilities of di erent substitutions. Asynchrony between the
AFs is allowed—e.g., the AF 1 can progress faster through its values for the
current word than the AF 2. The asyncA;Bt and checkSyncA;Bt variables
enforce constraints on this asynchrony.
This pronunciation model was used on a lexical access task on a corpus
of telephone conversations. An end-to-end recognizer could in principle be
built from this system, by adding acoustic observation variables as children
of the Sjt variables (which would then be hidden), but to facilitate quick
experimentation and to isolate the performance of the pronunciation model,
these surface AF values were considered as observed variables. The lexical
access task was to determine which word is being spoken based on the
surface AF values. A 40% relative reduction in word error rate was reported
compared to a system using a large set of phonological rules.
This approach is described in more detail in Livescu [2005], and has been
developed further at the JHU 2006 workshop [Livescu et al., 2007a,b] and
by Jyothi et al. [2011].
Conditional Random Field Models
With increased attention around the benefits of discriminative models, CRFs
are growing increasingly popular in speech technology applications [Fosler-
Lussier et al., 2013]. We have already seen how Demuynck et al. [2011b]
incorporated meta-information from a k-NN classifier in a CRF for word
recognition (cf. page 32); here we will consider previous work on using
CRFs for articulatory modeling of speech.
Morris and Fosler-Lussier [2006; 2008] built a CRF system for
phone recognition with input features based on frame classification of AFs.
Their AF set had eight multi-valued features based on the attributes of
the International Phonetic Alphabet,11 and a separate MLP classifier was
trained for each of these. Rather than feeding the posterior probabilities
of all AF values for all frames to the system, like one would in a tandem
system, Morris and Fosler-Lussier made one feature for each possible pairing
of AF values and phone labels using feature functions.12 For example, the
11The articulatory features (and cardinalities) were: sonority (5), voice (3), man-
ner (8), place (9), height (6), front (5), round (5), and tense (3).
12This kind of features is commonly used in CRFs when the labels are discrete—
cf. Sutton [2011, pp. 293–4].
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following feature function linked the phone label [b] to the output of the
MLP classifier for the AF for voicing:
f[b],voicedpO,y, tq “
#
MLPvoice=voicedpotq, if yt “ [b]
0, otherwise,
(2.28)
where O “ po1, ...,onq is the sequence of acoustic observation vectors;
y “ y1, ..., yn is the sequence of labels; and MLPvoice=voicedpotq designates
the posterior probability of voicing in frame t as estimated by the AF clas-
sifier. By learning weights for these features, the CRF could assign im-
portance to each of the AF values as indicators of each of the phones. In
considering all possible pairings of AF values with phone labels, rather just
the canonical AF values for each phone, the learning of negative weights
was also encouraged (e.g., for f[p],voiced, as [p] is an unvoiced consonant).
The CRF compared favorably to a tandem HMM system with similar input
features.
The experiments of Chen and Wang [2009] with a CRF for phone
recognition indicate that AF asynchrony might be a bigger challenge for
articulatory ASR systems than imperfect AF classification. They used re-
current neural networks to classify a set of eleven binary AFs based on
Government Phonology [Harris, 1994] for the TIMIT corpus of read speech.
The neural network outputs were thresholded, yielding binary classification
results vectors. Compared to training the CRF directly on these classifica-
tion results vectors (which included both AF asynchrony and classification
errors) or on vectors of ground-truth AF labels13 (which included neither),
they found that training on forced-aligned AF labels (which included AF
asynchrony but no classification errors) gave a better performance.
Chen and Wang also tried to isolate the e ect of AF asynchrony by
comparing the performance of the CRF on the test set when ground-truth
AF labels were used as input and when forced-aligned AF labels were used.
Similarly, to isolate the e ect of the AF classification errors, they considered
the CRF’s test set performance when forced-aligned AF labels were used
compared to when classification results vectors were used. The drop in
phone accuracy was far bigger (28% relative) in the former case than in
the latter (11%), so the AF asynchrony seemed to be considerably more
problematic for their CRF system than the AF classification errors. It
should be noted, however, that an articulatory word pronunciation model
that bypasses phones (like that of Livescu and Glass, shown in Figure 2.11)
might not find AF asynchrony to be a challenge in the same way that Chen
and Wang found it to be for phone recognition.
13The ground-truth AF labels were derived from the phonetic labeling.
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Another consequence of the findings of Chen and Wang is that phone-
derived AF labels are likely to be unreliable close to phone boundaries.
Prabhavalkar et al. [2011] addressed this problem through a CRF for
forced transcription of articulatory features. Unlike in forced alignment,
where one knows the sequence of labels and only needs to find the start and
end times of each, in forced transcription you allow for multiple possible
pronunciations. Thus, the task was to obtain an articulatory labeling given
the acoustics and the word labeling. This task is separated from that of word
recognition in that the words are treated as observed rather than hidden
variables; and the AF labels, which would otherwise have been obtained as
an intermediate step, are here the main goal. It should be noted that this
model, unlike those of Morris and Fosler-Lussier or Chen and Wang, did not
use phones in its modeling of pronunciation; in this sense it is arguably one
step further removed from the “beads-on-a-string” model of pronunciation
criticized by Ostendorf [1999]. We have chosen to use this system as a back-
end for our features based on k-NN frame classification. Therefore, we defer
further presentation of it to Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.
2.6 Statistical Considerations
In this section we will consider the evaluation of speech recognition systems,
and how to assess the statistical significance of di erences between systems.
We will begin by describing the evaluation metrics used in this thesis, before
we go on to consider statistical tests for frame classification and continuous
speech recognition. In closing, we will deduce a confidence interval for frame
classification error rates.
2.6.1 Evaluation
For frame classification, evaluation is relatively straightforward. The clas-
sification of each frame is an independent event, and is either correct or
incorrect. In this case, the error rate
eˆ “ M
n
, (2.29)
where M is the number of errors and n is the total number of frames, is a
maximum likelihood estimator of the probability of misclassifying a frame, e.
For continuous speech recognition tasks, the most popular performance
measures are word error rate (WER) or phone error rate (PER), depending
on whether the recognition unit is words or phones. Both of these measures
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can be defined as
W “
∞
iDi∞
i ni
, (2.30)
where ni is the number of words/phones in sentence i and Di is the edit
distance between the reference transcription of sentence i and the recognizer
output for this sentence. The edit distance, or Levenshtein distance, is
equal to the minimum number of insertions, substitutions and deletions
necessary to transform the one sentence into the other; it can be computed
e ciently using dynamic programming algorithms. For WER, the sentence
is considered as a string of words; for PER, as a string of phones.
WER and PER are rates representing the number of errors per spo-
ken word/phone. Because of the possibility of insertions, they can exceed
100%. Thus, they cannot be regarded as probability estimates, unlike the
classification error rate, and do not lend themselves as readily to statistical
analysis.
2.6.2 McNemar’s Test
In assessing the e ectiveness of a statistical test comparing the performance
of two systems for classification or recognition, there are particularly three
probabilities that are of interest. A Type I error involves incorrectly detect-
ing a di erence between two systems when no di erence exists. Minimizing
the probability of such an error is usually the main task of a statistical test.
A Type II error involves failing to detect a di erence between two systems
that does exist. This is typically considered less serious than a Type I er-
ror, but is still something to be avoided, so we want the probability of a
Type II test to be small as well. The power of a statistical test is given by
1´ P pType II errorq.
For frame classification there are several available tests for statistical
significance. Dietterich [1998] presented a thorough comparison of five pos-
sible choices, using simulation experiments to assess their performance on
three data sets. A simple di erence-of-proportions test, based on measur-
ing the di erence between the error rates of two classifiers on the same test
set, had very incorrect independence assumptions and was shown to fail in
cases where the error rates are close to 50%. The resampled paired t test,
which has been a very popular choice in the machine learning literature,
was found severely lacking in having an unacceptably high probability of
Type I error. A 10-fold cross-validated paired t test also had a relatively
high probability of Type I error, but it also had a high power, and can
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hence be recommended for cases where avoiding Type II errors is partic-
ularly important (which is not the case for our experiments). The fourth
test in Dietterich’s comparison—McNemar’s test—was shown to have a low
probability of Type I error and also relatively high power. A test proposed
by Dietterich, the 5ˆ2cv paired t test, is a variant of the cross-validated
paired t test involving 5 repetitions of 2-fold cross-validation. It was shown
to have slightly higher power than McNemar’s test in some cases, but also a
slightly higher probability of Type I error. In addition, it requires far more
computation and limits the training set size to half of the available data.
McNemar’s test thus seems like the best choice for our task. We go on
to present this test in detail.
Let two systems for classification, S1 and S2, classify the same set of n
labeled data points, yielding error rates eˆ1 “ M1n and eˆ2 “ M2n , respectively.
If the errors are independent events, the random variablesMj , denoting the
numbers of errors made by system j, follow binomial distributions Bpn, ejq.
ej denotes the probability that Sj will misclassify a data point, so to assess
whether the di erence between S1 and S2 is statistically significant, we want
to test the hypothesis that e1 “ e2.
If we could assume thatM1 andM2 were independent variables, we could
test this hypothesis using only the observed numbers of errors m1 and m2
along with the number of data points, n. This, however, will not be the case
when systems S1 and S2 are tested on the same data set, because if they
are at all similar, they are bound to have errors in common. We could try
to estimate the correlation between eˆ1 and eˆ2, but this would require using
up some of the n data points, rendering eˆ1 and eˆ2 as less reliable estimators
of the true probabilities of misclassification, e1 and e2, by increasing their
variances.
McNemar’s test [Gillick and Cox, 1989; McNemar, 1947] o ers a solution
to this problem by considering only the K data points where the classifica-
tion decisions of the two systems di er. The joint performance of systems
S1 and S2 can be summarized in a contingency table as follows:
S2
Correct Incorrect
S1
Correct A B
Incorrect C D
where:
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A = the number of data points classified correctly by both S1 and S2,
B = the number of data points classified correctly by S1 and incorrectly by S2,
C = the number of data points classified incorrectly by S1 and correctly by S2,
D = the number of data points classified incorrectly by both S1 and S2.
Note that n “ A ` B ` C ` D and that K “ B ` C. If we now define
eA “ P pa data point is classified correctly by both S1 and S2q and, anal-
ogously, eB, eC and eD, we can see that e1 “ eC ` eD and e2 “ eB ` eD.
Thus, our null hypothesis, e1 “ e2, is equivalent to eC “ eB.
We go on to define
eC|K “ eCeB ` eC , (2.31)
which represents the conditional probability that S1 will misclassify a data
point given that it is misclassified by either S1 or S2. This gives us another
equivalent formulation of the null hypothesis: eC|K “ 12 .
If we condition on K “ k, still assuming that the errors are indepen-
dent events, then C follows a binomial distribution: C „ Bpk, eC|Kq. After
observing the values taken by C and D, we can then compute the proba-
bility of our null hypothesis. This can be done using the binomial distri-
bution directly or, more conveniently, if k ° 50 and C is not too close to
k or 0, a normal approximation to the binomial may be used. C, then,
should be approximately normally distributed: C „¨ Npµ,‡2q. We know
that µ “ EpCq “ k ¨ eC|K and that ‡2 “ VarpCq “ k ¨ e2C|K . Thus, under
the null hypothesis, C „¨ Npk2 , k4 q and
W “ |C ´
k
2 |´ 12b
k
4
„¨ Np0, 1q, (2.32)
where the ´12 in the numerator is a continuity correction factor. This is the
formulation of McNemar’s test given by Gillick and Cox [1989]. McNemar’s
original test [McNemar, 1947] with Edwards’s correction for continuity [Ed-
wards, 1948] is given as
W ˚ “ p|B ´ C|´ 1q
2
B ` C „¨ ‰
2p1q. (2.33)
We can simplify (2.32) by substituting k “ B ` C:
W “ |
C´B
2 |´ 12b
B`C
4
“ |B ´ C|´ 1?
B ` C „¨ Np0, 1q. (2.34)
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Since we know that the square of a standard normal random variable follows
a chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom, we see that (2.32) and
(2.33) are equivalent.14 We compute the p-value as p “ 2P pZ • wq, where
Z „ Np0, 1q and w is the realized value of the test statistic W in (2.34).
The p-value equals the probability of the observed data (or data showing a
more extreme departure from the null hypothesis) when the null hypothesis
is true; i.e., in this case: the probability of S1 and S2 performing at least as
di erently as they do if one is no better than the other. We reject the null
hypothesis if p is below our chosen significance level (e.g., 5%), in which
case we conclude that there is a statistically significant di erence between
systems S1 and S2.
It should be noted that the p-value given by McNemar’s test says nothing
of how di erent the performance of the two systems is; it only addresses how
probable it is that there is some di erence between them, not how big of a
di erence this is.
2.6.3 The Matched Pairs Sentence-SegmentWord Error Test
Because of language modeling, an error made by a continuous speech rec-
ognizer can influence the recognition of the rest of the utterance. Thus, the
errors are not independent events in this case. To apply McNemar’s test,
we need to divide the speech recognizer output into segments in such a way
that the errors in one segment are statistically independent of the errors
in any other segment. A sentence is one natural candidate for such a seg-
ment. Another way of dividing the output into segments is to require that
each segment where one or more errors occur (a “bad” segment), must be
bounded by two segments where no errors occur for some minimal number
of recognition units T (“good” segments). For a word recognition system
with a trigram language model, setting T equal to two words is su cient.
The segments for two di erent systems can easily be aligned with a dynamic
programming algorithm [Hunt, 1988]. This method will lead to a statistical
test with higher power than using sentences since it yields more segments.
We can then run McNemar’s test, as described in the previous section,
on the resulting segments. We only need to consider the “bad” segments,
and each segment must be considered as either correctly or incorrectly rec-
ognized. However, if we have two systems where one makes twice as many
errors as the other, but these errors are spread across the same number of
segments, this test will not be able to distinguish between these two systems.
14In the rare case that B “ C, these two tests will give slightly di erent p-values
because of the continuity correction factor. However, both p-values will be so close to 1
in this case that it is of no consequence.
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The Matched Pairs Sentence-Segment Word Error (MAPSSWE) Test
suggested by Gillick and Cox [1989] considers also the number of errors in
each segment. For two speech recognition systems S1 and S2, letM piq1 be the
number of errors made by S1 on the ith segment and M piq2 be the number
of errors made by S2. Let Ri “M piq1 ´M piq2 be the di erence in number of
errors on segment i. Determining whether the performance of S1 is equal
to that of S2 amounts to determining whether µR “ EpRiq “ 0. Let this be
our null hypothesis.
We estimate µR by
µˆR “ R¯ “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
Ri. (2.35)
Since the µˆR is the arithmetic mean of n random variables, we know that
it is approximately normally distributed for su ciently large values of n.15
We can estimate its variance as
VarpµˆRq “ 1
n
VarpRiq « 1
n
S2R “ 1npn´ 1q
nÿ
i“1
pRi ´ R¯q2, (2.36)
where S2R is the sample variance of the Ris. Under the null hypothesis,
EpµˆRq “ µR “ 0, and thus the following test statistic should be approxi-
mately standard normal:
V “ µˆRa
VarpµˆRq “
?
n ¨ µˆR
SR
„¨ Np0, 1q. (2.37)
The p-value is computed in the same manner as above: p “ 2P pZ • vq,
where Z „ Np0, 1q and v is the realized value of the test statistic V in
(2.37). We reject our null hypothesis if p is below our chosen significance
level.
2.6.4 Confidence Intervals
When errors are independent events, as is the case in frame classification,
we can in addition to finding an estimate eˆ for the error rate by Equation
(2.29), find a confidence interval for the true error rate, e—i.e., an interval
within which e will be found with a given probability.
15The normal approximation will be good for n • 30 as long as the distribution of
the random variables is not exceptionally skewed [Walpole et al., 2012, p. 234]. The
presumption of normality becomes more accurate as n grows larger.
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Under the assumption of independent events, the number of errors will
follow a binomial distribution: M „ Bpn, eq. As before, we can use the
normal approximation to the binomial when n ° 50 and M is not too close
to 0 or n,16 so that
M „¨ N`EpMq,VarpMq˘ “ N`ne, nep1´ eq˘. (2.38)
Thus, we can construct a statistic, U , that is approximately standard nor-
mal:
U “ M ´ nea
nep1´ eq „¨ Np0, 1q. (2.39)
Hence, we get the confidence interval
P
˜
´z–{2 ´ 12 †
M ´ nea
nep1´ eq † z–{2 `
1
2
¸
« 1´ –, (2.40)
where – is our chosen significance level, z–{2 is the critical value of the
standard normal distribution such that P pZ ° z–{2q “ –2 when Z „ Np0, 1q,
and the added and subtracted halves are continuity correction factors.
We want to solve (2.40) to find functions f1pMq and f2pMq such that
P
`
f1pMq † e † f2pMq˘ « 1´ –. (2.41)
Harborg [1990] gives the solutions to this equation as
f1pMq “
M ´ 12 ` 12z2–{2 ´ z–{2
b
1
4z
2
–{2 ` 1npM ´ 12qpn´M ` 12q
n` z2–{2
, (2.42)
and
f2pMq “
M ` 12 ` 12z2–{2 ` z–{2
b
1
4z
2
–{2 ` 1npM ` 12qpn´M ´ 12q
n` z2–{2
. (2.43)
For fixed values of n and –, Equations (2.41), (2.42) and (2.43) give us a
confidence interval which depends only on the number of errors, M .
In this way, confidence intervals can be computed for frame classification
error rates. This method can not be used to compute confidence intervals
16A more precise requirement, involving the unknown parameter e, is that we should
have both ne ° 5 and np1 ´ eq ° 5 for the normal approximation to the binomial to be
valid.
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for phone or word error rates, however, since errors are typically not inde-
pendent events in continuous speech recognition tasks.
Bisani and Ney [2004] propose a bootstrap method for computing a con-
fidence interval that will be valid for WER and PER. Bootstrapping [Efron
and Tibshirani, 1993] is a statistical resampling method based on creating
replications of a statistic by random sampling from the data set with replace-
ment. Bisani and Ney divide the test set into segments such that the errors
in one segment are independent from the errors in all the others (typically
this will be a sentence, but in some cases other units may be more suitable—
e.g., the set of all utterances of one speaker in the case of speaker-dependent
ASR). They then randomly select s sentences, with replacement, where s is
the number of sentences in the test set, thus generating a bootstrap sample.
By computing the WER for a large number of these bootstrap samples, a
confidence interval for the true error rate can be estimated. A confidence
interval for the di erence in error rates between two systems can be found
by computing the di erence in error rate for the two systems on a number
of identical bootstrap samples. These bootstrapped confidence intervals are
computationally costly to produce; and since the focus of thesis is not so
much the error rates themselves but rather how di erent systems compare
to each other, we will not use them here.
Chapter 3
Frame Classification by
Nearest Neighbors
In this chapter we address the problem of classifying articulatory features
(AFs) from audio. Given an observation vector representing 10 ms of the
speech signal, we try to assign a value to each of the features listed in
Table 3.1, e ectively performing eight separate classification tasks. This
might be seen as an instance of acoustic-articulatory inversion, in that we
try to infer the articulatory configuration of the speaker based only on the
acoustic signal. Inferring the articulatory configuration from speech audio
is of interest as a scientific question in and of itself, but our main interest
in classifying these AFs is as an intermediate step in an articulatory speech
recognition system.
The classification of articulatory phonology-based features from acous-
tics has not been extensively studied. In this chapter, we study the prob-
lem of classifying the feature values in a frame of speech, both jointly and
independently, using k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) classifiers and multilayer
perceptrons (MLPs). MLPs are commonly used for phonetic classification
and have also been used for classification of several sets of AFs (as we saw in
Section 2.5.1), but to our knowledge not for articulatory phonology-based
features. Although our main focus is the classification of AFs, we also do
phonetic frame classification of the same data, in order to give an idea of
how our methods perform on a more familiar task.1
1It should be noted that the task of frame classification of phones is di erent from
phone recognition, which we shall return to in Chapter 4. In frame classification, the
decision is based solely on the current observation vector.
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Table 3.1: Articulatory Phonology-Based Feature Set
Feature Name Values
Lip constriction location lip-loc protruded (0), labial (1), dental (2)
Lip opening degree lip-open closed (0), critical (1), narrow (2),wide (3)
Tongue tip tt-loc inter-dental (0), alveolar (1),constriction location palato-alveolar (2), retroflex (3)
Tongue tip tt-open closed (0), critical (1), narrow (2),opening degree mid-narrow (3), mid (4), wide (5)
Tongue body tb-loc palatal (0), velar (1), uvular (2),constriction location pharyngeal (3)
Tongue body tb-open closed (0), critical (1), narrow (2),opening degree mid-narrow (3), mid (4), wide (5)
Velum opening degree vel closed (0), open (1)
Glottis opening degree glot closed (0), critical (1), wide (2)
3.1 The Articulatory Feature Set
Table 3.1 shows the set of articulatory features introduced by Livescu [2005]
and used for the experiments in this thesis. These AFs are based on the
vocal tract variables of articulatory phonology [Browman and Goldstein,
1992], which we described at the beginning of Section 2.5, but unlike the
vocal tract variables, our AFs are discrete rather than continuous. They
refer to the locations and degrees of constriction of the major articulators
in the vocal tract, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. This articulatory feature set
has been proposed as alternative subword units (as opposed to phones) for
automatic speech recognition in the work of Deng et al. [1997], Livescu [2005]
and Hu et al. [2010].
As we saw in Section 2.5.1, several di erent AF sets have been used in
the literature, both binary and multi valued. The feature set we consider
here has certain appealing qualities compared to others, such as greater
independence of the individual features and a more direct correspondence
with measurable vocal tract properties. It is also able to explain many types
of pronunciation variation that are hard to account for with AF sets based
on the categories used in the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) [Al-
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bright, 1958], which are commonly used (see, e.g., Metze [2005]; Bromberg
et al. [2007]; Morris and Fosler-Lussier [2008]). For the pronunciation vari-
ant don’t Ñ [d ow_n t], which we considered in the introduction (cf. Fig-
ure 1.1), IPA-style features can easily account for the nasalization of the
vowel, but not the [n] deletion. As we saw in our discussion on page 3, the
[n] deletion can be explained by asynchrony between glot and vel on the
one hand and the tongue features on the other; IPA-style features, being
strongly tied to a phonetic representation, are usually unable to model this
form of asynchrony. Similarly, stop insertion (e.g., sense Ñ [s eh n t s])
and reduction of consonants to glides or vowel-like sounds (e.g., /b/Ñ [w])
are hard to explain with IPA-style features but easily accounted for with
the feature set used here. In the lexical access experiments of Livescu [2005,
Ch. 4], where a word is identified from its AF values, this feature set was
more successful than one based on IPA categories.
The ground-truth values for each of the AFs are set by a deterministic
mapping from the annotated phones, laid out in detail in Table A.4 in the
appendix. The same mapping was used in the lexical access experiments of
Livescu [2005]. Stops, a ricates, and diphthongs are split into two segments
each with separate AF configurations. In such cases, 2{3 of the annotated
segment’s duration is assigned to the first configuration and the latter 1{3
to the second. Mapping from phones to AFs is not optimal, but we choose
this option due to the lack of corpora annotated at the articulatory feature
level.
3.2 Data Description
The experiments presented in this chapter are done on a portion of the
Switchboard Transcription Project (STP) data [Greenberg, 1996; Green-
berg et al., 1996]. This is a subset of the Switchboard Telephone Speech
corpus [Godfrey et al., 1992], which consists of spontaneous telephone con-
versations between speakers of American English. The STP data has been
manually transcribed at a detailed phonetic level, including diacritics indi-
cating nasalization, frication (of an otherwise unfricated sound), glottaliza-
tion (“creaky voice”) and other phonetic properties. We use only the portion
of STP that has been manually aligned at the phonetic level (the remainder
of STP was manually aligned only at the syllable level). We choose this
corpus because of its detailed labeling and conversational nature; we expect
the biggest advantages of using articulatory models over phonetic models
to be seen for conversational, spontaneous speech rather than more formal
or read speech.
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LIP-OP! TT-OP!
TT-LOC!
TB-LOC!
TB-OP! VELUM!
GLOTTIS!
LIP-LOC!
Figure 3.1: An illustration in the mid-sagittal plane of the articulatory feature set
given in Table 3.1. (Figure from Livescu [2005].)
We follow Livescu [2005] in disregarding all diacritics except for nasal-
ization, due to the lack of consistency between transcribers. This reduces
the number of phone types in our corpus from 414 to 98.
The acoustic observation vectors consist of 12 mel-frequency cepstral
coe cients (MFCCs) plus log energy concatenated with their first and sec-
ond derivatives—thus having 39 dimensions. The MFCCs are computed for
20 ms windows with a 10 ms frame shift. They have been extracted with
the freely available Rastamat Matlab toolbox [Ellis, 2005], using settings
to reproduce the MFCC computation of the Hidden Markov Model Toolkit
[Young et al., 2009; Ellis, 2013].
We have experimented with concatenations of multiple consecutive frames
around the current frame to form longer-context feature vectors. Here we re-
port on experiments using either single-frame windows or 9-frame windows.
Considering that classifiers can struggle with inputs of too high dimension-
ality, and since the derivatives are usually included with MFCCs to capture
context, we did not consider it useful to include these derivatives for all
nine of the concatenated frames. The derivative is computed over a window
of five frames (the current frame as well as the two preceding and the two
succeeding ones), so we decided to keep the first and second derivatives of
the first two and the last two of the nine concatenated frames, omitting
them for the five frames in the middle. In other words, we omit the deriva-
tives only when they are computed over a window of frames that is fully
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contained in the concatenated vector. This gives the 9-frame concatenated
vectors a dimensionality of 39 ¨ 4` 13 ¨ 5 “ 221.
The frames are assigned ground-truth phonetic labels based on the time
stamps in the transcriptions. Silence frames are excluded, so that silence
does not dominate the classification task by virtue of being by far the most
frequent label. After excluding silence frames, our corpus consists of 219 251
frames, or 36.5 minutes, of speech. Note that, since silence is excluded, the
number of minutes might seem misleadingly low.
All of our experiments are done on the training subset of the STP tran-
scriptions. Due to the small size of this data we have chosen to follow a
round-robin five-fold cross-validation scheme for all of our experiments. We
divide our data in five parts, use three of them as a training set, one as a
development set and one as a test set. We report the mean performance
over the five test folds.
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Figure 3.2: The width of a 95% confidence interval for the true probability of misclas-
sification, p, is plotted against the magnitude of the error rate, eˆ, for the experiments
in this chapter. The width ranges from 0.03% (for eˆ “ 0.1% or eˆ “ 99.9%) to 0.42%
(for eˆ “ 50%).
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Confidence Intervals As noted in Section 2.6.4, for fixed values of the
number of utterances and the confidence level –, the width of the p1´–q%
confidence interval for the error rate depends only on the number of errors.
We can thus tell in advance what the confidence interval will be for any given
error rate. Figure 3.2 shows how the width of a 95% confidence interval will
vary with the error rate for our experiments. Because of our round-robin
cross-validation setup, we are testing on all of the 219 251 frames. As the
figure shows, this makes the confidence intervals very narrow for all error
rates. The largest confidence interval occurs for an error rate of 50% and is
no more than 0.42% wide—i.e., from 49.79% to 50.21%.2
3.3 Baselines
Our main baseline is a multilayer perceptron classifier. However, we have
also included a chance classifier which is instructive for comparing the clas-
sification tasks.
Chance Classifier
The eight AFs di er greatly in how hard they are to classify. This is partly
due to their di erent cardinalities (it is obviously easier to choose one out of
two classes than one out of six), but also due to the di ering distributions.
For some of the AFs, one value is much more common than the others.
The dominance of this one value can make some of the classification tasks
somewhat easier than their cardinalities would suggest.
Our chance classifier always chooses this most common value, ignoring
the observation vector. We notice from Table 3.2 that this always performs
better than pure chance, in some cases markedly better, e.g., for lip-open.
Figure 3.3 shows histograms of the feature values of the eight AFs across
all frames in our data,3 and we can see that lip-open is the AF where the
most frequent feature value is the most dominant.
Multilayer Perceptrons
We trained the MLP classifiers using back-propagation with stochastic gra-
dient descent, implemented in the QuickNet toolkit [Johnson et al., 2004].
The number of units in the hidden layer was tuned on a grid of 9 values
2For comparison, the division of the STP data used by Livescu [2005], with a 15 462-
frame test set, would result in a confidence interval 1.58% wide in this case.
3The histogram for phone frequencies in the STP corpus is shown in Figure B.1 in
the appendix.
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Figure 3.3: Histograms of the frequencies in our STP data set of each value of the
eight articulatory features.
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Table 3.2: Chance Classifier Performance
Error rates when always choosing the most common label, given in percentages.
Cardinality Error Rate (%)
AF Mean - 33.9
lip-loc 3 15.1
lip-open 4 14.4
tt-loc 4 24.2
tt-open 6 71.7
tb-loc 4 55.4
tb-open 6 55.7
vel 2 14.7
glot 3 20.3
Phones 98 95.3
from 250 to 10 000. Bunch size (i.e., the number of input observation vec-
tors for which the error is accumulated before back-propagating to update
the weights) was tuned on a grid from 8 to 128 in powers of 2. To avoid
overfitting, we adopted an adaptive learning rate schedule and early stop-
ping. The learning rate was tuned on a grid that went from 0.004 to 0.032
in powers of 2. A separate MLP was trained for each AF.
The performance of the MLP classifiers is given in Table 3.3. 9-frame
vectors consistently outperform 1-frame vectors. We also see that the MLP
is only marginally better than the chance classifier when the latter has an
error rate under 30%, which is the case for five of the AFs, with the notable
exception of glot. Figure 3.3 shows us that the AFs in question (lip-
loc, lip-open, tt-loc and vel) all have one dominant value. For these
AFs, the absolute improvements in error rate of the MLP over the chance
classifier range from 1.27% to 3.54%, so the MLP classifier is unable to
perform substantially better than picking the most frequent class for these
particular tasks.
3.4 k-Nearest Neighbor Classification
Our k-NN classifiers are implemented with the LMNNMatlab toolkit [Wein-
berger, 2007]. This makes use of ball trees [Andoni and Indyk, 2006] to speed
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Table 3.3: MLP Performance
Error rates (in %) for the multilayer perceptron classifier with 1-frame and 9-frame
observation vectors, in percentages.
1-frame 9-frame
AF Mean 24.1 22.6
lip-loc 14.3 13.8
lip-open 14.0 12.9
tt-loc 21.9 20.8
tt-open 44.5 41.6
tb-loc 37.4 35.4
tb-open 39.4 36.6
vel 11.8 11.2
glot 9.5 8.6
Phones 67.1 63.9
up the neighbor search. Most of the computation time is taken by finding
the neighbors; the actual classification takes very little CPU time. We use
the standard Euclidean distance metric.
In our cross-validation setup (cf. Section 3.2) we classify the development
fold with most or all odd numbers of nearest neighbors up to a maximum of
1001 (or lower if there is clearly no improvement in performance), and use
the optimum of these to classify the test fold. Tie breaking (i.e., when two
classes get the same number of votes from the nearest neighbors) is done by
going to a lower k. We use only odd numbers to reduce the chance of ties.
Table 3.4 shows the results for standard k-NN classification, with ob-
servation vectors consisting either of a single frame of the speech signal or
of nine concatenated frames. We see consistently better performance when
using the concatenated 9-frame observation vectors; hence we see that the
classifier benefits from including more context. The baseline MLP results
have been included for ease of comparison, and we see that the k-NN clas-
sifier does worse. For the results with 9-frame observation vectors, McNe-
mar’s test shows that the di erences between the k-NN and MLP results
are significant for all the nine classification tasks (p † 0.0005).
The optimal values of k ranged from 7 to 103 for the AF classifications
and from 33 to 97 for the phone classifications. There were no clear dif-
ferences between the optimal ks for 1-frame and 9-frame features, and the
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Table 3.4: k-NN Performance
Error rates (in %) for the k-NN classifier with 1-frame and 9-frame observation vectors,
in percentages. The results for the MLP baseline are included for ease of comparison.
1-frame 9-frame
k-NN MLP k-NN MLP
AF Mean 28.6 24.1 27.5 22.6
lip-loc 14.6 14.3 14.1 13.8
lip-open 14.1 14.0 13.8 12.9
tt-loc 23.3 21.9 22.2 20.8
tt-open 55.7 44.5 53.0 41.6
tb-loc 45.0 37.4 43.2 35.4
tb-open 47.5 39.4 46.4 36.6
vel 13.4 11.8 13.4 11.2
glot 15.1 9.5 14.3 8.6
Phones 78.6 67.1 76.5 63.9
behavior for increasing values of k was similar across the AFs. As shown
in Figure 3.4, the error rate curves tend to reach an “elbow point” around
k “ 30. For fold 5 of the 1-frame classification of tb-open shown in Fig-
ure 3.4a, which has k “ 103 as its optimum, the change is small above
k “ 30, but the error keeps sinking up to k “ 103. For fold 3 of the 9-frame
classification of lip-open shown in Figure 3.4b, we see the most typical
behavior: a small increase in error rate after an optimum around k “ 30.
For fold 3 of the 9-frame classification of tt-open shown in Figure 3.4c,
we see the same pattern, but a far steeper increase in the error rate after
the optimum.
glot consistently has markedly lower optimum values of k than the
other AFs. The mean error rate of the ten folds (five for 1-frame, five for
9-frame) is 11.2%; for the others the means range from 20.6% to 63.6%.
It is not clear why this would be the case. glot does not have the lowest
cardinality, nor is the chance classifier error rate for glot particularly low or
high. We shall see, however, that glot tends to behave slightly di erently
from the other AFs in several respects.
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Figure 3.4: Plots of the error rate against the number k of nearest neighbors used by
the k-NN classifier for one fold of three di erent AFs.
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Individual vs. Joint Classification
So far we have classified the eight AFs separately; another option is to
classify them jointly, treating each configuration of all eight AFs as one class.
The former approach is more appropriate under the assumption that there
are no dependencies between the AFs, while the latter allows for arbitrary
dependencies.
While the AFs are “physiologically” largely independent (there are few
constraints on the state of one articulator given those of other articulators),
it is reasonable to think there might be dependencies between them, in
the sense of the value of one AF impacting the probability distributions of
one or more of the other AFs. We classify the AFs jointly to examine this
possibility.
For individual classification, the number of classes for each task equals
the cardinality of the AF in question. For joint classification, the number of
classes is higher. There are 41 472 possible such configurations (the product
of the cardinalities of the eight AFs), but only 64 configurations occur in the
data and we limit ourselves to this number of classes. We evaluate the joint
classification in the same way as the individual classification, considering
the error rate for each AF separately, by mapping the joint AF labels to
individual AF labels.
Table 3.5 shows the results for joint classification, alongside the corre-
sponding results for individual classification. We see that joint classification
consistently hurts performance except for the classification of glot, which
again is the outlier.
Normalization of Observation Vectors
The fact that the dimensions of the MFCCs vary in both range and mean
may impact the Euclidean distance between the observation vectors. We
therefore try a global normalization, giving all dimensions of the obser-
vation vectors zero mean and unit standard deviation. For each of the
cross-validation’s five partitions into training, development and test sets,
we compute the mean vector of the three training folds, µˆ “ 1n
∞n
i“1 oi,
and the vector of the sample standard deviations of each dimension, s “b
1
n´1
∞n
i“1poi ´ µˆq2. Then, µˆ is subtracted from all the observation vectors
and the resulting vectors are divided, element-wise, by s.
Table 3.6 shows the results for k-NN classification with the resulting
normalized observation vectors. We see a substantial improvement over
the results for non-normalized (“raw”) observations. For 9-frame vectors,
McNemar’s test shows all the di erences to be significant at the 0.001 level;
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Table 3.5: Joint k-NN Performance
Error rates (in %) for the joint k-NN classifier. The results for the individual k-NN
classifier are included for ease of comparison.
1-frame 9-frame
Joint Individual Joint Individual
AF Mean 31.3 28.6 30.1 27.6
lip-loc 16.6 14.6 16.5 14.1
lip-open 15.9 14.1 15.8 13.8
tt-loc 26.7 23.3 24.6 22.2
tt-open 56.9 55.7 54.1 53.0
tb-loc 49.6 45.0 47.9 43.2
tb-open 52.6 47.5 50.9 46.4
vel 16.8 13.4 17.0 13.4
glot 15.0 15.1 13.9 14.3
for 1-frame vectors, the significance is as strong as it gets, with all the
p-values below the numeric accuracy (i.e., p † 10´15).
A result of this more marked improvement for 1-frame vectors is that
concatenating frames does not help us in this case. While the concatenation
slightly improves performance for three of the eight AFs (and for phones),
it deteriorates performance for four of the others.
The impact of di erent ks is about the same in this case as in the non-
normalized one. However, the range in optimal ks is higher for the 9-frame
case here, from 7 to 189, versus 21 to 87 in the single-frame case.
Comparison of Di erent Acoustic Observation Vectors
As mentioned in Section 2.1, there are two prevalent ways of computing the
acoustic observation vectors that make up the observation vectors repre-
senting the speech signal: mel-frequency cepstral coe cients (MFCCs) and
perceptual linear predictive coe cients (PLPs). So far we have reported
results with MFCCs; we will here make a comparison to the performance
with PLPs.
Our PLP vectors are computed with the Rastamat Matlab toolbox [El-
lis, 2005], using settings to reproduce the PLP computation of the feacalc
tool released by the International Computer Science Institute [ICSI, 2012;
Ellis, 2013]. The order of the PLP modeling is set to 12. We use 13 cepstral
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Table 3.6: Normalized k-NN Performance
Error rates (in %) for the k-NN classifier with normalized observation vectors, in per-
centages. The results for “raw”—i.e., non-normalized—features are included for ease
of comparison.
1-frame 9-frame
Normalized Raw Normalized Raw
AF Mean 24.3 28.6 24.5 27.6
lip-loc 14.0 14.6 13.9 14.1
lip-open 13.8 14.1 13.6 13.8
tt-loc 21.4 23.3 21.4 22.2
tt-open 45.9 55.7 45.7 53.0
tb-loc 37.7 45.0 37.9 43.2
tb-open 39.9 47.5 40.6 46.4
vel 11.5 13.4 12.1 13.4
glot 10.2 15.1 10.3 14.3
Phones 70.7 78.6 70.6 76.5
coe cients plus their first and second derivatives, computed for 20 ms win-
dows with a 10 ms frame shift, yielding 39-dimensional observation vectors.
We have seen previously in this section that 9-frame vectors generally give
better performance than single-frame vectors; for these experiments 9-frame
vectors will be used. We omit the derivatives for the five middle frames for
the PLPs like we did for the MFCCs, with a resulting dimensionality of 221.
The computation of the MFCC vectors was described in Section 3.2.
Table 3.7 shows the k-NN frame classification error rates for MFCCs
and PLPs, as well as the di erence between them, when the observation
vectors have not been normalized. We see that the PLP vectors give a
better performance in all but one case, and that the di erences are relatively
substantial.
When the global normalization described above is applied to the obser-
vation vectors, however, the picture changes. Table 3.8 shows the results for
this case, and we see that although the normalization improves the perfor-
mances for both MFCCs and PLPs in all cases, the benefits for the MFCCs
are higher in all but one case, usually by a factor of two or more. With
normalized observation vectors, the k-NN error rates are lower when using
MFCCs in the clear majority of cases. The di erences, however, are mostly
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Table 3.7: MFCCs v PLPs, Raw Observation Vectors
k-NN classification error rates (in %) for raw 9-frame acoustic observation vectors.
Di erence
MFCCs PLPs Absolute Relative
AF Mean 27.55 26.20 1.35 4.90
lip-loc 14.10 13.97 0.13 0.91
lip-open 13.77 13.68 0.09 0.68
tt-loc 22.28 22.52 ´0.24 ´1.08
tt-open 53.09 50.28 2.81 5.30
tb-loc 43.30 40.77 2.53 5.85
tb-open 46.30 43.81 2.49 5.39
vel 13.36 12.19 1.16 8.71
glot 14.23 12.41 1.82 12.80
Phones 76.52 73.19 3.33 4.35
insubstantial; we see that the relative changes are mostly well under 1%.
Although McNemar’s test shows the di erences to be significant at the 0.005
level for five out of the eight AFs as well as for the phones, we do not think
these di erences are large enough for us to draw any conclusions as to one
acoustic feature extraction being better than the other for this application.
The rest of the experiments in this chapter will use MFCCs.
3.5 Dimensionality Reductions
The basic assumption behind nearest neighbor classification schemes is that
examples that are close in the feature space are likely to belong to the same
class. How well this works depends on the distance metric, D.
Typical choices for D are the Euclidean distance and its generaliza-
tions, the Mahalanobis distances. A Mahalanobis distance between two
d-dimensional vectors x1 and x2 is given by
DM px1,x2q “
b
px1 ´ x2qTMpx1 ´ x2q, (3.1)
where M is a dˆd symmetric positive-semidefinite matrix. If M equals the
identity matrix, this reduces to the Euclidean distance. The most common
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Table 3.8: MFCCs v PLPs, Normalized Observation Vectors
k-NN classification error rates (in %) for normalized 9-frame acoustic observation
vectors.
Di erence
MFCCs PLPs Absolute Relative
AF Mean 24.45 24.71 ´0.25 ´1.04
lip-loc 13.91 13.88 0.03 0.23
lip-open 13.61 13.66 ´0.05 ´0.34
tt-loc 21.35 21.54 ´0.18 ´0.85
tt-open 45.76 45.88 ´0.12 ´0.27
tb-loc 37.93 38.10 ´0.17 ´0.45
tb-open 40.64 41.11 ´0.48 ´1.17
vel 12.08 11.81 0.27 2.25
glot 10.34 11.68 ´1.34 ´12.92
Phones 70.63 70.57 0.06 0.08
Mahalanobis distance lets M be the inverse covariance matrix of all the
vectors in the training set
Linear feature transforms, such as principal components analysis (PCA)
and linear discriminant analysis (LDA), also induce Mahalanobis distances.
Consider a linear transform L from Rd to another (possibly lower-dimensional)
space Rl. The Euclidean distance between two vectors mapped to this space,
DpLx1, Lx2q, is equivalent to a Mahalanobis distance withM “ LTL in the
original space:
pLx1 ´ Lx2qTpLx1 ´ Lx2q
“ `Lpx1 ´ x2q˘TLpx1 ´ x2q (3.2)
“ px1 ´ x2qTLTLpx1 ´ x2q.
PCA and LDA can thus be viewed as a form of distance learning, since
estimating such a linear transform is equivalent to learning a Mahalanobis
distance from the data. We would therefore expect these transformations
to be helpful for improving the k-NN performance.
When the linear transformation matrix L is not square, but has fewer
rows than columns, it works as a dimensionality reduction. We have seen
that our k-NN classifier performs better with 9-frame than with single-frame
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windows. However, 221 is a fairly high number of dimensions. The “curse
of dimensionality” is a well-known problem in machine learning in general
[Bellman and Dreyfus, 1962; Friedman, 1997] and for k-NN classifiers in
particular [Indyk and Motwani, 1998], so we would also expect that re-
ducing the dimensionality of our observation vectors would be beneficial to
performance.
In this section we will consider dimensionality reduction by PCA and
LDA, as well as by a newer technique, Locality Preserving Projections.
3.5.1 Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis [Pearson, 1901; Jolli e, 2002] computes the
linear transformation L that projects the observation vectors in the training
set into a variance-maximizing subspace. The sum of the variances of the
observation vectors txiuni“1 of the training set is equal to the trace of their
covariance matrix, C:
C “ 1
n
nÿ
i“1
pxi ´ µˆqTpxi ´ µˆq, (3.3)
where µˆ “ 1n
∞n
i“1 xi, denotes the sample mean. The covariance matrix of
the transformed vectors tLxiuni“1 is
1
n
nÿ
i“1
pLxi ´ LµˆqTpLxi ´ Lµˆq
“ 1
n
LT
ˆ nÿ
i“1
pxi ´ µˆqTpxi ´ µˆq
˙
L (3.4)
“ LTCL.
We want to choose the linear transformation matrix L to maximize the
variances of the transformed vectors (i.e., the trace of LTCL) subject to the
constraint that L is a projection matrix. Thus, the optimization problem is
given by
L “ argmax
L˜
trpL˜TCL˜q, subject to: LLT “ I, (3.5)
where trpAq “ ∞i aii, is the trace of the matrix A. This optimization
problem is solved by letting the rows of L be the leading eigenvectors of C.
PCA is an unsupervised transformation, so it does not use the class
labels of the training set to derive informative linear projections. But
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Table 3.9: k-NN Performance with PCA
Error rates (in %) for the k-NN classifier with acoustic observation vectors whose di-
mensionalities have been reduced by principal component analysis. The error rates for
the regular k-NN classifier (with normalized features) are included for ease of compar-
ison.
PCA Regular
AF Mean 27.3 24.5
lip-loc 14.1 13.9
lip-open 13.8 13.6
tt-loc 22.2 21.4
tt-open 52.9 45.7
tb-loc 43.1 37.9
tb-open 45.8 40.6
vel 13.2 12.1
glot 13.2 10.3
Phones 76.4 70.6
like other eigenvector-based methods (such as singular value decomposi-
tion [Hestenes, 1958; Golub and Van Loan, 2012] and latent semantic anal-
ysis [Deerwester et al., 1990]) PCA can achieve a “de-noising” e ect by
projecting out the components of the bottom eigenvectors, which has been
noted to often reduce the k-NN error rate [Weinberger, 2007]. PCA is
sometimes, particularly in the signal processing literature, referred to as
the Karhunen-Loève transform.
We use a freely available Matlab toolkit [van der Maaten, 2010] for PCA.
The dimensionality was tuned on a grid from 1 up to the full dimensionality
of 221; the optima ranged from 20 to 200. We tried k values up to 501,
but performance never improved for k ° 100; the optima ranged from 11
to 91. Figure 3.5 shows how the parameters impact the error rate for on
one fold for three AFs. Although there is variation in how the parameters
impact classifier performance for the di erent AFs, the general trend is that
the error rate levels out when either k or the dimensionality or both reach
a level of around 30.
Table 3.9 shows the results. We see that the results are only slightly
better than those for unnormalized raw features, and substantially worse
than those for normalized raw features. The observation vectors are cus-
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(a) tt-open, fold 5
(b) tb-loc, fold 1
(c) vel, fold 4
Figure 3.5: Surface and heat plots of the error rate against di erent settings for
the dimensionality of the PCA-transformed observation vectors and the number k of
nearest neighbors used by the k-NN classifier for one fold of three di erent articulatory
features. The minimum error rate is marked with red asterisk in the heat plot.
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tomarily always centered (by subtracting the sample mean) before doing
PCA. We also tried the second part of our global normalization (dividing
by the sample standard variance) before doing PCA, but this only hurt
performance.4
3.5.2 Linear Discriminant Analysis
Linear discriminant analysis [Fisher, 1936] is a supervised method that tries
to project the observation vectors into the subspace that best discriminate
among the classes. To this end, we want as much variance as possible
between the classes and as little variance as possible within each class. If
we, without loss of generality, assume that the data is globally centered, i.e.
that the sample mean µˆ “ 1n
∞n
i“1 xi “ 0, we can express the between-class
covariance matrix as
Cb “ 1m
mÿ
c“1
µˆc µˆ
T
c , (3.6)
where m is the number of classes and µˆc is the sample mean of the obser-
vation vectors belonging to class c. The within-class covariance matrix can
be expressed as
Cw “ 1
n
mÿ
c“1
ÿ
xiPc
pxi ´ µˆcqpxi ´ µˆcqT (3.7)
where n is the number of elements in the training set. We want to find
the linear transformation matrix L that maximizes the amount of between-
class variance relative to the amount of within-class variance, again subject
to the constraint that L be a projection matrix. This results in the following
optimization problem:
L “ argmax
L˜
tr
˜
L˜
T
CbL˜
L˜
T
CwL˜
¸
, subject to: LLT “ I, (3.8)
A solution to this optimization problem is to let the rows of L be the leading
eigenvectors of C´1w Cb.
We use the same Matlab toolkit [van der Maaten, 2010] for LDA as we
did for PCA. The maximum dimensionality of LDA is the cardinality of the
classification task minus one. For all the articulatory features the maximum
dimensionality is the optimal one across all five folds of the cross-validation.
4The increase in error rates for the AFs ranged from 0.21% to 2.05%, absolute.
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Figure 3.6: Plots of the error rate against the number k of nearest neighbors used
by the k-NN classifier with LDA-transformed observation vectors for one fold of two
di erent AFs. For both of these folds the optimal k is 1001, but the decrease above
k « 100 is marginal.
The optimal k ranges from 71 all the way to 1001, but the improvement for
k ° 100 was insubstantial. Figure 3.6a shows the error rate of tt-open in
fold 5 plotted against k. This was the error rate that sank most slowly, and
even here the reduction in error rate is fairly marginal above k “ 120. The
other folds with especially high optima for k look more like Figure 3.6b,
which shows the fold 4 error of tt-loc, and where little is gained above
k “ 71. For phones, the optimal dimensionality ranges from 25 to 35, while
the optimal k is between 77 and 99 for all five folds.
Table 3.10 shows the results. As we can see they are only marginally
better than those for PCA, despite LDA being a supervised method and
PCA being unsupervised. The results are substantially worse than for nor-
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Table 3.10: k-NN Performance with LDA
Error rates (in %) for the k-NN classifier with acoustic observation vectors whose di-
mensionalities have been reduced by linear discriminant analysis. The error rates for the
regular k-NN classifier (with normalized features) are included for ease of comparison.
LDA Regular
AF Mean 27.1 24.5
lip-loc 14.9 13.9
lip-open 14.2 13.6
tt-loc 22.9 21.4
tt-open 50.5 45.7
tb-loc 42.3 37.9
tb-open 47.1 40.6
vel 13.8 12.1
glot 11.3 10.3
Phones 69.1 70.6
malized raw features. Normalizing the features before doing LDA makes no
di erence to the results.
3.5.3 Locality Preserving Projections
Introduced by He and Niyogi [2003], locality preserving projections (LPP)
is, like PCA and LDA, a linear transformation, but it is designed to be
more capable of discovering the nonlinear structure of the data manifold. It
attempts to preserve the proximity structure of the data points through the
use of an adjacency graph of neighboring points. LPP can be considered
a linear approximation to Laplacian eigenmaps [Belkin and Niyogi, 2003].
Promising results have been published for ASR applications [Tang and Rose,
2008]. We consider here the variant of LPP with a k-NN adjacency graph
and heat kernel weights.
Given a training set x1, ...,xn in Rd we want to find a transformation ma-
trix L that maps the training set to vectors y1, ...,yn in a lower-dimensional
space Rl. The first step of LPP is to construct the adjacency graph G with
m nodes. We put an edge between nodes i and j if, for a chosen number
k P N, xi is among the k nearest neighbors of xj , or if xj is among the k
nearest neighbors of xi. We then let W be the sparse symmetric matrix
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where the elementWij is zero if there is no edge joining i and j in the graph
G. If there is an edge joining i and j in G, we let
Wij “ exp
ˆ
´pxi ´ xjq
Tpxi ´ xjq
t
˙
, (3.9)
where t P R is a chosen parameter. W constitutes a weighting of the graph
G.
We want our transformation L to be such that if points xi and xj are
close, then so are the transformed points yi and yj . Thus, a good transfor-
mation would minimize the following objective functionÿ
ij
pyi ´ yjqTpyi ´ yjq ¨Wij . (3.10)
This objective function will incur a heavy penalty if neighboring points xi
and xj are mapped far apart. A solution to the resulting optimization prob-
lem is to compute the eigenvectors ai and eigenvalues ⁄i of the generalized
eigenvector problem
XAXTai “ ⁄iXDXTai, (3.11)
where D is a diagonal matrix of column (or, equivalently, row) sums of W ,
i.e., Dii “ ∞jWji “ ∞jWij ; A “ D ´W is the Laplacian matrix; and the
ith column of the matrix X is xi. Then, let the rows of the transformation
matrix L be the l leading eigenvectors ai.
In our experiments, we find the optimal dimensionalities to range from
40 to 80, while the optima for k range from 5 to 101. Figure 3.7 shows how
the parameters impact the error rate for three representative AFs on one
fold. As ususal the performance evens out at around k “ 30; the error tends
to increase for higher ks, but usually not substantially. We notice that the
impact of the dimensionality is unlike what we saw for PCA, however. The
error rates will sink until the dimensionality reaches its optimum, but then
it will tend to rise, sometimes dramatically, for higher dimensionalities.
Table 3.11 shows the results with the optimal parameter settings. There
is a slight improvement with raw observation vectors, but a slight deterio-
ration when observation vectors are normalized. Nevertheless, unlike PCA
and LDA, LPP gives better results with normalized than raw observation
vectors.
3.6 Canonical Correlation Analysis
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [Hotelling, 1936; Borga, 1998] is a
technique that given a set of paired vectors tpx1,y1q, px2,y2q, ..., pxn,ynqu
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(a) tt-loc, fold 4
(b) tb-open, fold 1
(c) glot, fold 4
Figure 3.7: Surface and heat plots of the error rate against di erent settings for
the dimensionality of the LPP-transformed observation vectors and the number k of
nearest neighbors used by the k-NN classifier for one fold of three di erent articulatory
features. The minimum error rate is marked with red asterisk in the heat plot.
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Table 3.11: k-NN Performance with LPP
Error rates (in %) for the k-NN classifier with raw and normalized acoustic observation
vectors whose dimensionalities have been reduced by locality preserving projections.
The error rates for the regular k-NN classifier without LPP are included for ease of
comparison.
Raw Normalized
LPP Regular LPP Regular
AF Mean 26.4 27.5 25.5 24.5
lip-loc 14.1 14.1 14.3 13.9
lip-open 13.9 13.8 13.9 13.6
tt-loc 22.5 22.2 22.4 21.4
tt-open 50.0 53.0 48.2 45.7
tb-loc 40.7 43.2 39.7 37.9
tb-open 43.0 46.4 42.3 40.6
vel 13.9 13.4 12.8 12.1
glot 13.4 14.3 9.9 10.3
Phones 72.9 76.5 72.9 70.6
finds the directions that maximize the correlation between them. This is
commonly used in situations where one has two views of a data set, and
wishes to find a common representation for these two views.
Let X “ txiu and Y “ tyiu. CCA finds pairs of directions pvk,wkq such
that the projections of X and Y onto those directions, vTkX and wTk Y , are
maximally correlated. vTkX and wTk Y are called the canonical variables.
Thus, the first pair of directions is given by
argmax
v,w
ﬂpvTX,wTY q, (3.12)
where ﬂpx,yq “ Covpx,yq?
VarpxqVarpyq is the correlation between x and y.
To solve this optimization problem, let Cxx and Cyy be the auto-covariance
matrices of X and Y respectively, and let Cxy “ CTyx be the cross-covariance
matrix. In general the vectors vk are the eigenvectors of C´1xx CxyC´1yy Cyx,
and the vectors wk are the eigenvectors of C´1yy CyxC´1xx Cxy. We only need
to solve one of these eigenvector problems, since wk “ C´1yy Cyxvk. The rank
of these eigenvalue problems determines the number of pairs of directions
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pvk,wkq we can find. If the matrices Cxx, Cyy and Cxy are full rank, this
number will equal the lower of the dimensionalities of x and y.
In our experiments, we use the acoustic observation vector as the first
view. As the second view we use an 8-dimensional vector of the articula-
tory labels for this observation vector. Thus, we e ectively use CCA as a
supervised dimensionality reduction, with the vectors vk as the rows of our
transformation matrix, L.
The resulting transformation is in many ways similar to LDA, but uses
the labels for all eight AFs rather than just one and allows for a slightly
higher dimensionality (8 for this way of using CCA, versus from 1 to 5 for
LDA). As demonstrated by De la Torre [2008], LDA can be regarded as a
special case of CCA. Consider a classification task of cardinality m, where
observation vectors x1, ...,xn belong to classes 1, ...,m. If the first view of
CCA consists of the observation vectors xi, while the second view consists
of m-dimensional binary vectors yi, where the jth element of yi equals one
if the label of xi equals j, and zero otherwise. In this case CCA is equivalent
to LDA.
The results are shown in the first column of Table 3.12. We see that
the performance is slightly better than it is for LDA, but still worse than
for normalized raw features. We have tried adding regularization to our
experiments, following the method of De Bie and De Moor [2003], but did
not see any improvement in results.
Multi-Task Linear Discriminant Analysis We have seen that CCA
used as a transform performs better than the related LDA transformation,
perhaps partly due to its allowing for a higher dimensionality. Our experi-
ments with PCA and LPP indicate, however, that the optimal dimension-
ality for our classification tasks is higher still.
The application of CCA described above allowed for only 8 dimensions.
This was determined by how we defined the second view of the data. In
order to increase the dimensionality, we make the second view a binary
vector with one element for each possible value of each of the eight AFs. The
dimensionality of this binary vector is equal to the sum of the cardinalities of
the AFs, i.e., 32. However, since exactly one of the elements corresponding
to the values of each AF must be equal to 1, there are just 32 ´ 8 “ 24
degrees of freedom to this vector. The resulting eigenvector problem is
therefore of rank 24, which is thus the dimensionality of the transformed
features—triple that of regular CCA. To the best of our knowledge, CCA
has not been applied in this way before. As we saw above, CCA is equivalent
to LDA when the second view is a binary vector indicating the label of a
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Table 3.12: k-NN Performance with CCA Variants
Error rates (in %) for the k-NN classifier with acoustic observation vectors whose dimen-
sionalities have been reduced using canonical correlation analysis. MT-LDA denotes
multi-task linear discriminant analysis, and MT-LDA+K denotes MT-LDA vectors con-
catenated with residue vectors from the orthogonal space transformed with LDA. The
error rates for the regular k-NN classifier (with normalized features) are included for
ease of comparison.
CCA MT-LDA MT-LDA+K Regular
AF Mean 26.16 24.66 24.40 24.45
lip-loc 14.4 14.1 14.1 13.9
lip-open 14.2 13.9 13.8 13.6
tt-loc 22.4 22.0 21.8 21.4
tt-open 49.4 46.1 45.6 45.7
tb-loc 41.7 38.4 37.8 37.9
tb-open 43.8 40.7 40.6 40.6
vel 12.9 12.2 12.0 12.1
glot 10.5 9.9 9.5 10.3
Phones 76.7 71.1 69.0 70.6
single classification task. Our application of CCA here is similar to this,
except that we use the labels for all our eight classification tasks, thus
creating a multi-task variant of LDA that we will refer to as multi-task
linear discriminant analysis (MT-LDA).
The results are shown in the second column of Table 3.12. We see a
consistent improvement over regular CCA (p † 10´7 for all AFs).
Adding Orthogonal Information We can find the vector space that is
orthogonal to the space spanned by the CCA (or MT-LDA) directions by
computing the null space of the transformation matrix, L. If we project
the MFCC observation vectors onto this space we get a sort of residue,
which is not expressed by the CCA-transformed observation vectors. Since
these “residue vectors” contain information that is not in the CCA vectors,
concatenating the CCA vectors with elements from the residue seems like a
promising approach.5
5This approach is inspired by work on private learning in multi-view settings [Ek
et al., 2008; Salzmann et al., 2010].
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The residue vectors have the same dimensionality as the original 9-frame
MFCC vectors, 221. Concatenating this to a CCA or MT-LDA vector of
dimensionality 8 or 24 would give too much weight to the residue. It is
therefore natural to reduce the dimensionality of the residue vector before
concatenating.
We have experimented with concatenating PCA- and LDA-transformed
residue vectors to both CCA- and MT-LDA-transformed observation vec-
tors. The third column of Table 3.12 shows the best results achieved, for
MT-LDA vectors concatenated with residue vectors whose dimensionalities
are reduced with LDA. The dimensionalities of the LDA-transformed residue
vectors are the maximum for each AF (i.e., from 1 to 5), concatenated to the
MT-LDA vectors this gives observation vectors of dimensionality between
25 and 29. We see a small but consistent gain over the regular MT-LDA re-
sults (p † 10´4 for six of the eight AFs), indicating that the residue vectors
do indeed contain some useful information for the classification.
3.7 Using MLP Posteriors for k-NN Classification
As an alternative to using linear transformations on the observation vectors,
we consider the nonlinear mapping given by class posteriors from MLPs
trained to classify AFs. This approach is inspired, in part, by the tan-
dem approach to ASR (described in Section 2.2) where the log-posteriors
of MLPs trained for phone classification were used in addition to MFCCs
in a conventional GMM-HMM system. Note that the use of such posterior
representations can be thought of as a nonlinear dimensionality reduction
technique, wherein the MFCCs are mapped to the space of MLP posteri-
ors. In contrast to other work using phone-based MLPs, we are addressing
multiple classification tasks and will have multiple MLPs. For the classifi-
cation of an articulatory feature, we have a choice of either using only the
MLP posteriors (MLPPs) for that feature or concatenating posteriors from
multiple MLPs. Using concatenated MLPPs to classify each AF may be
preferred, as it allows us to implicitly take into account the dependencies
between AFs. Because of these dependencies, it may be helpful to know,
when classifying one AF, the “opinions” of MLPs for other AFs.
For our k-NN classification experiments using these MLP posteriors, we
considered both of these setups: using only the MLPPs corresponding to
a single AF for the classification of that AF, and using the concatenation
of all of the MLPPs for each AF. We also tried concatenating either of
these with the MFCC vectors (either single-frame and 9-frame windows)
to create a “tandem-like” feature vector. In addition, we consider using
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Table 3.13: MLPP k-NN Performance
Error rates (in %) for the k-NN classifier using posterior class probabilities from the
MLP as its features. The error rates for the MLP baseline are included for ease of
comparison.
MLPP k-NN MLP
AF Mean 21.8 22.6
lip-loc 13.5 13.8
lip-open 12.7 12.9
tt-loc 19.8 20.8
tt-open 40.1 41.6
tb-loc 33.8 35.4
tb-open 35.5 36.6
vel 10.7 11.2
glot 8.6 8.6
Phones 67.1 63.9
either raw posterior probabilities, log-posteriors or the linear outputs of the
MLPs in these setups. These features were tried in both normalized and
non-normalized variants.
The best performing method was that using the non-normalized con-
catenation of the raw posterior probabilities for each AF, and not adding
the MFCC vector. The dimensionality of these feature vectors is 32. Ta-
ble 3.13 shows the results. We see that this method does slightly better
than the MLP baseline for all the AFs,6 for seven of them the p-values are
below 10´5, but interestingly the performance for phones is below that of
the MLP.
Figure 3.8 shows confusion matrices for all of the AFs, using the MLPP
k-NN classifiers. Although we see that most of the classifications fall along
the diagonal as they should, there is a tendency for the classes with the
highest prior probabilities to dominate. We see these as dark columns in
the confusion matrices. This is perhaps most pronounced for lip-open,
which was to be expected since this AF has the lowest error rate for the
chance classifier, despite there being three AFs with lower cardinalities.
6The error rates for glot are 8.59% with MLPP k-NN and 8.64% with the MLP when
using two decimal places (p “ 0.08).
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Figure 3.8: Grayscale heat plots of the confusion matrices for k-NN AF classifica-
tion using MLPP inputs. Rows corresponds to true classes and columns to predicted
classes; darker cells indicate higher values.Thus, a dark diagonal means a largely correct
classification of all classes.
Table 3.14: STP Frame Classification Results Summary
All error rates (in %) presented in this chapter.
lip-loc lip-open tt-loc tt-open tb-loc tb-open vel glot AF Mean Phones
Chance 15.1 14.4 24.2 71.7 55.4 55.7 14.7 20.3 33.9 95.3
MLP
1-frame 14.3 14.0 21.9 44.5 37.4 39.4 11.8 9.5 24.1 67.1
9-frame 13.8 12.9 20.8 41.6 35.4 36.6 11.2 8.6 22.6 63.9
k-NN
Raw, 1-frame 14.6 14.1 23.3 55.7 45.0 47.5 13.4 15.1 28.6 78.6
Raw, 9-frame 14.1 13.8 22.2 53.0 43.2 46.4 13.4 14.3 27.5 76.5
Joint, 1-frame 16.6 15.9 26.7 56.9 49.6 52.6 16.8 15.0 31.3 -
Joint, 9-frame 16.5 15.8 24.6 54.1 47.9 50.9 17.0 13.9 30.1 -
Normalized, 1-frame 14.0 13.8 21.4 45.9 37.7 39.9 11.5 10.2 24.3 70.7
Normalized, 9-frame 13.9 13.6 21.4 45.7 37.9 40.6 12.1 10.3 24.5 70.6
PCA 14.1 13.8 22.2 52.9 43.1 45.8 13.2 13.2 27.3 76.4
LDA 14.9 14.2 22.9 50.5 42.3 47.1 13.8 11.3 27.1 69.1
LPP 14.1 13.9 22.5 50.0 40.7 43.0 13.9 13.4 26.4 72.9
LPP, Normalized 14.3 13.9 22.4 48.2 39.7 42.3 12.8 9.9 25.5 72.9
CCA 14.4 14.2 22.4 49.4 41.7 43.8 12.9 10.5 26.2 76.7
MT-LDA 14.1 13.9 22.0 46.1 38.4 40.7 12.2 9.9 24.7 71.1
MT-LDA+K 14.1 13.8 21.8 45.6 37.8 40.6 12.0 9.5 24.4 69.0
MLPP 13.5 12.7 19.8 40.1 33.8 35.5 10.7 8.6 21.8 67.1
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3.8 Discussion
Table 3.14 shows all the results presented in this chapter. We see that the
MLP classifier outperforms the k-NN classifiers regardless of which linear
transformations is used on the features for the latter. The k-NN classifier
using MLP posteriors, however, outperforms the MLP classifier for all of
the AFs.
Joint k-NN classification yields a substantially worse performance than
individual k-NN classification. This clear discrepancy could be taken as an
indication that there are no dependencies between the separate AFs. This
is contradicted, however, by the fact that the MLPP features that yielded
the best performance were the ones where the class posteriors for all the
AFs were concatenated. If there really was little or no dependency between
the AFs, it should work better to include just the posteriors for the AF that
was being classified. One could argue that the only reason the concatenated
MLPP features worked better was their higher dimensionality, but we also
tried to concatenate the posteriors for the AF being classified with single- or
9-frame MFCC features without seeing any improvement in results. There
do seem to be dependencies between the AFs that classification can benefit
from, but straightforward joint classification was not the way to exploit
them, perhaps because the dependencies are only among subsets of the
AFs.
Using 9-frame concatenated observation vectors rather than single-frame
features improves results for both the MLP and k-NN classifiers. For k-NN
this is the case for both raw and transformed features (for the transformed
features we reported results only for the 9-frame case). There is one ex-
ception: For normalized features without any transformation, single-frame
features outperform 9-frame features for half of the AFs. The concatenation
of frames adds context, but it also adds some confusability, by sometimes
including frames from neighboring phones. It is therefore not unreasonable
that concatenating frames can cause performance to deteriorate in some
cases. Why this would be the case for normalized features and not for raw
features, however, is not clear.
All of the linear transformations improve the results over using raw fea-
tures, but the gains are quite small, and applying a global normalization
to the features improves results more. It is surprising that well-established
methods like PCA and LDA yield such poor results for this task. For LDA’s
part this seems to have to do with the low dimensionality it imposes for the
AFs, due to their low numbers of classes. k-NN with LDA-transformed fea-
tures has the highest relative deterioration to k-NN on raw 9-frame features
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on lip-loc, which has a cardinality of 3, and thence a maximum LDA di-
mensionality of 2. There is a weak tendency for LDA to do less bad on the
AFs with higher cardinalities. For glot, however, which also has a car-
dinality of 3, LDA features do substantially better than raw features. We
also notice that for phones, where the maximum dimensionality of LDA is
98, and the optimum dimensionalities found in cross-validation tuning were
lower than that, k-NN with LDA-transformed features does a lot better
than k-NN with raw features.
As we saw in Figure 3.5, the dimensionality of the PCA-transformed
features did not have great e ect above a certain threshold. Even though
the optimum dimensionality could be as low as 20 (out of the 221 possible),
the di erence in error rate as the dimensionality increased was not so great.
This is an indication that the “de-noising” e ect of PCA, which can be a
great benefit of reducing dimensionalities with eigenvector-based methods,
is not helpful to us for our classification task. Although the usually steep fall
in the error rate as the dimensionality increases up to around 10 or 20 does
indicate that the top eigenvectors capture the most important information
for the classification, the fact that we see no rise in the error rate on the
other end of the dimensionality axis suggests that PCA does not manage to
relegate to the bottom eigenvectors the information that is superfluous to
the classification.
Using CCA as a dimensionality reduction gave better results than PCA
and LDA. As mentioned the resulting transformation from using CCA as a
dimensionality reduction is quite similar to LDA, except for allowing for a
higher dimensionality. The improvement over LDA is a sign that a higher
dimensionality than those allowed by LDA is important for our task.
The improvement by our new method MT-LDA over standard CCA is
another indication of the importance of dimensionality. MT-LDA does not
add any more information than CCA, but by reparametrizing the vector
of AF values to a binary vector it allows for a threefold increase of the
dimensionality, from 8 to 24. This gives us a mean relative decrease in error
rate by 4.8% for the AFs.
Adding LDA-transformed features from the orthogonal space of MT-
LDA gave a further 1.2% relative decrease in the error rate compared to
regular CCA. This gain was small, but consistent across all eight AFs. We
conjecture that adding the few dimensions allowed by LDA (2 to 6) to the 32-
dimensional vector gave adequate weight to the extra information contained
in the orthogonal space, without introducing too much noise relative to the
information captured by the CCA transformation.
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Given that the supervised methods LDA and CCA both do better than
the unsupervised PCA, and considering the importance that dimensionali-
ties seem to play, LPP seemed like a promising transformation—by virtue
both of being supervised and of allowing for all dimensionalities. The per-
formance was only marginally better than that of PCA and LDA, however,
and somewhat worse than for any of the CCA-based methods.
MLPP k-NN was the only method that outperformed the MLP baseline,
attaining a mean decrease in error rate of 3% for the AFs, relative to the
MLPs. The fact that it was also the only truly nonlinear of our transforma-
tions raises the question if nonlinear transformations might not be better
suited to our task. This is an open question. Van der Maaten et al. [2009]
argue that although nonlinear transformations are often shown to perform
better on artificial data sets, they are also often unable to outperform linear
techniques like PCA on real-world data. The disappointing performance
of LPP, which although linear, tries to approximate nonlinear transforma-
tions, does not add to the promise of nonlinear mappings for our task. Since
both the learning and application of nonlinear transformations tends to be
more involved than linear ones, it could also be argued that they to some
extent undermine the simplicity and the lack of training time of the k-NN
approach. Nevertheless, nonlinear transformations would be an interesting
avenue for future work.
Future work
An important question given our task is: How can you use the fact that
you are doing multiple related classification tasks to find good features for
all of them? Several of our more successful feature transformations (like
CCA, MT-LDA and MLPP) implicitly make use of information across the
classification tasks. We saw, however, that joint AF classification did not
perform nearly as well as individual AF classification. The AFs arguably
cluster naturally in three groups: the ones pertaining to the lips, the ones
pertaining to the tongue, and the two pertaining to the glottis and velum,
and some previous work [Prabhavalkar et al., 2011; Jyothi et al., 2011] use
this grouping. Doing the classification jointly for each of these AF clusters
could be a promising middle way between joint and individual classification.
We saw in the confusion matrices of Figure 3.8 that there is a ten-
dency for the class priors to dominate. While this is natural, it may be
problematic and should be particularly so for large values of k. One possi-
ble way to mitigate this e ect is to weight neighbors di erently depending
on their distances from the test vector, a possible improvement for future
work. (We have, however, experimented with distance weighting when ap-
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plying the results of the k-NN frame classification in systems for automatic
transcription—cf. Section 4.1.)
One step further from changing the distance weighting would be to re-
place the distance metric altogether. Some work in k-NN classification for
speech has seen promising results when using the cosine distance rather than
the Euclidean distance [Asaei et al., 2010b]. Investigating how a change in
distance metric would a ect our experiments is a promising avenue for fur-
ther research.
As mentioned, the relatively poor performance of the linear transfor-
mations compared to the nonlinear MLPPs indicates that other nonlinear
transformations might hold promise. Two natural extensions of our work
would be to investigate the kernelized variants of LDA and CCA. Kernel
discriminant analysis (KDA) [Mika et al., 1999; Baudat and Anouar, 2000]
has shown some promise, but it will pose the same restrictions on the di-
mensionalities of the features as LDA. Kernel canonical correlation analysis
(KCCA) [Akaho, 2001; Hardoon et al., 2007] might therefore be a more
promising technique. It is not obvious, however, how kernelization would
a ect the performance of MT-LDA, with its binary input vectors, so dimen-
sionality might turn out to be an issue for KCCA as well.
Our MLPP k-NN method involved using the posterior probabilities out-
put by the final layer of an MLP trained for our classification task as input
features for a k-NN classifier, inspired by tandem features for HMMs. In
work with bottleneck features, the outputs of a hidden layer in a neural net-
work are used as features instead of the posteriors. In early work (e.g.,
Grézl et al. [2007]), bottleneck features were typically generated by MLPs
with three hidden layers, where the middle layer was the “bottleneck”. More
recently, deep neural networks have often been used [Yu and Seltzer, 2011;
Tüske et al., 2013; Gehring et al., 2013]. Since one can choose the number
of hidden nodes in the bottleneck layer, and thus the dimensionality of the
resulting features, the technique of extracting bottleneck features is a more
flexible transformation than our MLPP method. Since MLPP k-NN per-
formed so well for our task, and since the optimal dimensionalities in our
experiments often seemed to be higher than the MLPP’s 32 dimensions,
bottleneck features seem to hold some promise for our task.

Chapter 4
Nearest Neighbor Features
in Transcription Systems
In this chapter we will investigate how we can use the frame classification
results from Chapter 3 to create observation vectors for two systems for
automatic transcription, e ectively using the k-nearest neighbor classifiers
as part of the front-end for these systems. The first system is a conditional
random field for forced transcription of articulatory features; the second is
a tandem hidden Markov model for phone recognition. In both of these
cases the k-NN classifiers are replacing MLP classifiers. Before we look at
these two applications in detail, we shall consider how we can create feature
vectors from our k-NN classifiers that can replace the posterior probabilities
output by MLPs.
4.1 k-NN Feature Functions
A neural network frame classifier like the MLPs described in Section 3.3 can
output, for each frame of the data set, a posterior probability of it belonging
to each possible class. Such posterior probabilities can in turn be used as
input to other systems, e.g. tandem HMMs, as we saw in Section 2.2.
A k-NN classifier will usually just output a decision, i.e., which class it
considers it most likely that the query frame belongs to. However, we also
have access to the nearest neighbors found by the classifier, and to their
distances to the query frame. In this section, we will consider three ways of
using this information to create “posterior-like” features.
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Proportion of Nearest Neighbors (knn1) We are in a sense trying
to approximate the probability of the query frame belonging to each class.
The most straightforward approach is to use the proportion of the k nearest
neighbors belonging to the class as a proxy for this probability.
To express this formally, we introduce some notation: Let xt be the
acoustic observation vector for the query frame with time index t, and let
÷pk,xtq be a function that returns the index of the kth nearest neighbor of
xt in the training set. Let AFi be the ith articulatory feature (i.e., for the
feature set shown in Table 3.1, AF1 is lip-open, AF2 is tt-loc, etc.), and
let aij be the jth value that AFi can take. Finally, let AFim be the value of
AFi for the frame in the training set with index m.
Then, the first feature function, giving an estimate of the probability
P pAFit “ aijq, can be expressed as
fknn1
`
aij ,xt
˘ “ 1
k
kÿ
l“1
”
`
AFi÷pl,xtq “ aij
˘
, (4.1)
where ”p¨q is the indicator function, which equals 1 if its argument is true
and 0 otherwise. Here, each of the k nearest neighbors gets one vote.
Rank-Weighted Proportion of Nearest Neighbors (knn2) It is a
natural assumption that the closest neighbors of xt are more reliable pre-
dictors of the class of xt than the more distant neighbors. We can therefore
try to weight the influence of the neighbors by giving more votes to the ones
that are closer to the query vector. The simplest way of doing this is to give
k votes to the closest neighbor, k ´ 1 votes to the second closest neighbor
and so on down to the most distant of the k nearest neighbors, which gets
one vote.
It would be natural to normalize by the total number of votes, which is
the arithmetic series 1`2`...`k “ kpk`1q2 , in order to get the k-NN features
to sum to 1. However, our experiments have shown, somewhat surprisingly,
that normalizing by k works better in both of the transcription systems we
will present in the following sections.
We can thus express the second feature function as
fknn2
`
aij ,xt
˘ “ 1
k
kÿ
l“1
”
`
AFi÷pl,xtq “ aij
˘pk ` 1´ lq. (4.2)
Distance-Weighted Proportion of Nearest Neighbors (knn3) An-
other way to give more influence to the closer neighbors is to weight them
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according to their distance from the query vector rather than their rank
among the neighbors. Since we want to assign less weight to the more dis-
tant neighbors, we sum the inverse distances of the neighbors belonging to
the considered class (i.e., all the frames where AFi has value j) and nor-
malize by the sum of the inverse distances for all the neighbors. Thus, we
express the third feature function as
fknn3
`
aij ,xt
˘ “ 1∞k
l“1D´1pxt,x÷pl,xtqq
kÿ
l“1
”
`
AFi÷pl,xtq “ aij
˘D´1pxt,x÷pl,xtqq,
(4.3)
where D´1px1,x2q is the inverse Euclidean distance between vectors x1 and
x2. This can be considered a variant of rank-weighting, where the weight is
dependent on the inverse distance, which is monotonic with rank.
Constructing feature vectors We create observation vectors for the
transcription systems we will consider in the following sections, by concate-
nating values for one of the feature functions above for all of the possible
values for each AF. So, for a given acoustic observation vector xt, we con-
struct a new observation vector xt˚ by computing, for example, fknn3
`
aij ,xt
˘
for all possible combinations of i and j, and concatenating these computed
values to form xt˚ .
4.2 Forced Transcription on Switchboard
The first system we shall insert the k-NN features described in the previous
section into is a conditional random field (CRF) for forced transcription of
articulatory features. We take the system of Prabhavalkar et al. [2011] as
our starting point, and try to replace the features based on MLP classifiers
in that system with features based on our k-NN classifiers. We will see that
the performance with k-NN features improves slightly upon the results with
MLP features.
We shall first give some explanation of the task of AF forced transcrip-
tion, before we present the experimental setup in Sections 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and
4.2.4, and then move on to the results of these experiments in Sections 4.2.5
and 4.2.6.
4.2.1 Forced Transcription of Articulatory Features
In Chapter 3 we obtained articulatory labels for our data set by mapping
from phones to AFs. Although the detailed phonetic labeling of the STP
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corpus makes this slightly more palatable than it would otherwise be, it is
plainly suboptimal—particularly since we expect the AFs to change their
values not only at the phone boundaries. There is, however, a lack of data
transcribed at the articulatory level. Although some attempts at manual
transcription have been made [Livescu et al., 2007c], this is too labor in-
tensive to be feasible for a larger data set. Some work has been done on
inferring subject-independent AFs from physical measurements [Ghosh and
Narayanan, 2011], but this work has so far not produced any speech corpus.
Forced transcription is commonly applied to obtain phonetic transcrip-
tions and, as we saw on page 47, Prabhavalkar et al. [2011] showed one way
of employing this technique to obtain an articulatory transcription.
The task of AF forced transcription is to obtain an articulatory labeling
given the acoustics and the word labeling—i.e., given a word transcript of
an utterance and a series of consecutive acoustic observation vectors, one
for each time frame of the utterance, we want to predict the most likely
values of the AFs at each time frame. In the system we will consider, each
utterance is a single word. Since there is a large number of speech corpora
labeled at the word level, a good system for AF forced transcription would
be very useful.
Note that this is a very di erent task from the one examined in Chap-
ter 3. There, we tried to infer the values of the AFs for a single frame
of the audio signal given the observation vector for that frame only. Here
we are given a sequence of observation vectors as well as which word they
represent.
An advantage of using k-NN-based features in such a system, rather
than features from MLPs, is that it allows for easy experimentation with
forced transcription of di erent sets of AFs.
4.2.2 The Conditional Random Field Model
Figure 4.1 shows the model presented in Prabhavalkar et al. [2011]. The
observed variable Word gives the identity of the word that is being uttered
in the current frame. The other observed variable, x, is the observation
vector, which is what we are changing in our experiments.
In this model it is assumed that the four AFs relating to the tongue
(tt-loc, tt-open, tb-loc and tb-open) are completely synchronized. It
is also assumed that the two features relating to the lips (lip-loc and lip-
open) are synchronized and that vel and glot are synchronized. Thus,
the model e ectively has only three articulatory features, shown as AF1, AF2
and AF3 in Figure 4.1. We shall refer to these as L (Lips), T (Tongue) and G
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Figure 4.1: Factor graph for the conditional random field model used for forced
transcription of the AFs [Prabhavalkar et al., 2011]. A template for three AFs, unrolled
for two frames, is shown. The shaded circles represent observed variables while the
white circles represent hidden variables. The red and blue square nodes represent
factors: non-negative functions over the set of variables connected to them.
(Glottis/Velum). Each value of T is a combination of values of tt-loc, tt-
open, tb-loc and tb-open—e.g., alveolar/closed/uvular/wide. Without
any constraints, the cardinality of T would be 4 ¨ 6 ¨ 4 ¨ 6 “ 576. However,
we restrict ourselves to configurations that are seen in the data, and we also
allow a maximum asynchrony of one subword state between any pair of L,
T and G. Considering this con traint, the cardinalities of L, T and G are 8,
25 and 4, respectively.
We see that each articulatory feature has three variables associated ith
it: AFi, SubwordStatei and Transi. AFi gives the value of the ith articu-
latory feature for the current frame. SubwordStatei is a counter variable
for which subword state of the current word AFi is currently in; in our case,
subword states correspond to phones. Transi is a binary variable which is
1 if the current frame is the last one in the current subword state for AFi
and 0 otherwise. Thus, when Transi “ 1 and SubwordStatei “ 3 for frame
t, then SubwordStatei “ 4 for frame t` 1.
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The model allows for asynchrony between the AFs, to allow for some
types of pronunciation variation. For example, we can have SubwordState2 °
SubwordState3 for a frame, meaning that the tongue features “get ahead
of” the glottis and velum by moving on to the value for the next phone
earlier—as we saw was the case for the pronunciation variant [d ow n t]
Ñ [d ow_n t] (cf. Figure 1.1). However, inference becomes intractable
without any constraints on this asynchrony. The mentioned limiting of the
asynchrony between any pair of L, T and G to one subword state is en-
forced by the factor connecting the variable FtrAsyncConfig to the three
SubwordStatei variables.
The blue squares in Figure 4.1 represent deterministic factors. These
are binary functions whose purpose is to ensure that invalid values of the
connected hidden variables are assigned zero probability. In addition to the
one already mentioned that enforces the asynchrony constraints, there are
three deterministic factors for each frame and three for each transition (one
for each of the AFs); the former ensures that AF1 has the correct value for
the current position of the current word, and the latter ensures that the
subword state indices increment by at most 1 from one frame to the next.
The trainable factors in the CRF are represented by red squares in the
figure. There are seven trainable factors in each frame template: two for
each of the AFs (one relating to the transitioning between AF values, and
one modeling the relationship between AF values and observation vectors)
plus one for the asynchrony between them. Each of these trainable fac-
tors has a vector of weights associated with it, which is learned during the
training of the CRF.
For details about the implementation of the CRF and its inference, we
refer to the original paper on the forced transcription model [Prabhavalkar
et al., 2011].
4.2.3 Data Description
We use the Switchboard Transcription Project (STP) corpus described in
Section 3.2. For these experiments we follow Prabhavalkar et al. [2011] in
using identical data sets to those used in Livescu’s lexical access experi-
ments [Livescu, 2005, Ch. 4]. This setup di ers from the one we used for
our frame classification experiments (cf. Section 3.2) in that some words are
excluded, and in that we do not use a cross-validation scheme.
The vocabulary is restricted to the 3500 most common words in the
training subset of the STP data, excluding partial words, words whose
transcriptions contain non-speech noise and words for which the baseform
pronunciation was missing. Words whose baseform pronunciations are four
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phones or shorter (where stops, a ricates and diphthongs are considered
two phones each) are also excluded. This length restriction is intended to
exclude words that are so short that most of their pronunciation variation
is caused by neighboring words.
The data is split into a training set, a development set and a test set.
The training set consists of 2941 word tokens encompassing 89 748 frames
(15.0 minutes of speech); the development set has 165 word tokens and 5365
frames (0.9 minutes); and the test set consists of 236 word tokens and 7037
frames (1.2 minutes).
The acoustic observation vectors in these experiments are 39-dimensional
perceptual linear predictive coe cients (PLPs). These are computed in the
same way as described on page 67, except that when they are concatenated
in 9-frame windows, all the derivatives are included in the concatenation,
so the resulting observation vectors have dimensionality 351.
4.2.4 Experimental Setup
Our experiments with the CRF for forced transcription focus on the obser-
vation vectors (x in Figure 4.1). The system is unchanged except for these
input features, which are generated by the frame classification outputs of
either MLPs or k-NN classifiers.
MLP Baseline For our baseline, we follow Prabhavalkar et al. [2011] in
using observation vectors consisting of log-transformed posterior probabili-
ties from MLP frame classifiers. There are four MLPs, three for classifying
each of the three articulatory features L, T and G, and one for classifying
phones. The observation vectors have one dimension for each of the possi-
ble values of each of these, 8` 25` 4` 98 “ 135 dimensions in total. The
MLPs all have a single hidden layer and a softmax activation function on
the output layer, with the number of nodes in the hidden layer determined
by tuning on the development set.
k-NN Alternative When replacing the MLPs with k-NN classifiers, we
use the feature functions presented in Section 4.1 to construct posterior-
like k-NN features. In order to match the conditions for the MLPs, the
k-NNs classify, in addition to phones, the L, T and G labels directly (even
though the computational overhead for classifying all the eight AFs used in
Chapter 3 would be very small for k-NNs). We use the same PLP vectors as
input to the MLP classifiers. We normalize these by subtracting the global
mean and dividing by the sample standard deviation, but do not apply any
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Figure 4.2: Frame error rates (in %) of the CRF for forced transcription of AFs with
MLP-based and k-NN-based input features. The AFs are Lips (L), Tongue (T) and
Glottis/Velum (G); Joint gives the percentage of frames where at least one of the three
AFs is incorrectly transcribed.
other transformations to them. The number of nearest neighbors k is tuned
on the development set; we found the optimal values to vary from 80 to 200.
4.2.5 Results
Figure 4.2 shows the frame error rates of the forced transcription CRF when
classifying each of the articulatory feature streams L, T and G separately,
and when classifying all three jointly. Results are shown for the MLP fea-
tures used in the original system (with 9-frame PLP vectors) as well as for
the three di erent k-NN features presented in Section 4.1: knn1, knn2 and
knn3. The reported results with k-NN features are all based on 1-frame
PLP vectors, as they did consistently better for these experiments (9-frame
vectors gave a 2% absolute increase in error rates on average).
We see that the performance of the di erent k-NN feature functions
varies somewhat between the tasks, with knn1 being the best performer for
G and knn2 giving better performance for L and T as well as for Joint. We
also see that the performance of the knn2 features is slightly better than that
of the MLP features for all tasks except for L, for which the performances
are on par.
Table 4.1 compares the performance of the CRF for the MLP features
and the best k-NN features, and gives the the p-values of a MAPSSWE test
for each pair.1 We see that the improvement of the k-NN features for the
1Because the forced transcription CRF models dependencies between frames, the in-
dependence assumptions of McNemar’s test do not hold here.
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Table 4.1: MLP Features vs. k-NN Features in CRF
Comparison of the performance of the CRF for forced transcription with MLP features
and k-NN features. The best k-NN features are chosen for each task: knn1 for G,
knn2 for the others.
AF Frame Error Rate (%) MAPSSWEMLP feats k-NN feats Di erence p-value
L 9.2 9.3 ´0.1 0.8
T 32.9 31.9 1.0 0.07
G 14.5 12.6 1.9 0.009
Joint 40.0 38.9 1.1 0.06
articulatory feature G is strongly statistically significant. For the other two
tasks where the k-NN features give better results than the MLP features,
the improvements are almost but not quite significant at the 0.05 level. For
the one task where the MLP features give the best performance, the p-value
is so high that the di erence can be considered spurious.
4.2.6 Discussion
To begin with, we should note that the same problem applies to these re-
sults as to the AF results reported in Chapter 3: Our ground-truth AF
labels, being derived from the phonetic labeling, are inherently unreliable,
particularly around phone boundaries. This adds a measure of uncertainty
to the results. However, we can reasonably assume that this will impact the
CRFs with di erent observation vectors randomly, and not give systematic
advantages to any of them.
The improvement of the k-NN features over the MLP features is small.
However, the main motivation for using k-NNs rather than MLPs here is to
improve the flexibility of the system without deteriorating its results. Any
improvement can thus be considered a bonus.
As for the di erence between the performances of the various k-NN
features, we see that rank-weighting improves the results (i.e., knn2 out-
performs knn1) for three out of the four tasks. This improvement is to be
expected. Why it does not occur for the G task is not clear. It might have
to do with the fact that G has the lowest cardinality of the three AFs we
consider in these experiments (4, as opposed to 8 for L and 25 for T). It
makes some sense, intuitively, that rank-weighting would be more important
in a situation with more classes, since the prior class has a far lower chance
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of being correct. It is also interesting to note that this is the task where
the improvement of the k-NN features over the MLP features is decidedly
strongest. This raises the question of whether it might be beneficial to use
a higher number of articulatory features with lower cardinalities. As men-
tioned, the computational overhead of doing this would be minimal, since
k-NN s require no training and can use the same neighbor search for several
classifications based on di erent labels.
The distance-weighted k-NN features (knn3), however, perform poorly,
consistently getting the highest error rate. It is not clear why this is the
case, but it does indicate that a neighbor’s rank among the other neighbors
is a more useful source of information for the CRF than the neighbor’s
distance from the query point relative to those of the other neighbors.
As mentioned in Section 4.1, the rank-weighted k-NN features, knn2,
performed better with a normalization factor of 1k than with the more correct2
kpk`1q . The latter would make all the features fall between 0 and 1, like
a probability; for the former the feature values range from 0 to 250. It is
not obvious why this choice of normalization factor would be beneficial—
it has no e ect on the magnitudes of the features relative to one another.
As we saw in Section 4.2.2, there are several trainable factors in the CRF
for which the weights are learned, some of which incorporate the k-NN or
MLP features. Using higher feature values could be seen as a form of prior
weighting, from which the CRF seems to benefit slightly in this case.
The k-NN features gave the best performance in the CRF when they
were based on 1-frame rather than 9-frame vectors. Initial experiments
showed the opposite to be the case for the MLP features. When we consider
the frame classification results from Chapter 3, this is unsurprising. For the
MLP, 9-frame features clearly outperformed 1-frame features. For k-NN
classification with normalized features, however, the mean AF error was
lower for 1-frame features. This di erence was very small in the frame
classification case; the forced transcription is also evaluated on the frame
level, but the fact that the CRF can model context might have made the
di erence bigger here.
Future Work
The poor performance of the distance-weighted k-NN features raises the
question of whether another distance weighting than the one we used might
give better results. We used inverse Euclidean distance, D´1, to make the
knn3 features (cf. Equation (4.3)); a natural alternative might be to vary
the exponent, trying for instance D´ 12 . Similarly, we could try di erent
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rank weightings, hoping to improve further upon the results with the knn2
features. Currently, the weight of a neighbor grows linearly with its rank
among the k nearest ones. Exponential or sigmoidal growth could be inter-
esting alternatives here.
We have seen that the computational overhead of doing several k-NN
classifications with di erent AF sets is relatively small. We have also seen
that CRFs, since they do not need to model dependencies between the input
variables, allow for rich, overlapping features. It would therefore be inter-
esting to try to create k-NN features based on more than one AF labeling
and input all of them to the CRF. While input features based on frame
classification of the same AF set that we are doing forced transcription of
are likely to be the most helpful, input features based on other AF labelings
might add useful information. A set of binary AFs, for instance based on
SPE [Chomsky and Halle, 1968], would be a promising alternative, as they
often give high classification accuracies and might provide di erent infor-
mation than the articulatory phonology-based AFs we are currently using.
It would also be interesting to experiment with adding meta-information
to the CRF, similarly to Demuynck et al. [2011b] (cf. page 32). Their
task and CRF model were di erent from ours, but several of their meta-
information features might prove useful in our system—e.g., the duration
of the phone utterance that an exemplar frame is drawn from might tell
us something about the likelihood of pronunciation variation, as could the
position of the exemplar frame in the word. For our application, other
meta-information could also be added, like features based on the values of
all the AFs for each exemplar frame.
4.3 Phone Classification and Recognition on TIMIT
In this section we will consider how we can use our k-NN features in a
tandem hidden Markov model (HMM) like those described in Section 2.2.
The system we will consider is a phone recognizer on the TIMIT corpus.
The task is to transcribe the phones uttered, given the audio of an utter-
ance. Unlike the frame classifiers, the HMM recognizer can take context
into account through language modeling.
4.3.1 Data Description
The TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic Continuous Speech Corpus [Garofolo et al.,
1993] is a widely used database for ASR systems. It contains recordings of
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630 speakers of eight major dialects of American English, each reading ten
phonetically rich sentences.
The standard training set for TIMIT contains 3696 utterances consisting
of 3.12 hours of speech. For our experiments we have split this into a smaller
training set of 3320 utterances and a development set of 376 utterances that
is balanced across the dialect regions. The standard full test set of 1344
utterances (1.14 hours) is used.
Morris et al. [2008] report phone recognition results on TIMIT for an
MLP tandem system; for comparison purposes we try to replicate much
of their experimental setup. We use 39-dimensional PLPs for our acoustic
observation vectors, extracted in the same way as described on page 67,
except this time computed for a slightly longer window—25 rather than
20 ms. We try both 1-frame and 9-frame windows, where each observation
vector is concatenated with its 4 preceding and 4 succeeding observation
vectors. All derivatives are included in this concatenation, resulting in 351-
dimensional observation vectors.
We follow Lee and Hon [1989] in using a set of 48 distinct phones for
HMM modeling and mapping down to 39 phones for HMM evaluation. For
the frame classification, the full set of 61 phones is used for both modeling
and evaluation.
In our frame classification experiments on the STP data presented in
Chapter 3, we excluded the frames that were labeled as silence, since they
were not relevant to the applications considered. In a phone recognition
context, however, silences must be included. Thus, the data we use for the
experiments presented in this chapter, including those on frame classifica-
tion, include silence frames.
4.3.2 Frame Classification
The focus of this section is on tandem systems for phone recognition. How-
ever, as we saw in Section 2.2, frame classification forms part of the basis
of any tandem system. We will therefore report our phonetic frame classi-
fication results for TIMIT here.
MLP Baseline
The setup of our MLP phonetic frame classifier for TIMIT is mostly the
same as the one we used for the STP corpus, described in Section 3.3. It
is implemented in QuickNet, with one hidden layer in which the number
of hidden units is tuned over the values 1000, 3000, 5000, 7000 and 10 000.
Bunch size proved inconsequential in initial experiments and is mostly kept
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at the default of 16. The learning rate is tuned on a grid from 0.001 to 0.256
in powers of 2.
With 9-frame observation vectors this gives an error rate for the frame
classification of phones just shy of 35%, as we can see from Table 4.2. Seem-
ingly, this is substantially better than the error rate of almost 64% we
reported for the MLP phonetic frame classifier on the STP corpus (cf. Ta-
ble 3.3). There are several things to note here, however. First, the phone
set that is being classified in this case is smaller (48 for TIMIT vs. 98 for
STP) and thus has less confusability. Second, TIMIT is a substantially
larger data set (the number of frames is seven times higher than for our
STP data) and more training data generally gives a better classifier. Third,
the conversational speaking style of STP makes for a harder phonetic classi-
fication task than the read speech in TIMIT. Fourth, STP was recorded over
telephone lines, with the resulting distortions and lower bandwidth. And
finally, frames labeled as silence are included in our TIMIT data, whereas
we excluded them from our STP data. Because silence is the most frequent
phonetic label in most speech corpora that include it, its inclusion tends
to reduce frame error rates, possibly because the sheer number of silence
frames makes this a good back-o  hypothesis for the classifier when it is
unsure of its decision. This is also reflected in the higher performance of
the chance classifier on TIMIT: 88.1% error rate,2 compared to 95.3% on
STP. In light of this, the di erence in MLP error rates is unsurprising.
k-NN Alternative
The k-NN setup is slightly di erent in these experiments from that described
in Sections 3.4 and 4.2.4, partly because TIMIT is a larger data set than
STP, and partly because silences are now included.
The size of TIMIT has made it necessary to parallelize the k-NN classifi-
cation, but we are still using exact search and the core algorithm is the same
as before. Since the bulk of the computational cost of the k-NN algorithm
is finding the nearest neighbors of each of the data points in the test set,
it is straightforward to divide the computation into arbitrarily small parts.
Based on the capabilities of our available computing cluster, we chose to do
the neighbor search of our data set3 as 100 parallel tasks.
2Since the chance classifier always chooses the most frequent label and silence is the
most frequent label, its error rate when classifying phones on TIMIT equals the proportion
of frames that are not labeled as silence.
3For the frame classification task itself, the nearest neighbors need to be found only
for the development and test sets, but for the k-NN tandem experiments described in
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As can be seen from Table 4.2, the phonetic frame classification results
for the k-NN classifier are substantially better on our TIMIT data (around
45% error) than they were on our STP data (around 70% error—cf. Ta-
ble 3.14), as was also the case for the MLP classifier. However, the gap
between the two classifiers has increased: On TIMIT, k-NN is doing worse
compared to the MLP baseline than was the case on STP. This is true for
both 1- and 9-frame windows.4
When using the same kind of normalization on the PLP acoustic obser-
vation vectors as we did on the MFCC vectors in our STP experiments, so
that each dimension of the training data has mean zero and unit standard
deviation (cf. page 66), the performance of the k-NN classifier is improved
here as well—the relative decreases in error rate are 11.7% and 1.1% for
1-frame and 9-frame windows, respectively.
The number of nearest neighbors, k, is tuned on a grid of all odd values
from 1 to 1001, but the optimum is below 60 in all of our experiments.
Figure 4.3a shows a plot for the case with 9-frame normalized features.
Silence Reduction We mentioned that the inclusion of silence frames in
our TIMIT data might contribute to the better frame classification perfor-
mance compared to STP, since silence is by far the most frequent phone
label in the data. However, this might also result in a tendency to clas-
sify many non-silence frames as silence. Confusability is inherent to any
classifier, but when one label comes to dominate the prior distribution to
a large extent, it becomes particularly problematic. There is also reason
to think that silence is confusable with a larger set of other phonetic la-
bels than other phones, since it has no particular characteristics except an
absence of sound. The k-NN classifier might also be more vulnerable to
this than a parametric classifier, since its decisions are taken by majority
vote among the nearest neighbors. We saw an example of how the classes
with the highest prior probabilities could dominate in our STP experiments
(cf. page 83).
To counteract this e ect, we experiment with reducing the amount of
silence in the training set. Deselaers et al. [2007] experimented with an
energy-dependent silence reduction, where only silence frames with energy
above a certain threshold was discarded (the idea being that these would be
Section 4.3.5, we also need to find the nearest neighbors of the data points in the training
set. Thus it is the entire data set that we have divided into 100 parts.
4The relative increases in error rate for k-NN vs. MLP frame classification with un-
normalized observation vectors were 17.1% for 1-frame and 19.7% for 9-frame windows
on STP. The corresponding numbers on TIMIT are 34.7% and 35.6%.
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Table 4.2: Phonetic Frame Classification Results on TIMIT
We tune the parameter settings on the development set. Test set performance is
reported only for the best settings for each classifier.
Chance Classifier
Frame Error Rate (%)
Dev Set Test Set
87.6 88.1
Multilayer Perceptron
Window Hidden Bunch Learning Frame Error Rate (%)
Width Units Size Rate Dev Set Test Set
1 10 000 16 0.064 39.9 -
9 7 000 16 0.008 32.7 34.9
k-Nearest Neighbors
Window Normalized % Silence k Frame Error Rate (%)Width Removed Dev Set Test Set
1 No 0 59 55.9 -
9 No 0 29 45.5 -
1 Yes 0 49 48.3 -
9 Yes 0 33 44.1 -
9 Yes 75 35 43.5 45.9
the most confusable with non-silence frames), but found that randomized
silence reduction gave better results. Therefore, we randomly select a chosen
percentage of the frames in the training set labeled as silence, and exclude
these from the search for the nearest neighbors of any given frame. As we
can see from Figure 4.3b, silence reduction up to 75% consistently improves
the classifier’s performance. However, by comparing to Figure 4.3a, we see
that this improvement is relatively insubstantial compared to the impact of
the choice of the number of nearest neighbors, k.5
5k is tuned separately for each of the six levels of silence reduction, and ranges from
33 to 49.
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Figure 4.3: Plots of the e ects of the number of nearest neighbors, k, and of the
amount of silence removed from the training set, on the frame classifier’s performance.
In (a) the silence reduction is 0% and the plotted line shows the results for every odd
value of k; in (b) k was tuned separately for each experiment, the results are marked
by the circles and the line is an interpolation.
4.3.3 Hidden Markov Model-Based Recognizer
Moving on to the phone recognition task, we present in this section the
hidden Markov models that are used in all of the following experimental se-
tups: on their own, with PLP vectors as input; as part of the MLP tandem
system (Section 4.3.4); as part of the phone-based k-NN tandem system
(Section 4.3.5); and as part of the articulatory k-NN tandem system (Sec-
tion 4.3.6). The HMMs we use are implemented with the Hidden Markov
Model Toolkit (HTK) [Young et al., 2009] and based on a script from Cantab
Research in Cambridge, UK.
We find that TIMIT is too small to reliably tie states for context-
dependent phones,6 and since context-dependent phone modeling is also far
costlier computationally, we have chosen to use context-independent phones
only for these experiments. We use up to 40 distributions in the Gaussian
mixture model, tuning the number on the development set. Tuning of the
word insertion penalty and the grammar scale factor (the -p and -s options
of the HVite program of HTK) did not have a major impact on performance,
and are left at their default values of 0 and 5, respectively. We use HTK’s
6Morris et al. [2008] achieves an absolute improvement in error of 1% with context-
dependent phones compared to context-independent phones, but in our experiments we
have not been able to reproduce this improvement.
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Table 4.3: Baseline Phone Recognition Results
With PLP acoustic observation vectors and MLP tandem features.
Features Gaussians Phone Error Rate (%)Dev Set Test Set
PLP 36 32.1 32.9
MLP tandem 38 29.9 31.3
standard back-o  bigram language model with discounting (refer to Young
et al. [2009, pp. 188–189] for details), trained on the transcriptions of the
training set.
Results for phone recognition with PLPs as observation vectors are
shown in the first line of Table 4.3.
4.3.4 MLP Tandem System
The MLP tandem system combines the MLP frame classifier and the base-
line HMM in the manner outlined in Section 2.2. Instead of PLP acoustic
vectors, we use outputs from the MLP frame classifier as input observations
to the HMM. We use the MLP parameter settings that gave the best results
on the frame classification task: 7000 hidden units, a learning rate of 0.008
and a bunch size of 16. Following Morris et al. [2008], we use linear outputs
from the neural networks, which we then decorrelate using PCA. The re-
sults are shown in Table 4.3. These are a slight but statistically significant
improvement over the PLP HMM (p † 10´4), and they are on par with the
context-independent phone results reported by Morris et al. [2008].
4.3.5 Phone-Based k-NN Tandem System
To create a tandem system using k-NN instead of MLP as our frame clas-
sifier, we again use the feature functions presented in Section 4.1 to create
feature vectors based on the k-NN frame classification results. We input
these as the observation vectors in the GMM-HMM phone recognizer, in
the same way as the outputs from MLPs are used in a traditional tandem
system, as described above. To the best of our knowledge, this work repre-
sents the first attempt to incorporate k-NNs in a tandem HMM system.
This work di ers from previous work with k-NN in ASR in various ways.
It is separated from the work of Golipour and O’Shaughnessy [2009; 2010;
2012], described on page 30, chiefly in that our k-NN classification is frame-
based while theirs is segment-based. Classifying varying-length segments of
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the acoustic signal known to constitute single phones is a very di erent task
from classifying short, fixed-length segments that constitute just a small
part of the phone. Their lattice rescoring work [Golipour and O’Shaugh-
nessy, 2010] is the most similar to ours. In both cases k-NN classification
is used in an attempt to improve the performance of a GMM-HMM phone
recognizer, but while they use their k-NN classifier on top of a GMM-HMM
system, we use a GMM-HMM system on top of a k-NN classifier.
The work of Deselaers et al. [2007], described on page 29, has more sim-
ilarities to the work we present here. They also use a k-NN frame classifier
to attempt to improve upon the recognition accuracy of a GMM-HMM sys-
tem. However, while we make feature vectors from the k-NN as input to
the GMMs, Deselaers et al. use the k-NN to make probability estimates
to replace the GMMs. Arguably, our system is analogous to a tandem
HMM, while theirs is more like a hybrid HMM. It should also be noted that
their probability estimates are based on something more like a volumetric
k-NN [Fukunaga, 1990] than a voting k-NN in that, rather than counting
how many of the k nearest neighbors of a point belong to each class, they
consider the k nearest neighbors of the same class as the query point. We
also note that in their probability estimate pˆk-NN, Equation (2.24), the ex-
ponent might be seen as analogous to our feature function knn1, Eq. (4.1).
There is no such clear correspondence between pˆkern, Eq. (2.25), and our
knn2 or knn3, however—their scaling factor is constant whereas we do a
weighting based on rank or distance of the neighbors.
We tuned the values of the parameters for the amount of silence reduc-
tion (cf. page 104) and the number of nearest neighbors used, k, directly on
the phone recognizer performance on the development set. Their impact is
shown in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b. We see that the optimum for the amount of
silence removed is the same as it was for frame classification. The optimal
k for phone recognition, on the other hand, is an order of magnitude higher
than it was for frame classification.
That k “ 750 gives the best phone recognition accuracy might seem
surprising in relation to the marked deterioration in frame classifier perfor-
mance for high ks shown in Figure 4.3a. We need to consider, however, that
the nearest neighbors are being used quite di erently in these two cases.
The k-NN frame classifier uses the nearest neighbors only to make a single
choice, based on majority vote, for the most likely class. In the k-NN tan-
dem phone recognizer, a Gaussian mixture model is fitted to the features
generated from the nearest neighbors. The k-NN tandem system then, can
benefit from looking at the entire distribution of the nearest neighbors’ la-
bels, which may explain why it benefits from a much larger value of k.
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Figure 4.4: Tuning of the number of nearest neighbors (a) and the percentage of
silence removed from the training set (b) on the phone recognizer performance.
Table 4.4: Phone-Based k-NN Tandem
Phone recognition results with three kinds of k-NN features as observation vectors,
k “ 500 and 50% silence reduction.
Feature Type Phone Error Rate,Dev Set (%)
knn1 37.61
knn2 36.66
knn3 37.56
We presented three feature functions to generate our “posterior-like”
k-NN features in Section 4.1: knn1, knn2 and knn3. Table 4.4 shows the
results for the three kinds of features. We see that the rank-weighted fea-
tures, knn2, give the best performance, but that all three kinds are well
below both baselines. Note also that the distance-weighted features, knn3,
do better than the proportional features, knn1, for this task—unlike what
was the case in the forced transcription CRF of Section 4.2.
Exclusion of Adjacent Frames One of our hypotheses for what might
be causing these disappointing results is related to what happens when the
nearest neighbors of a frame are drawn from the same part of the data set
as the frame itself—i.e., when the so-called query set and search set are the
same. This is the case when we make k-NN features for the training set.
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Figure 4.5: Tuning of the number of excluded frames on the phone recognizer perfor-
mance.
When doing k-NN classification of the training set, a frame is not allowed
to be its own neighbor. However, the frames immediately preceding and
succeeding the current frame typically are. Since phone utterances in TIMIT
have a mean duration of approximately 80 ms, 8 consecutive frames in
the training set will often have the same label. These frames will tend to
have very similar acoustic observation vectors, and thus be one another’s
nearest neighbors. This can make the HMM too confident that the k-NN
classifications will be correct, since the labels of the very nearest neighbors
in such cases will be a very strong predictor for the label of the query
frame—far stronger than if the query frame is drawn from the test set.
We therefore experiment with excluding a number of the adjacent frames
from the neighbor search, to put the training and test sets on a more equal
footing.
Excluding a number of the adjacent frames consistently improves the
accuracy. However, as Figure 4.5 shows, the improvement, as well as the
impact of the number of excluded frames chosen, is relatively small.
Log and PCA Transformations Another hypothesis for the cause of
the poor results of the k-NN tandem system is that the k-NN features
are hard to model with Gaussian mixtures, which are at the heart of the
phone recognition HMM. Our 61-dimensional k-NN feature vectors are quite
sparse. In the feature vector for a given frame, a dimension corresponding
to a given phone will have a non-zero value only if one of the k nearest
neighbors of the frame has that label. Figure 4.6a shows a scatter plot of
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the dimensions corresponding to the phones [aa] and [iy] for the feature
vectors of all frames in the development set with one of these labels. As is
to be expected, the features cluster along the axes (since a lot of the nearest
neighbors of each frame will have the correct label, while few or none of
them will have a neighbor labeled with a phone as di erent from [aa] as
[iy] is), and we can see how these two dimensions might prove hard to
model with a Gaussian mixture.
For this reason, doing a log transformation of the features seems like a
natural choice. As noted (cf. page 24), this is also common in MLP tandem
systems when using the posterior probability outputs rather than the linear
outputs. Before we can log transform our vectors we must deal with the
feature values that equal zero (since log 0 “ ´8). Our initial solution was to
simply replace all zeros with a fixed small value (around 10´8) before taking
the natural logarithm. This gave very poor results: the phone error rate
increased from 37% to 47%. Figure 4.6b, which shows the [aa] and [iy]
frames of the development set after this initial log transformation, gives us
an idea of why the transformation was suboptimal: we get the clustering
along the lines at lnp10´8q “ ´18.4 instead of along the axes, which is still
arguably hard to fit a Gaussian mixture to. It is not obvious, however, why
the results for these log features are worse than for the raw features, as it
seems like it would be far easier to fit a Gaussian mixture to the features in
Figure 4.6b than to those in Figure 4.6a.
We improved the results with log-transformed features by replacing the
zeros with Gaussian noise, in a similar manner to Sun et al. [2012]. Some
exploratory tuning of the parameters of the Gaussian noise indicated that a
standard deviation of 1 and a mean that was two standard deviations below
the minimum non-zero feature value gave the best results. Figure 4.7 shows
what the distributions of values look like for knn2 features that have been
log-transformed in this way. We see that there is a clear separation between
the Gaussian noise and the rest of the log-transformed feature values, and
that the latter also almost follow a Gaussian bell curve. In Figure 4.6c
we see how the [aa] and [iy] frames of the development set are spread
in the corresponding two dimensions after this modified log transformation.
Comparing this to Figures 4.6a and 4.6b, we see that the log transformation
with Gaussian noise retains discriminative power between [aa] and [iy] in
their corresponding dimensions while appearing more amenable to Gaussian
mixture modeling.
We also tried a standard PCA transformation on the features (without
reducing their dimensionality). The second and third dimensions of the
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Figure 4.6: Two dimensions of the k-NN feature vectors of all frames in the develop-
ment set labeled [aa] and [iy], with and without log and PCA transformations. In
Figure (b), zeros have been replaced by a fixed value before the log transformation; in
Figures (c) and (e), Gaussian noise is used instead.
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Figure 4.7: Histogram of the rank-weighted k-NN feature values (knn2) of the devel-
opment set (across all dimensions), after log-transformation. Before taking the natural
logarithm, all zeros were replaced with Gaussian noise with mean ´8 and standard
deviation 1.
resulting features7 for the [aa] and [iy] frames of the development set are
shown in Figures 4.6d and 4.6e—the former without, the latter with log
transformation. Again we see that the log transformation seems to retain
discriminative power while making GMM modeling easier.
As we can see from Table 4.5, however, the log transformation with
Gaussian zeros also causes a deterioration in results, both with and without
a PCA transformation. The deterioration is far smaller than it was for the
fixed zero variant of the log transformation, but for the PCA-transformed
features it is still substantial. The best results are achieved with PCA-
transformed features with no log transformation, but the improvement that
the PCA transformation gives over raw PLP features is marginal.
7We chose the second and third because the top PCA dimension is not very discrim-
inative between these two phones, probably because it concentrates on separating the
silence from the non-silence.
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Table 4.5: k-NN Tandem With and Without Log
Phone recognition results with knn2 features as observation vectors, k “ 500 and 0%
silence reduction Before taking the natural logarithm, all feature values equal to zero
are replaced by Gaussian noise with mean ´8 and standard deviation 1.
Log PCA Phone Error Rate,Dev Set (%)
No No 37.0
Yes No 37.9
No Yes 36.8
Yes Yes 40.0
4.3.6 Articulatory k-NN Tandem System
We have seen how the exclusion of adjacent frames and a PCA transforma-
tion improves the performance of the k-NN tandem system somewhat, but
the phone error rate on the development set remains, at 36.8%, well above
both the baselines, at 32.1% and 29.9%. We will now consider whether
adding articulatory information to the k-NN classifiers can close this gap.
For a k-NN classifier, doing several classifications of the same data set
based on di erent labelings has very little computational overhead, as pre-
viously mentioned. Our plan in this section is to do frame classification of
AFs for the TIMIT data like we did for the STP data, and then make new
k-NN features based on this classification. The nearest neighbors are the
same, but the labels are di erent, and since the k-NN features for the tan-
dem system are based on how many of the nearest neighbors belong to each
label, the features will be di erent. The articulatory labeling can therefore
supply an extra level of information to the system.
Table 4.6 shows the k-NN frame classification results for our eight artic-
ulatory features. Comparing this to Table 3.13, which shows our best k-NN
frame classification results on STP, we see that the results are substantially
better on TIMIT for all AFs except for glot. This is the same level of
improvement as we saw for the phone classification, and may have some of
the same causes—the larger data set and the inclusion of silence are both
beneficial. The smaller inventory of phones does not help us for this task,
however. For the phone classification task this gave us a smaller number of
classes, which made for an easier classification task. For the AF classifica-
tion the number of classes is the same, and since we derive the AF labels
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Table 4.6: AF Frame Classification on TIMIT using k-NN
The amount of silence reduction and the number of nearest neighbors, k, was tuned
separately for each AF on the development set.
% Silence
k
Frame Error Rate,
Removed Dev Set (%)
lip-loc 75 33 12.6
lip-open 90 27 9.9
tt-loc 75 17 16.7
tt-open 75 29 26.9
tb-loc 90 41 23.6
tb-open 75 41 27.8
vel 90 15 3.2
glot 75 13 10.8
from the phonetic labeling,8 the AF labeling arguably gets less accurate
when the phone labels are fewer, since it is based on less detail; and a less
accurate labeling makes for a harder classification task. On the other hand,
the fact that TIMIT is manuscript-read rather than spontaneous speech is
well known to make recognition tasks easier, and might make frame classi-
fication easier as well.
Our first attempt is to make k-NN features based solely on AF labels
instead of on phone labels. Unlike the CRF experiments in Section 4.2,
all eight AFs are used; this gives a dimensionality of 32 (the sum of the
cardinalities of the AFs) compared to the 61 dimensions for the phonetic
k-NN features. The results of this experiment are given on the third line of
Table 4.7, and we see that they are slightly worse than the earlier phonetic
k-NN tandem results (included on line two of the same table, for ease of
comparison). We then try to make feature vectors based on both phone
and AF labels of the nearest neighbors, giving a 93 dimensional vector (the
earlier 32 plus 61 for each possible phone label). At 37.5%, this gives a
lower phone error rate than using only AF labels (38.8%), but higher than
using only phone labels (36.7%).
Since we are still doing worse than the PLP baseline (included in the first
line of Table 4.7) it seems natural to try to augment the PLPs rather than
replace them. When we append PLPs to the earlier k-NN features, we get
8See Table A.5 in the appendix for the details of this mapping.
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Table 4.7: Articulatory k-NN Tandem Results
Error rates (in %) for the k-NN tandem phone recognizer with k-NN features based
on phones and/or articulatory features. The first line gives the PLP baseline results.
PLPs Basis for PCA Feature Phone Error Rate,
Appended k-NN Features Dimensionality Dev Set (%)
yes - no 39 32.1
no phones no 61 36.7
no AFs no 32 38.8
no phones & AFs no 93 37.5
yes phones no 100 33.4
yes AFs no 71 34.5
yes phones & AFs no 132 35.9
yes phones yes (3D) 42 32.5
yes AFs yes (3D) 42 32.2
yes phones & AFs yes (3D) 42 31.8
an improvement in accuracy, but it is still below the PLP baseline, whether
we use phones, AFs or both (lines 5, 6 and 7, respectively, in Table 4.7).
The feature vectors that give the best result have 100 dimensions. In
case the high dimensionality might be part of the problem, we reduce the
dimensionality of the k-NN features with PCA. We tried adding the top 1, 3,
5, 7 and 10 PCA dimensions to the PLPs, and achieved the best performance
with 3 dimensions. Adding these three-dimensional k-NN feature vectors to
the PLPs hurts performance slightly when the k-NN features are based
on only phones or only AFs, but when the we take the 93-dimensional
k-NN feature vectors based on both phone and AF labels and reduce their
dimensionality to 3 with PCA before appending them to the PLPs, we do
achieve a slight improvement in accuracy on the development set. As we
can see from Table 4.8 this improvement carries over to the test set, but
according to a MAPSSWE test the di erence is not statistically significant.
4.3.7 Discussion
Table 4.8 shows the performance on the development and test sets of the
PLP and MLP tandem baselines and our best performing k-NN tandem
system. k-NN tandem achieves far worse results than MLP tandem and is
only barely able to improve upon the baseline PLP system. This is surpris-
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Table 4.8: Test Set Results
Phone error rates on the development and test sets for the PLP and MLP tandem
baselines, and for the best performing k-NN tandem system.
Features Gaussians Phone Error Rate (%)Dev Set Test Set
PLP 36 32.1 32.9
MLP tandem 38 29.9 31.3
PLP + k-NN tandem 38 31.8 32.8
ing, considering how well the same k-NN features performed in the CRF
experiments described in Section 4.2. In this section we will try to examine
possible reasons for this lack of improvement.
Both of the tandem systems in Table 4.8 are based on frame classifiers,
and we saw a bigger gap between the frame classification performance of
MLP and k-NN on the TIMIT data than we did on the STP data. On STP,
the phonetic frame classification error rates for the MLP classifier and the
best k-NN classifier without any feature transformation9 were 63.9% and
70.7%, respectively. On TIMIT, the corresponding numbers are 34.9% and
45.9%, and this represents a bigger performance gap in both relative and
absolute terms. There are several possible explanations for this. One is that
the MLP makes better use of the larger data set than the k-NN classifier. On
the other hand, one could argue that an exemplar-based classifier like k-NN
should perform quite well on a large data set, since the large data set will
contain many exemplars to choose from and might be hard to train a global
model for. Another possible explanation is that the inclusion of silences in
our TIMIT data creates a skewed prior problem for phonetic classification
similar to what we saw for the AF classification on STP (cf. the discussion of
Figure 3.8 on page 83). However, the k-NN results for phonetic classification
are still far better on TIMIT than they are on STP, so this e ect cannot be
that pronounced.
There could, then, be something about a GMM-HMM system which
makes k-NN features less suitable as observation vectors than they are for
a CRF. As we have touched upon, the sparsity of the k-NN features might
make them less amenable to GMM modeling than PLPs or MLP tandem
features. We tried to make up for this with a log transformation in which
9Other than global normalization (cf. page 66), which we do not consider a feature
transformation on par with the likes of PCA and LDA.
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the zeros were replaced with Gaussian noise. As we saw in Figure 4.6, this
appeared to give us features that would be easier to fit a Gaussian mixture
to, but it still hurt the performance. There might be something about the
log transformation itself that is detrimental to the HMM’s performance, but
this remains an open question.
We mentioned that our articulatory labels are likely to be less accurate
for TIMIT than they were for STP, due to the less detailed phonetic tran-
scription. The approximate nature of the articulatory labeling might have
made the articulatory information less useful to the k-NN tandem system
than we had hoped. It does seem like the articulatory labels did provide
some useful information, though. Considering the three bottom lines of
Table 4.7, where the e ect of the di ering dimensionality is eliminated by
PCA, we see that features based on AFs do better than those based on
phones, and those based on both phones and AFs do better than either
of them separately. However, the di erences are very small (as they were
bound to be since the k-NN features in this case contribute only 3 of the
vectors’ 42 dimensions) and might be spurious.
Future Work
We have seen that drawing the nearest neighbors of a frame from the same
part of the data set as the frame itself poses a potential problem when
making the k-NN features for the tandem system. We tried to deal with this
by excluding a number of adjacent frames from the neighbor search, which
gave a slight improvement of results. There are three alternative approaches
to this problem that we think are worth exploring. The di erence between
them is arguably one of degree.
The first of these approaches is to exclude from the neighbor search all
frames from the same utterance as the query frame. One might argue that
the most important thing is to exclude the frames from the same phone
segment as the query frame, but there are bound to be some coarticulation
e ects across phones; by excluding the entire utterance from the neighbor
search one can be certain that there are no coarticulation e ects between
the query frame and its neighbors.
The second approach goes one step further and would exclude all frames
from the same speaker from the nearest neighbor search. The idea here is
to avoid idiosyncrasies of the speaker leading other phones uttered by this
speaker to be seen as more similar to the current phone than the same
phone uttered by a di erent speaker. Since TIMIT has a high number of
speakers (630), this is feasible. A confounding of speaker similarities with
speech similarities can a ect all classifiers, but exemplar-based classifiers
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are more sensitive to this than classifiers that try to build generalizable
models, which usually entails some level of smoothing. On the other hand,
this kind of exclusion of parts of the training set on a frame-by-frame basis
is far more easily done with a k-NN classifier than with an MLP.
Finally, one might consider splitting the training data into a k-NN search
set and a disjoint HMM training set. If the data were divided equally, this
would halve the amount of training data for both the k-NN and the HMM,
which would be an obvious drawback. On the other hand, training the
HMM on data which are not seen by the k-NN classifier (from the results
of which the feature vectors for the HMM are made) might be beneficial
enough for a k-NN tandem system to make up for the reduction in the size
of the training set.

Chapter 5
Conclusion
This last chapter summarizes the main contributions of this thesis, and
points out some directions for future work.
5.1 Research Findings
Frame Classification by Nearest Neighbors We have investigated
how a set of multi-valued articulatory features introduced by Livescu [2005]
can be classified by nearest neighbor methods. We did extensive experiments
on the frame classification of this set of AFs as well as of phones for the
Switchboard Transcription Project corpus. The k-NN classifiers generally
did slightly worse than the MLP baseline. However, using the posterior
probability outputs of the MLPs as input to a k-NN classifier (what we call
MLPP k-NN) outperformed the MLPs.
Concatenating nine observation vectors improves results for both k-NN
and MLP. In spite of this high dimensionality, we were unable to get sub-
stantial gains from reducing it with linear transformations. We saw that
PCA was unable to retain enough of the neighborhood structure in the top
dimensions to reap much benefit from reducing the dimensionality. LDA
limits the dimensionality to the number of classes minus one, resulting in
a single dimension for some classification tasks, and fared worse than PCA
despite being a supervised transformation. CCA, when used as a dimen-
sionality reduction, has a lot of similarities with LDA but allows for a higher
dimensionality when the label view is defined in a certain way; it attained
better results than LDA. We also made a novel variant of CCA, which can be
regarded as a multi-task variant of LDA. This transformation increases the
allowed dimensionality for our task from 8 to 24, and outperformed regular
CCA. Locality preserving projections, a manifold-based linear transforma-
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tion that has shown promise in other ASR applications, was also unable
to attain substantial improvements. We see that the linear transformations
generally struggle to retain the discriminative information of the observation
vectors, particularly when the dimensionality is greatly reduced.
Doing a global normalization of the concatenated observation vectors,
giving them zero mean and unit standard deviation along each dimension,
improved the performance of the k-NN classifier greatly—particularly with
1-frame vectors, where the obtained error rates were on par with those of
our most successful linear transformations.
In our MLPP k-NN method, which gave the best results, we essentially
use MLP classifiers of all eight AFs as a nonlinear transformation of the
observation vectors. The decreases in error rates that this method gives
compared to the MLPs suggest that it is able to capture useful dependencies
between the AFs.
We also did frame classification experiments on the TIMIT corpus. Con-
sisting of read rather than spontaneous speech, the TIMIT data proved an
easier classification task than the STP data, but the performance gap be-
tween MLP and k-NN was bigger here. For our experiments on TIMIT we
included silence frames, and we were able to improve performance slightly
by reducing the amount of silence in the training data before searching for
nearest neighbors.
k-NN Features in a CRF for Forced Transcription We have inves-
tigated how we could use the k-NN frame classification results in automatic
transcription systems by way creating “posterior-like” features based on
them. We constructed three feature functions for this task and applied the
resulting feature vectors in two systems for automatic transcription.
In the first of these, a CRF for forced transcription of AFs on the STP
data, we saw that the k-NN features improved slightly upon the results
with standard MLP features We also saw that distance-weighting the k-NN
features hurt performance, but that rank-weighting was beneficial.
k-NN Features in a Tandem HMM Phone Recognizer For the sec-
ond transcription system, a tandem HMM for phone recognition on TIMIT,
the results with k-NN features were substantially worse than those with
MLP features. We have considered several possible explanations for this
result. The larger performance gap between the MLP and k-NN frame
classifiers on TIMIT compared to STP may have played a role. Another
possible reason is that sparsity of the k-NN features made them unsuitable
for Gaussian mixture modeling. We tried to mitigate this with a modified
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log transformation. This has proved beneficial in previous work, and graph-
ical inspection of the resulting features looked promising, but the e ect on
the performance was detrimental.
We had hoped the k-NN features’ ability to incorporate articulatory
information without needing to train extra classifiers would be beneficial in
these experiments. We did find some benefit, as demonstrated by gains over
the purely phone-based k-NN features, but these were far from closing the
performance gap to the MLP tandem system.
This work represents a first attempt at creating a k-NN tandem system.
We believe this approach holds promise, particularly with respect to incor-
porating articulatory information, but more research is needed to realize
this potential.
5.2 Future Work
We have pointed out some directions for future work within the specific
areas of this thesis in Sections 3.8, 4.2.6 and 4.3.7. In this section we will
present some broader ideas for further research.
We hope to use the CRF presented in Section 4.2, or a similar system,
to do forced transcription of articulatory features for the entire Switchboard
corpus. We believe this would be a valuable resource for the speech commu-
nity. The resulting articulatory labeling would not be perfect, but it would
be superior to AF labels that are phone-derived.
We would also be interested to see whether such forced-transcribed AF
labels could improve our frame classification results. As noted, the phone-
derived AF labeling used for the frame classification experiments reported
in Chapter 3 is unreliable. A more reliable forced-transcribed labeling might
make the classification task easier, as one would expect incorrect labels to
be harder to learn from. The ground-truth labels that the forced tran-
scription CRF is trained on would still be phone derived, so the improve-
ment might be small. We could build upon this improvement, however,
by repeating the process iteratively, using the AF labels output by the
CRF as the ground truth in the next iteration—e ectively doing a form of
semi-supervised learning [Chapelle et al., 2006]. The results for the part of
Switchboard that is not annotated at the phonetic level could be compared
to AF labels derived from the phonetic labeling of the Semi-Supervised
Switchboard Transcription Project corpus [Subramanya and Bilmes, 2009].
Another approach would be to experiment with deriving the AF labels
from something other than the phonetic labeling to begin with. An intrigu-
ing possibility is to use actual articulatory measurements as a basis. Sev-
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eral articulatory databases are available, containing simultaneously recorded
speech and articulatory measurements obtained by X-ray microbeams [West-
bury, 1994], electromagnetic articulography [Wrench, 2000], or real-time
magnetic resonance imaging [Narayanan et al., 2014]. The articulatory data
in these corpora are continuous; to use them as a labeling—e.g., for frame
classification—they would need to be discretized. This discretization of the
articulatory space would be a natural candidate for learning. The ability of
a frame classifier to obtain a low mean error rate for the set of AFs could
be a workable optimization criterion. If the number of AFs and their car-
dinalities were fixed, we would have a relatively well-defined optimization
problem. k-NN would be a very suitable method to use here. Since no
training would be necessary for each discretization, we would be able to
try a large number of them with far greater ease than with classifiers like
MLPs, DNNs or support vector machines, which would have to be retrained
for each discretization.
Being able to obtain a low frame classification error for an AF set does
not necessarily imply that the AF set is useful, however. In the end, the test
for an AF classifier will be how it works in an application. Input in a speech
recognition engine would be the most natural test for usefulness. An artic-
ulatory tandem system like the one we presented in Section 4.3 is a start,
but we believe articulatory modeling to have a greater potential in systems
that are less reliant on phones as their basic unit. k-NN classification in
conjunction with an articulatory speech recognition system with a similar
architecture to the forced transcription CRF presented in Section 4.2, would
be an excellent way of investigating the merit of di erent AF sets.
The experiments we have presented in this thesis have not been aimed
at improving state-of-the-art results so much as exploring the promise of
an articulatory approach to speech recognition combined with exemplar-
based modeling. It is our hope that they have shed some light on both the
merits and the problems of this approach, and can serve as a guide and an
encouragement for future work in this field.
Appendix A
Phone Sets and Articulatory
Feature Mappings
Table A.1: Arpabet Vowels
The Vowels of the standard Arpabet Phonetic Alphabet and their relationship to IPA
symbols. (Table from Jurafsky [2004].)
IPA ARPAbet IPA ARPAbet
Symbol Symbol Word Transcription Transcription
[iy] lily [l ih l iy]
[ih] lily [l ih l iy]
[ey] daisy [d ey z i]
[eh] poinsettia [p oy n s eh dx iy ax]
[ae] aster [ae s t axr]
[aa] poppy [p aa p i]
[ao] orchid [ao r k ix d]
[uh] woodruff [w uh d r ah f]
[ow] lotus [l ow dx ax s]
[uw] tulip [t uw l ix p]
[uh] buttercup [b uh dx axr k uh p]
[er] bird [b er d]
[ay] iris [ay r ix s]
[aw] sunflower [s ah n f l aw axr]
[oy] poinsettia [p oy n s eh dx iy ax]
[y uw] feverfew [f iy v axr f y u]
[ax] woodruff [w uh d r ax f]
[ix] tulip [t uw l ix p]
[axr] heather [h eh dh axr]
[ux] dude1 [d ux d]
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Table A.2: Arpabet Consonants
The consonants of the standard Arpabet Phonetic Alphabet and their relationship to
IPA symbols. (Table from Jurafsky [2004].)
IPA ARPAbet IPA ARPAbet
Symbol Symbol Word Transcription Transcription
[p] [p] parsley [p aa r s l iy]
[t] [t] tarragon [t ae r ax g aa n]
[k] [k] catnip [k ae t n ix p]
[b] [b] bay [b ey]
[d] [d] dill [d ih l]
[g] [g] garlic [g aa r l ix k]
[m] [m] mint [m ih n t]
[n] [n] nutmeg [n ah t m eh g
[ ] [ng] ginseng [jh ih n s ix ng]
[f] [f] fennel [f eh n el]
[v] [v] clove [k l ow v]
[ ] [th] thistle [th ih s el]
[ ] [dh] heather [h eh dh axr]
[s] [s] sage [s ey jh]
[z] [z] hazelnut [h ey z el n ah t]
[ ] [sh] squash [s k w a sh]
[ ] [zh] ambrosia [ae m b r ow zh ax]
[t ] [ch] chicory [ch ih k axr iy ]
[d ] [jh] sage [s ey jh]
[l] [l] licorice [l ih k axr ix sh]
[w] [w] kiwi [k iy w iy]
[r] [r] parsley [p aa r s l iy]
[j] [y] yew [y uw]
[h] [h] horseradish [h ao r s r ae d ih sh]
[ ] [q] uh-oh [q ah q ow]
[ ] [dx] butter [b ah dx axr ]
[˜] [nx] wintergreen [w ih nx axr g r i n ]
[l] [el] thistle [th ih s el]
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Table A.3: Definition of the Articulatory Feature Set
The set of articulatory features based on the vocal tract variables of articulatory phonol-
ogy introduced by Livescu [2005] and used for the experiments in this thesis.
Feature Name Values
0 “ protruded
Lip constriction location lip-loc 1 “ labial
2 “ dental
0 “ closed
Lip opening degree lip-open 1 “ critical2 “ narrow
3 “ wide
0 “ inter-dental
Tongue tip tt-loc 1 “ alveolarconstriction location 2 “ palato-alveolar
3 “ retroflex
0 “ closed
1 “ critical
Tongue tip tt-open 2 “ narrowopening degree 3 “ mid-narrow
4 “ mid
5 “ wide
0 “ palatal
Tongue body tb-loc 1 “ velarconstriction location 2 “ uvular
3 “ pharyngeal
0 “ closed
1 “ critical
Tongue body tb-open 2 “ narrowopening degree 3 “ mid-narrow
4 “ mid
5 “ wide
Velum opening degree vel 0 “ closed1 “ open
0 “ closed
Glottis opening degree glot 1 “ critical
2 “ wide
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Table A.4: Phone Set and Articulatory Feature Mapping for the STP Corpus
In our phonetic labeling for the STP data, we depart from the standard Arpabet in
three ways. (1) We split the diphthongs ([aw], [ay], [ey], [ow] and [oy]) in two
parts—e.g., [ay1] and [ay2]. (2) Similarly, we split the plosives ([b], [d], [g], [k],
[p] and [t]) into occlusion and burst segments—e.g., [pcl] and [p]. (3) Finally, we
use the diacritic [_n] for nasalized variants of certain vowels and diphthongs that are
ordinarily not nasalized—e.g., [aa_n].The transcription symbol for silence is [sil],
and [?] has been used when the transcriber could not make out the sound.
Phone lip-loc lip-open tt-loc tt-open tb-loc tb-open vel glot
[aa] 1 3 1 5 3 3 0 1
[aa_n] 1 3 1 5 3 3 1 1
[ae] 1 3 1 5 1 5 0 1
[ae_n] 1 3 1 5 1 5 1 1
[ah] 1 3 1 4 2 4 0 1
[ah_n] 1 3 1 4 2 4 1 1
[ao] 0 3 1 5 3 3 0 1
[ao_n] 0 3 1 5 3 3 1 1
[aw1_n] 1 3 1 5 1 5 1 1
[aw2_n] 0 2 2 5 2 3 1 1
[aw1] 1 3 1 5 1 5 0 1
[aw2] 0 2 2 5 2 3 0 1
[ax] 1 3 1 4 2 4 0 1
[ax_n] 1 3 1 4 2 4 1 1
[axr] 1 3 3 2 2 5 0 1
[ay1_n] 1 3 1 5 3 3 1 1
[ay2_n] 1 3 1 3 0 3 1 1
[ay1] 1 3 1 5 3 3 0 1
[ay2] 1 3 1 3 0 3 0 1
[b] 1 1 1 4 2 5 0 1
[bcl] 1 0 1 4 2 5 0 1
[ch] 1 3 2 1 0 4 0 2
[d] 1 3 1 1 1 4 0 1
[dcl] 1 3 1 0 1 4 0 1
[dh] 1 3 0 1 2 4 0 1
[dh_n] 1 3 0 1 2 4 1 1
[dx] 1 3 1 2 1 4 0 1
[eh] 1 3 1 4 0 4 0 1
[eh_n] 1 3 1 4 0 4 1 1
[el] 1 3 1 0 2 2 0 1
[el_n] 1 3 1 0 2 2 1 1
[em] 1 0 1 4 2 4 1 1
[en] 1 3 1 0 2 4 1 1
[eng] 1 3 2 5 1 0 1 1
[epi] 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
[er] 1 3 3 2 2 5 0 1
[er_n] 1 3 3 2 2 5 1 1
Continued on next page
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Table A.4 – Continued from previous page
Phone lip-loc lip-open tt-loc tt-open tb-loc tb-open vel glot
[ey1_n] 1 3 1 4 0 4 1 1
[ey2_n] 1 3 1 3 0 3 1 1
[ey1] 1 3 1 4 0 4 0 1
[ey2] 1 3 1 3 0 3 0 1
[f] 2 1 1 4 1 4 0 2
[g] 1 3 2 5 1 1 0 1
[gcl] 1 3 2 5 1 0 0 1
[hh] 1 3 1 4 2 4 0 2
[hh_n] 1 3 1 4 2 4 1 2
[ih] 1 3 1 3 0 3 0 1
[ih_n] 1 3 1 3 0 3 1 1
[ix] 1 3 1 3 0 4 0 1
[ix_n] 1 3 1 3 0 4 1 1
[iy] 1 3 1 3 0 2 0 1
[iy_n] 1 3 1 3 0 2 1 1
[jh] 1 3 2 1 0 4 0 1
[k] 1 3 2 5 1 1 0 2
[kcl] 1 3 2 5 1 0 0 2
[l] 1 3 1 0 2 2 0 1
[l_n] 1 3 1 0 2 2 1 1
[lg] 1 3 1 0 2 2 0 1
[lg_n] 1 3 1 0 2 2 1 1
[m] 1 0 1 4 2 4 1 1
[n] 1 3 1 0 2 4 1 1
[ng] 1 3 2 5 1 0 1 1
[nx] 1 3 1 2 1 4 1 1
[ow1_n] 0 3 2 5 2 3 1 1
[ow2_n] 0 2 2 5 1 2 1 1
[ow1] 0 3 2 5 2 3 0 1
[ow2] 0 2 2 5 1 2 0 1
[oy1_n] 0 3 1 5 2 3 1 1
[oy2_n] 1 3 1 3 0 3 1 1
[oy1] 0 3 1 5 2 3 0 1
[oy2] 1 3 1 3 0 3 0 1
[p] 1 3 1 4 2 5 0 2
[pcl] 1 0 1 4 2 5 0 2
[q] 1 3 1 4 2 4 0 0
[r] 1 3 3 2 2 5 0 1
[r_n] 1 3 3 2 2 5 1 1
[s] 1 3 1 1 2 4 0 2
[sh] 1 3 2 1 0 4 0 2
[t] 1 3 1 1 1 4 0 2
[tcl] 1 3 1 0 1 4 0 2
[th] 1 3 0 1 2 4 0 2
[uh] 0 3 2 5 2 3 0 1
[uh_n] 0 3 2 5 2 3 1 1
Continued on next page
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Table A.4 – Continued from previous page
Phone lip-loc lip-open tt-loc tt-open tb-loc tb-open vel glot
[uw] 0 2 2 5 1 2 0 1
[uw_n] 0 2 2 5 1 2 1 1
[ux] 0 2 1 3 0 3 0 1
[ux_n] 0 2 1 3 0 3 1 1
[v] 2 1 1 4 1 4 0 1
[v_n] 2 1 1 4 1 4 1 1
[w] 0 2 2 5 2 2 0 1
[w_n] 0 2 2 5 2 2 1 1
[y] 1 3 1 3 0 2 0 1
[y_n] 1 3 1 3 0 2 1 1
[z] 1 3 1 1 2 4 0 1
[z_n] 1 3 1 1 2 4 1 1
[zh] 1 3 2 1 0 4 0 1
[sil] 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[?] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table A.5: Phone Set and Articulatory Feature Mapping for the TIMIT Corpus
The phonetic labeling of the TIMIT data departs from the standard Arpabet mainly in
splitting the plosives into occlusion and burst segments (e.g., [pcl] and [p]) like we
saw in the STP labeling in the table above. There are two transcription symbols for
silence: [pau] for short pauses and [h#] for longer silences.
Phone lip-loc lip-open tt-loc tt-open tb-loc tb-open vel glot
[aa] 1 3 1 5 3 3 0 1
[ae] 1 3 1 5 1 5 0 1
[ah] 1 3 1 4 2 4 0 1
[ao] 0 3 1 5 3 3 0 1
[aw] 1 3 1 5 1 5 0 1
[ax] 1 3 1 4 2 4 0 1
[axh] 1 3 1 4 2 4 0 2
[axr] 1 3 3 2 2 5 0 1
[ay] 1 3 1 5 3 3 0 1
[b] 1 1 1 4 2 5 0 1
[bcl] 1 0 1 4 2 5 0 1
[ch] 1 3 2 1 0 4 0 2
[d] 1 3 1 1 1 4 0 1
[dcl] 1 3 1 0 1 4 0 1
[dh] 1 3 0 1 2 4 0 1
[dx] 1 3 1 2 1 4 0 1
Continued on next page
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Table A.5 – Continued from previous page
Phone lip-loc lip-open tt-loc tt-open tb-loc tb-open vel glot
[eh] 1 3 1 4 0 4 0 1
[el] 1 3 1 0 2 2 0 1
[em] 1 0 1 4 2 4 1 1
[en] 1 3 1 0 2 4 1 1
[eng] 1 3 1 0 2 4 1 1
[epi] 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
[er] 1 3 3 2 2 5 0 1
[ey] 1 3 1 4 0 4 0 1
[f] 2 1 1 4 1 4 0 2
[g] 1 3 2 5 1 1 0 1
[gcl] 1 3 2 5 1 0 0 1
[hh] 1 3 1 4 2 4 0 2
[hv] 1 3 1 4 2 4 0 1
[ih] 1 3 1 3 0 3 0 1
[ix] 1 3 1 3 0 3 0 1
[iy] 1 3 1 3 0 2 0 1
[jh] 1 3 2 1 0 4 0 1
[k] 1 3 2 5 1 1 0 2
[kcl] 1 3 2 5 1 0 0 2
[l] 1 3 1 0 2 2 0 1
[m] 1 0 1 4 2 4 1 1
[n] 1 3 1 0 2 4 1 1
[ng] 1 3 2 5 1 0 1 1
[nx] 1 3 2 5 1 0 1 1
[ow] 0 3 2 5 2 3 0 1
[oy] 0 3 1 5 2 3 0 1
[p] 1 3 1 4 2 5 0 2
[pcl] 1 0 1 4 2 5 0 2
[q] 1 3 2 5 1 1 0 2
[r] 1 3 3 2 2 5 0 1
[s] 1 3 1 1 2 4 0 2
[sh] 1 3 2 1 0 4 0 2
[t] 1 3 1 1 1 4 0 2
[tcl] 1 3 1 0 1 4 0 2
[th] 1 3 0 1 2 4 0 2
[uh] 0 3 2 5 2 3 0 1
[uw] 0 2 2 5 1 2 0 1
[ux] 0 2 2 5 1 2 0 1
[v] 2 1 1 4 1 4 0 1
[w] 0 2 2 5 2 2 0 1
[y] 1 3 1 3 0 2 0 1
[z] 1 3 1 1 2 4 0 1
[zh] 1 3 2 1 0 4 0 1
[pau] 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
[h#] 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Figure B.1: Histogram of the frequencies of the 98 phone labels in the STP data used
for the experiments presented in Chapter 3, from highest to lowest. The total number
of frames is just shy of 220 000. We see that, except for the five most frequent phones,
the frequencies approximately follow a Zipfian distribution.
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Figure B.2: Although the number of possible combinations of the values of our eight
articulatory features is 41 472, only 64 such combinations occur in the data set used for
the experiments presented in Chapter 3. This histogram shows the distribution of these
combinations, which are used as classes in the Joint AF experiments in Section 3.4.
As in the previous figure, the total number of frames is slightly below 220 000.
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